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Mar 19,2012
Captain Paul Howard, New England Fishery Management Council
50 Water Street, Mill#2
Newburyport, MA 01950
Dear Captain Howard, New England Fishery Management Council,
inflicts on the ocean
I am wr1ing to express my concern about poorly managed industrial fishing andthe_ damage it
groundfish
within closures
of
killing
continued
herring,
óf
river
catch
monitoring,
unmanageó
eðàsysteml Inadequate

desiçined to proteci them, and the wasteful practice of dumping are significant and pressing concerns'

percent and are so depleted that
I am especially concemed about populations of river herring, which have declined by 99
Act.
Species
protection
the
Endangered
for
under
they aré beinçi considered
prohibiting children from
Most Ailantic stiates now ban the harvest of river hening in coastal waters, even to the point of
open
oc€an, where they are
yet
the
fish
in
these
to
protections
extended
have
been
no
astoundingly,
n"tting ànJtor bait.
ta¡ãn-Uy the millions as profitable bicatch in the industrial fishery targeting a different species, Atlantic hening'

This is unacceptable and represents a significant setback in the ongoing efforts to restore alewife and blueback herring'
evãry year, states and communities throughout New England invest significant time.and.resources to restore their river
nerrinj runs. The New England Fishery Mánagement Council must support, not undermine, these efforts'

your revision to the Atlantic Herring Fishery Management Plan must address these issues and bring greater

accóuntaOil¡ty and oversight to thelndustr¡ãl trawl fleet. I strongly urge you to approve a comprehensive monitoring and
bycatch+eductlon program that incorporates the followlng management actions:

* A catch limit, or cap, on the total amount of river herring caught
hàning iisnery (Section 3.3.5, modífied to require immediate implementatlon of a catch cap)'
*¡n tne100Átiànt¡c
percent at-sea monitoring on all mid-water trawlfishing trips

in ordér'to provide reliable estimãtes of all catch, including byðatch of depleted river herring and other marine life (Section

3.2.1 .2 Alternative 2).

*

An accountability system to discourage the wasteful slippage' or
iinctuOing a fleetwide llmít of five slippage events for each hening management area, afterwhich any
would
require a return to port (Section 3'2.3'4 Option 4D)'
event
sfippägõ
A ban on herring mid-water trawling in areas establíshed to
promote rebuilding of groundfish populations (Section 3'4.4 Alternative 5)'
A requirement to accurately weigh and report all catch (Section
3.1.5 Option 2).

dumfing, of catch,

*
;

Thank you for considerlng my comments and for your continued commitment to improving management of the Atlantic
herring fishery.
Sincerely,
M McGillivary

Eugene, OR 97401
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Captain Paul Howard
50 Water Street, Mill#2

Newburyport, MA 01950
Dear Captain Howard,
I urge the New England Físhery Management Council to reform regulation of the Atlantic herring fishing industry.
Unmanaged catch of river herring by industrial trawlers has contributed io a collapse of populations of these small but
ecologically important fish, With river herring catch levels down 99 percent since 1970, most states have þanned their
harvest and the National Marine Fisheries Service is considering listing river herring under the Endangered Species Act.
Yet Atlantic herring trawlers can catch millions of river herring every year without restriction or even adequate monitoring,
This is unacceptable.

As the council finalizes its revision to the Atlantic Herring Fishery Management Plan, I strongly urge you to approve a
comprehensive monitoring and bycatch-reduction program that incorporates the following management actions:
** a catch limit, or cap, on the total amount of river herring caught in the Atlantic herring fishery (Section 3.3.5, modified to
require immediate implementation of a catch cap)
** 100 percent at-sea monitoring on all mid-water trawl fishing trips in order to provide reliable estimates of all catch,
including bycatch of depleted river herring and other marine life (Section 3.2.1.2 Alternative 2)
** an accountability system to discourage the wasteful slippage, or dumping, of catch, including a fleetwide limit of five
slippage events for each herring management area, after which any slippage event would require a return to port (Section
3.2.3.4 Option 4D)
** a ban on herring mid-water trawling in areas established to promote rebuilding of groundfish populations (Section 3.4.4
Alternative 5)
** a requirement to accurately weigh and report all catch (Section
3.1.5 Option 2)
Every year, states and communities throughout New England and elsewhere on the east coast invest significant time and
resources to restore their herring runs, Fishermen in inland and state coastal waters can no longer catch river herring, and
instead must bide time and hope for populations to rebound. The New England Fishery Management Council must do its
part and step forward to adequately regulate the Atlantic herring fishing fleet.
Sincerely,

Ms. Nina Gimond
57 Francis St

Waterville, ME 04901-5226
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Mar 8, 2012
Paul Howard
New England Fishery Management Council
Subjece Re: Atlantic Herring Fishery Management Plan
Dear Paul Howard,

I am writing to expr€ss my concem about poorly managed indusFial
fishing and the damage it inflicts on the ocean ecosystem, especially
to river hening. Populations ofthese fish have declined by 99
percent and are so depleted they are being considered for protection
under the Endangered Species Act.
Most Atlantic states now prohibit the harvest of liver hening in
coastal waters, even to the point ofprohibiting children from netting
one for bait, Yet astoundingly, no protections have been extended to
these fish in the open ocean, where they are taken by the millions as
profitable bycatch by industrial hening ships,

This is unacceptable and represents a sigrrificant setback in the
ongoing efforts to restore alewife and blueback hening, Every year,
states and communities throughout New England invest significant time
and resources to restore their liver herring runs, Many tireless
oitizens carefully shepherd migrating river herring past in-river
obstacles by hand. The council must support, not undermine, these
efforts.
As the council finalizes its revision to the Atlantic Herring Fishery
Management Plan, I strongly urge you to approve a comprehensive
monitoring and bycatch reduction program that incorporates the
lollowing management actions:

* Immediate implementation of

a catch limit, or cap, on the total
amount ofriver herring caught in the Atlantic hening fishery (Section
3.3.s).
* 100 percent at-sea monitoring on all midwater trawl fishing trips in
ordor to provide reliable estimates ofall catch, including bycatch of
depleted river herring and other marine life (Section 3,2.1.2
Alternative 2).
* An accountability system to discourage the wasteful slippage or
dumping of catch, including a fleet-wide allowance of f,rve slippage
events for each heuing management area, after which any slippage event
would require a return to port (Section 3.2.3.4 Option 4D).
* No herring midwater trawling in areas established to promote
rebuilding of groundfish populations (Section 3.4.4 Altemative 5).
+ A requirement to accurately weigh and report all ðatch (Section 3. 1.5

Option 2).
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City and State of those 759 commenting, taken from the summary given by PEW Envíronmental

C¡ty
Stevenson
Pleasant Grove
Jacksonville
North Little

Rock

State
AL
AL
AL
AR

AR
Haskell
AR
Cabot
AZ
Tonopah
AZ
orovalley
AZ
Tucson
AZ
Tucson
AZ
Tucson
AZ
Tucson
Cottonwood AZ
AZ
Phoenix
AZ
Tucson
AZ
Tucson
AZ
Tucson
scottsdale AZ
AZ
Tucson
AZ
Sun City
AZ
Phoenix
CA
Auburn
CA
Montara
CA
Hayward
CA
Toluca Lake
Sacramento CA
W Hollywood CA
W Hollywood CA
CA
Agoura
cA
Novato
CA
Applegate
CA
Los Gatos
CA
West Hills
Escondido CA
CA
San Diego
Mount Shasta CA
CA
Fort Bragg
CA
Murrieta
CA
San Jose
CA
La Jolla
Riverbank CA
Sacramento CA
Hollywood CA
CA
Los Angeles

c¡tv
Richmond
Los Angeles
Fresno
Alamo
San Lorenzo
Foster C¡ty
Albany
Venice
Hayward
Sherman Oaks
Napa
san diego
San Jose
Long Beach

state city

CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
cA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
Sacramento CA
CA
San Diego
CA
San Diego
Temecula CA
Piedmont CA
Los Angeles CA
Berkeley CA
Costa Mesa
CA
CA
Merced
CA
Park
Menlo
CA
Albany
San Francisco CA
Valley Village CA
Los Angeles CA
San Francisco CA
San Francisco CA
San Francisco CA
CA
Van Nuys
CA
Oakland
Los Angeles CA
Camarillo CA
CA
Fresno
Glendale cA
CA
Long Beach
Pacific Palisades CA
Fountain Valley CA
Aliso Viejo
CA
Laguna Niguel CA
Ventura
CA
San Francisco CA

state c¡ty

CA
Bakersfield
CA
Santa Barbara
Sacramento CA
CA
Cupertino
CA
Kirkwood
CA
Walnut Creek
CA
escondido
CA
Palm Springs
CA
Simi Valley
CA
Lake Elsinore
CA
Palm SPrings
CA
MillValley
CA
Santee
CA
BerkeleY
CA
Napa
CA
Folsom
CA
Palmdale
CA
San Mateo
CA
Santa Rosa
CA
Vallejo
CA
Ojai
CA
Palm Springs
CA
Studio City
CA
Malibu
CA
Merced
CA
Tujunga
CA
Anaheim
CA
Santa Cruz
CA
Stockton
CA
San Francisco
CA
Los Angeles
CA
Lancaster
CA
Los Angeles
CA
La lolla
CA
Glendale
CA
Saint Helena
CA
Laguna Niguel
CA
San Marcos
CA
Fountaín Valley
CA
Orange
CA
Hesperia
CA
Santa Monica
Point Reyes Station CA
CA
Riverside

state

CA
Cruz
CA
Los Angeles
CA
Saugus
CA
Santa Cruz
San Luis Obispo CA
CA
Lodi
CA
Davis
CA
Los Angeles
CO
Fort Collins
Lakewood CO
co
Denver
Lakewood CO
Northglenn CO
CO
Denver
Longmont CO
Pagosa Springs CO
co
Golden
Carbondale CO
CO
Denver
CO
Arvada
CO
Louisville
CÏ
Norwalk

Santa

North

Branford

Fairfield
BridgePort
Quinebaug
Cromwell
Pawcatuck
Storrs

Mansfield

Meriden
Madison
East Canaan
Berlin
Windham
New Haven
Stamford
Milford
Norwalk
Enfield
Mansfield

Center

Shelton
Meriden
Stratford
West Hartford

CT
CT

Cl'
CT
CT

Cf
CT
CT
CT

Cf
CI
Cf
CT
CT
CT
CT
CT
CT
CT

Cr
CT
CT

Lake Elsinore

CA

Los Angeles

CA

Rancho Palos Verd CA

New Haven

CT

Storrs

CT

IL

Middleboro

IL

Clinton

MA
MA

Iolland

CT

Tampa

FL

Trumbull

CT

Boca Raton

FL

Alsip
Highland Park

Avon

CT

Boca Raton

FL

Westmont

IL

Northfield

South Glastonbury CT

Orlando
Jacksonville

FL

ChÍcago

IL

Harvard

FL

Chicago

IL

Arl¡ngton

Atlantic Beach
Atlantic Beach

FL

Chicago

IL

FL

Oak Park

IL

Marshfield
Dracut

Stratford

CT

New London

CT

Stamford

CT

Milford

CT

Washington

DC

Washington
Washington
Washington

MA
MA
MA
MA
MA

FL

Chicago

IL

La

ncaster

MA

FL

Arlington Heights

IL

DC

Jacksonville
Jacksonville
Tampa

FL

Chicago

IL

New Bedford
Wakefield

MA
MA

DC

Tampa

FL

Hoffman Estates

IL

Melrose

DC

FL

IL

Florida

MA
MA

IL

Wellfleet

MA

IL

Cambridge
Cambridge

MA
MA

Middletown

DE

Tampa
Fort Myers

FL

Highland Park
New Douglas

Newark

DE

Lake Mary

FL

Glen Ellyn

Lantana

FL

Smyrna

GA

Chicago

IL

Atlantic Beach

FL

Decatur

GA

Palatine

IL

South Dennis

MA

Orlando
Punta Gorda

FL

Atlanta

GA

Lake lN The Hills

IL

Sandwich

MA

FL

Douglasville

GA

Midlothian

IL

Duxbury

Cooper City

FL

Smyrna

GA

rensselaer

IN

Arlington

MA
MA

Cocoa Beach

FL

Temple

GA

cc

IN

cohasset

MA

Miami

FL

GA

Woods Hole

MA

FL

GA

Fort Wayne
Bloomington

IN

Lady Lake

Atlanta
Arnoldsville

IN

Boston

Melbourne

FL

Athens

GA

Fort Wayne

IN

MA
MA

St Petersburg
Apopka

FL

Kailua

HI

Munster

IN

North Adams
Gilbertville

FL

Lihue

HI

Newburgh

IN

Cambridge

MA

Saint Cloud

FL

Kailua

HI

IN

Port St Lucie

FL

Evansdale

IA

Merrillville
Manhattan

Aquinnah
Braintree

MA
MA

miami
Venice

FL

Ames

IA

Topeka

KS

Newburyport

FL

Keokuk

IA

KS

Plymouth

MA
MA

KS

MA

Tampa

FL

Cedar Falls

IA

Lawrence
Frankfort

KY

Watertown

MA

lacksonville

FL

Windsor Heights

IA

Baton Rouge

t-A

Cambrídge

Spríng Hill

FL

lowa City

IA

River Ridge

LA

St Petersburg
Saint Petersburg

FL

Boise

ID

FL

New Plymouth

ID

Duxbury
Duxbury

MA
MA

Stoneham
Brookline

MA
MA

MA
MA
MA

Winter Garden

FL

Lewiston

ID

Venice

FL

Meridian

ID

lpswích
West Tisbury

North Port

FL

Hailey

ID

Salem

Cambridge
Boston
North Falmouth

MA
MA
MA
MA

Bradenton

FL

Villa Park

IL

Concord

MA

Sanibel

FL

Elgín

IL

Somerville

Winthrop

Jacksonville

FL

Naperville

IL

West Dennis

MA

Big Pine Key

FL

Chicago

IL

Cambridge
Boxford

MA
MA

MA
MA
MA

MA

Westwood

MA

Cocoa Beach

FL

Mchenry

IL

Longwood

FL

Chicago

IL

St Petersburg

FL

Chicago

IL

MA
MA
MA

New Bedford
Framingham
Pembroke

MA
MA
MA

Gardner
Edgartown
Acton

Stoneham
Somerville

La

uderhill

FL

Wilmette

IL

cotu¡t

MA

MA

Falmouth

MA

Kansas City

MO

Florissant

MO

MO
MO

MA

Southwick

Framingham

MA
MA

ME

Jackson

MS

Duxbury

MA

South Portland
York Harbor

Trenton
Morristown
Ocean
Old Bridge
Weehawken
lselin
Jersey City
Carteret
Hewitt
Montclair

ME

Charlotte

NC

Williamstown

Springfìeld

MA

York

ME

Concord

NC

Haydenville

MA

Yarmouth

ME

Halifax

NC

Harmony

ME

Wilmington

NC

Scarborough
Sanford

ME

Asheville

NC

ME

Lenoir

NC

QuincY

Amherst

MA

Cockeysville

MD

Somervílle

MA

Greenbelt
Greenbelt

MD

Kansas City

MD

Wildwood

Hagerstown

MD

MO

La Plata

MD

Saint Louis
Kansas City
Kansas City

MO

Saint Louís

MO

Mendon
Natick

Arlington
Worcester

Wellfleet
Quinry

Boston

Upton
Ayer
Cambridge

Somerville
Sheffield
Tewksbury
Holliston
Norwood

MA
MA
MA
MA
MA

MA
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA

Framingham

MA

QuincY
Jamaica Plain

MA
MA
MA
MA
MA

West Falmouth
QuincY

Burlington
Charlestown
Somerville
Boston

Marshfìeld
Boston
Cambridge
Colrain

Aquinnah
Aquinnah
Duxbury
Boxford
Plainville
Amherst
Swampscott
Cambridge
Peabody

MA

MA
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA
MA

Buckeystown
Glen Burnie

MD
MD

MO

Bethesda

MD

Laurel

MS

ME

Hampstead

NC

ME

Morganton

NC

Albuquerque
Albuquerque

Lincolnville

ME

santa

Waterford

ME

Arden
Lexington

NC
NC

Fe
Capitan
Barcelona,

Portland
Freeport

Camden

ME

Beulah

ND

Limington
Troy

ME

Lincoln

NE

ME

Papillion

NE

Lewiston

ME

Lincoln

NE

ME

Exeter

NH

Hancock

ME

Newton

NH

Northville

MI

Hollis

NH

Lansing

MI

Alstead

NH

Sterling Heights
Westland

MI

Milton

NH

MI

Durham

NH

E.

Machias

Spain

Reno
Las Vegas
Brooklyn
NewYork
NewYork
Mahopac
Peekskill
Port

Washington

Lansing

MI

Newport

NH

Ypsilanti

MI

Londonderry

NH

Saugerties
Kenmore
NewYork
Goshen
Schenectady

Ypsilanti

MI

Exeter

NH

Grand Junction

MI
MI

Newtonville
Newtonville

NJ

MI

Jersey City

NJ

MA

Belleville
Belleville

MI

Hammonton

NJ

MA

Minneapolis

MN

MA

Chisago City

MA
MA
MA

Nevis

MN
MN

Cherry Hill
Madison
Garfield

NJ

Warren

NJ

Collingswood
Bloomingdale
Princeton Junction

NJ

MA
MA

Barnegat
Califon
Morganville
Bridgewater
Santa Fe

Bloomfield Hills

Hutchinson

White Bear Lake
Maple Grove
Madelia

MN
MN
MN
MN

NJ

NJ
NJ

NJ
NJ

Middletown
Selden
New York
Brooklyn
Mount Sinai
New Rochelle
High Falls
New York
New York
New York

NJ
NJ
NJ
NJ
NJ
NJ

NJ
NJ
NJ
NJ

NJ
NJ
NJ
NJ
NJ

NM
NM
NM
NM
NM
None
NV
NV
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY
NY

NY

Winchester

MA

Moorhead

MN

Milford

NJ

NY

Brooklyn

NY

Montauk

NY

New York

Williamsport

PA

Richardson

TX

Syracuse

NY

Canonsburg

PA

Plano

TX

Binghamton

NY

Massapequa Park NY
New Rochelle NY

Hellertown

PA

Austin

TX

New York

NY

Keller

TX

NY

trevose
Philadelphia

PA

Troy

PA

NY

PA

Schenectady
Sag Harbor
Rochester

NY

Philadelphia
Philadelphia

PA

Austin
Houston
Austin

TX

Ossining

Gloversville
Gloversvílle
Brooklyn
Manlius

NY

Ithaca

NY

Highland

Rock Creek

OH

West Chester
Horsham

PA

NY

PA

TX

NY
NY
NY
NY

PA

Corpus Christi

TX

PA

5an Antonio

TX

OH

Lancaster
Exeter

PA

Austín

TX

OH

FeastervilleTrevose

PA

TX

OH

York

PA

Austin
Stephenville

OH

FeastervilleTrevose

PA

San Antonio

ÏX

OH

Lansdale

PA

Denton

TX

oH

Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh

PA

Katy

TX

OH

PA

TX

OH

Cincinnati

OH

Massapequa
New York

NY

Westerville

OH

NY

Gambier

Cambridge

NY

Columbus

Staten lsland

NY

Akron

Buffalo

NY

New York

NY

Middletown

NY

New York

NY

Brooklyn

NY

Peekskill

NY

Medford

NY

Hamilton

NV

New York

NY

Brooklyn

NY

Pendleton

NY
NY

New York

West

Haverstraw

New York

NY
NY
NY

New York

NY

Port Jervis

NY

TX

TX

OH

Selinsgrove

PA

Houston
Denton

OK

Philadelphia

PA

5an Antonio

TX

OK

Cayey

PR

Houston

TX

TX

OK

Arecibo

PR

Austin

TX

OK

Newport

RI

TX

OR

Wan¡¡ick

RI

Coppell
Austin

TX

OR

RI

Smithville

TX

RI

Richardson

TX

OR

Coventry
Chepachet
Barrington

RI

Dallas

ÏX

OR

Riverside

RI

Baytown

TX

OR

Wan¡¡ick

RI

Layton

UT

OR

Portland
Ashland
Portland
Eugene
Myrtle Creek

OR

North Providence

RI

Salt Lake City

UT

OR

RI

Salt Lake City

UT

RI

sc
sc

Salt Lake City
Salt Lake City

UT

Ogden

UT

Virginia Beach

VA
VA

TN

Richmond
Burke

TN

Arlington

VA

TN

Ruther Glen

VA

New York

NY

OR

Patterson

NY

Corvallis
Portland

Prudence lsland
Wakefield

OR

Aiken

brooklyn
Albany

NY

Philadelphia

PA

Beaufort

NY

Lansdale

PA

Seabrook

NY

Philadelphia

PA

Clemson

Brooklyn

TX

PA

Union

NY

New York

Village

Greensburg
Hatfield

NY

New York

New York

TX

Arlington
San Antonio

White Plaíns

Ashley
Cleveland
Mayfield Hts
Vienna
Warren
Clinton
Oklahoma City
Stillwater
Broken Arrow
Eugene
Klamath Falls

TX

sc
sc

UT

Corning

NY

Lancaster

PA

New York

NY

New Castle

PA

Memphis
Murfreesboro

Brooklyn

NY

PA

Fran

ny

NY

PA

Nashville

TN

Whitestone

PA

Memphis

TN

Richmond
Roanoke

VA

NY

sellersville
Bethel Park
Broomall

Rego Park

NY

Canonsburg

PA

Nashville

TN

Arlington

VA

Montauk

NY

Munhall

PA

Bon Aqua

TN

Glen Allen

VA

klin

VA

VA

Jamaica

NY

North Chesterfield VA
VA
Yorktown
Broadlands

VA

Hinesburg
Bristol

VT

VÏ

Weston

VT

White River Junctio VT
VT
Marshfíeld
Clinton

WA
WA

Seattle

WA

Seattle

Seattle

WA

Vancouver

WA

Seattle
Bellingham

WA

Renton

WA
WA

Seattle
lssaquah

WA
WA

Clarkston
Seattle
Seattle

WA
WA

WA

Spokane

WA

Des Moines

WA

Buckley

WA
WI

Milwaukee
Mondovi
Oshkosh

WI
WI

Madison

WI

Waupaca
Ripon

WI

Fitchburg

WI

Madison
Madison
Milwaukee

WI

Waukesha

WI

Madison
Mann¡ngton

WI
WV

WI

WI
WI

Philadelphia

PA

Nashville

TN

Lynchburg

VA
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February 22,2012

Respected members of the herring committee and council,

h1

U

NEW ENGI.CND FISHERY
MANAGEMENT COUNCIL

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on herring amendment 5, I would like to start by addressing
ground fish closed areas they are very important not only to myself, but many other ground fishermen
from Maine. I believe there needs to be protection for the herring from all fishing in these selected
spawning and habitat closures. I thínk fish should have a place to reproduce undisturbed by human
activity, this should bring back natural spawning behavior. lf there is some fishing allowed in the closed
areas there should be rules that don't allow any contact with the bottom so that spawning isn't

disturbed. For example, if mid-water trawlers are allowed then we need to define what is mid-water
with the use of bottom sensors to determine how far off bottom they are fishing. This should be part of
the reporting of fishing activity, with t00% at sea observers on board.
That brings me to another part of this amendment. Monitoring, there is a need for 700% observers
though out this fishery. This could be though the certified NMFS observer program or EMS electronic
monitoring system which would lower cost for the industry. I thínk that if we are going to protect
herring for [obster bait and forage for ground fish we shouldn't have anything less than the highest
percentage of coverage this fishery.
This brings us to another part of the amendment, vessel class. This is controversial, the A/B class catches
aboutgT%of the whole stock and without question they need to be monitored for catch and by-catch, if

we add the c class vessels thís makes the catch totals for all three A B c classes at,99% of the fishery.
The class D vessels are about 17o of the total fishery. I think that it would save costs to the lower classes
vessels; C/D classes that are smaller boats and a very small part of this fishery, lf they are allowed to be
exempted from the monitoring there would be a very low impact on the herring stock overall and would
allow them to be active in this and other fisheries. lf they were allowed thls exception they would need
to report their catch daily or the day the trip is landed though the EWR program, also there could be a

consideration of EMS on board if the council believes it is needed. As far as the D class vessels are
concerned while fishing for groundfish or tuna there is no need for a herring observer on these trips due
to their low interac'tion with herring.
The next subject I would like to address is something that is happing in other fisheries as well as herring.
There is the cross¡ng of stock boundaríes during a tow or set, this can determine whích stock area the
fish is taken from, for example if a tow for herring is set in area 1B and hauled in area 3 the catch is
deducted from area 3, this is problematic for tracking stock area quota. I think there shouldn't be any
boundary crossing of stock areas in any fishery, if a tow is set ín 1B it should be hauled in 1B'
Also a concern to me is the issue of dumping; in the amendment under closed area L rules I would
suggest that option 4a - 4b be taken out of the document and to consider using 4c or 4d because I think

they address what CA1 was meant to represent. I älso think that if on a trip for herring if a high rate of
slipped or dumped tows are encountered there needs to be a limit on dumping. I don't know what the

{4,1 L4

(4^\,

¿,rw*'i

best scientific number would be, but somewhere around 10 seems fair. The reason I think 10 is fair is

that if there are 10 dumps those would be counterproductive tows. lf I were fishing on these trips
would thínk it would be tÍme to go in and regroup.

I

In closing, I would like to state again the need to monitor this fishery for catch and by-catch for all of our

fisheries health and the need to protect our spawning areas for the communities and their fishing
future. As an example, a steady supply of lobster bait for now and the future and the need for forage
fish in groundfish, tuna, striped bass and the blue fish fisheries to name a few.
Thank you sincerely,

%2'olCaptain Gary Líbby
F/V Leslie & Jessica

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Philip Buzby <philip.buzby@gmail.com>
Wednesday, March'14, 20127.11 AM
comments
Regulate the lndustrial Mid Water Trawl Fleet: Comments on Draft Amendment 5

Dear Sirs,

I am a recreational fisherman mainly frshing from my own boat throughout the saltwater coast
of Massachusetts whcrein I target a wide u*i.ty of game fish species, Critical to the sustainable populations of
fish are both the availability of bait fish plus regulation & oversight of the mid water trawl
fleet, The indiscriminate and mostly unmonitoied catch (target species and by-catch) by these huge vessels,
fish resources, I
some times working in pairs, with nets that can span a miie are responsible for decimating the
below:
summarized
Catch
By
am in support of thõ recommendations put forth by the group Honest

Critical Alternatives That Must Be Approved in Amendment 5:
NEFMC must approve a comprehensive monitoring and management retorm program

that brings greater accountability and oversÍght to the índustrÍal trawl fleet' At
minimum, the following actions must be approved:

. Honest By Catch supports

Section 3'2.L'2 Alternative 2
100 percent at-sea monitoring on all midwater trawl fishing tríps (i'e., Category A& B
vessäls) in order to provide reliable estimates of all catch, including bycatch of depleted
river herring and other marine life

. Honest By Catch supports Section 3'2'3'4 Alternative 4D

An accountability system to discourage the wasteful dumping of catch, includíng a fleetwide allowance of fìve slippage events for each herring management area, after which
any slippage event would require a return to port

. Honest By Catch supports

Section 3,4'4 Alternative 5
No herring mid water trawling in areas established to promote rebuilding of ground fish
populations

. Honest By Catch supports Section 3,3.5, if modified to require immediate
implementation of a river herring catch cap
An immediate catch llmit, or cap, on the total amount of river herring caught in the
Atlantic herring fisherY

r Honest By Catch supports Section 3,1,5 Option 2

A requirement to accurately weigh and report all catch is essential to any monitoring
system
Additionally, something should be considered about changing the rules regulating the dogfish shark
population, The massive numbers of these creatures currently widespread throughout the area are responsible
ioi wiping out the young of the next generations of many game/ground fish, cod being the most notable in the

news.

1

Sincerely,
Phit

*nUtO R Buzby
31 Harlan Drive

Brockton, MA
s08-955-0070

e-mail: philip.buzby@smail.com

From:
Sent:

lo:
Subject:

Earthjustice <actlon@earthjustice, org> on behalf of William Leavenworth
<william. leavenworth@gmail.com>
Wednesday, March 14,20'12 9:13 AM
comments
Comments on Draft Amendment

5

Mar 14,2012
Captaln Paul Howard, New England Fishery Management Council
50 Water Street, Mill#2
Newburyport, MA 01950

Dear Captain Howard, New England Fishery Management Council,
To whom it may concern:
I have graphed the inshore and offshore catch numbers for alewives for Maine, New Hampshire and Massachusetts for
the yea-rs from 1887 through 1960. The Massachusetts catch fluctuated within fairly consistent parameters at 5 million
pouñds or less pet year until 1954, when Massachusetts offshore mackerel and sea hening seiners began to land much
iarger numbers of alewives as bycatch. Massachuselts' offshore alewife bycatch continued to grow until 1958, when
offãhore mackerel and herring seiners landed over 33 million pounds of alewives as bycatch, Massachusetts' inshore
targeted alewife fishery declined to near zero over the same period. The offshore alewife bycatch continued in tens of
milions of pounds but ín declining totals until 1968, when both the inshore and offshore alewife catch collapsed to near

zerc.
Meanwhile, Maine's inshore targeted inshore alewife fishery continued to land between 1 million and 4.5 million pounds of
alewives, with no appreciable addition from offshore seiners. This data tells me that 1) Maine and Massachusetts
alewives derive from separate spawning stocks, and 2) offshore seiners and trawlers destroyed the Massachusetts
alewife spawning stock, while their absence in Maine waters allowed Maine's alewife spawning stock to continue at
sustainable levels.
All data is from the fisheries'own landings fìgures published in annual reports,
Sincerely,

William Leavenworth
Searsmont, ME 04973-0069

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Michael Behot <michael,behot@gmaíl,com>

Wednesday, March 14, 2012 B:57 AM
comments
Mid-Water Trawlers

Hello,
I am writing in reference to Amendment 5 Draft Environmental Impact Statement, River Herring and Shad
have been over fished and the take needs to be cut back. These are the forage fish for many of the coastal and
pelagic fish on the east coast and they must be protected for the purpose, Thc trawlers need to be befter
regulated and their take reduced, I fear if the cun'ent trend continues it will cripple the food chain for all
species. Thank you for your time and consideration,
Michael S. Behot

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Andy Stevenson <andy@robertsonsgmc.com>
Wednesday, March 14, 20121Q:54 AM
comments
Comments on Draft Amendment 5

Attn: Comments on Draft Amendment

5

Paul J. Howard, Executive ÐÍrector
New England Fishery Management Council
50 Water Street Mill #2
Newburypoft MA 01950

Hello Mr. Howard,

I am writing in suppoÉ of the afticles proposed regarding mid water trawling and the protection
of river herring and other species. I personally believe trawling of any sorts is an unfair practice,
decimating not only the "target" species but all others as well, I would like to see an outright
ban on pair trawling and a ban on trawling all together. I don't foresee that ever happening,
personally I find the commercial operations to be greedy and uncaring of thelr "bycatch" . I ask
that you at least suppoft the proposed bills to monitor and regulate the trawling industry in
order to preserve and protect not only river herring and other species mentioned but also the
marine life that relies on these fish in order to survive.
Thank you,
Andy Stevenson
Service Manager
(508) 291 0044 ext. 146
Robertson's GMC Truck
2680 Cranberry Highway
Wareham, MA 02571

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice,org> on behalf of Marilyn Britton <mbrittons@comcast.net>
Wednesday, March 14, 201210'.26 AM
comments
Comments on Draft Amendment 5

Mar 14,2012
Captain Paul Howard, New England Fishery Management Council
50 Water Street, Mill#2
Newburyport, MA 01950

Dear Captain Howard, New England Fishery Management Council,
It is with great concern that l'm contacting you about poorly managed industrìal fishing and the damage it inflicts on the
ocean ecosystem.
lnadequate monitoring, unmanaged catch of river herring, contrnued killing of groundfish within closures designed to
protect them, and ihe wasteful practice of dumping are significant and pressing concerns.
WITHOUT VERY SRINDGENT RULES AND THEIR ENFORCEMENT OF THE FISHING INDUSTRY WE WILL ALL
SUFFER THE CONSEQUENCES. NOW IS THE TIME TO SEVERLY LIMIT CATCHES OR THAT TIME WILL COME
SOONER THAN LATER.
I am especially concerned about populations of river herring, which have declined by 99 percent and are so depleted that

they are being considered for protection under the Endangered Species Act'
Most Aflantic states now ban the harvest of river herring in coastal waters, even to the point of prohibiting children from
netting one for þait. Yet astoundingly, NO PROTECTIONS HAVE BEEN EXTENDED TO THESE FISH lN THE OPEN
OCEÀN, where they are taken by ihe millions as profitable bycatch in the industrial fishery targeting a different species,
Atlantic herring.
This is unacceptable and represents a significant setback in the ongoing efforts to restore alewife and blueback herring.
Every year, states and communities throughout New England invest significant time and resources to restore their river
herriñj runs. The New England Fishery Mànagement Council must support, not undermine, these efforts.

Your revision to the Atlantic Herring Fishery Management Plan must address these issues and bring greater
accountability and oversight to the industrial trawl fleet.
I strongly urge you to approve a comprehensive monitoring and bycatch-reduction program that incorporates the following
management
actions:

* A catch limit, or cap, on the total amount of river herring caught
Atlantic herring fishery (Section 3,3,5, modified to require immediate implementation
*in the
100 percent at-sea monitoring on all mid-water trawlfishing hips

of a catch cap).

in order to provide reliable estimates of all catch, including bycatch of depleted river herring and other marine life (Section
3.2.1 .2 Alternative 2),
An accountability system to discourage the wasteful slippage, or
dumping, of catch, including a fleetwide iim¡t of five slippage events for each herring management area, after which any
slippage event would require a return to port (Section 3,2.3.4 Option 4D).
A ban on herring mid-water trawling In areas established to
promote rebuilding of groundfish populations (Section 3.4,4 Alternative 5).
A requirement to accurately weigh and report all catch (Section
3.1 .5 Option 2).

*

*
*

Thank you for SERIOUSLY CONSIDERING MY COMMENTS and for your continued commitment to improving
management of the Atlantic herring fishery,

Sincerely,
Marilyn Britton
Peterborough, NH 03458-1 81 1

Joan
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Rich <rcbuckley@verizon. net>
Wednesday, March 14, 2012 2'.08 PM
comments
Draft Ammendment - Mid Water Trawl Fleet

Mr, Howard,
I support the efforts of "Honest Bycatch" in regulating the Mid Water Trawl Fleet'

. Honest By Catch supports Section 3.2,1,2 Alternative 2
100 percent at-sea monitoring on all midwater trawl frshing trips (i,e,, Category A& B vessels) in order to
ptovlde reliable estimates of all catch, including bycatch of depieted river hening and other marine life

'

Honest By Catch supports Section 3.2.3,4 Alternative 4D

An accountability system to discourage the wasteful dumping of catch, including a fleet-wide allowance of five
slippage events for each hening management area, after which any slippage event would require a return to port
. Honest By Catch supports Section 3,4.4 Alternative 5
No herring mid water trawling in areas established to promote rebuilding of ground fÌsh populations
Honest By Catch supports Section 3.3,5, if modiflied to require immediate implementation of a river hening
catch cap
An immedi ate catch limit, or cap, on the total amount of river herring caught in the Atiantic hening frshery

'

. Honest By Catch supports Section 3,L5 Option 2
A requirement to accurately weigh and report all catch is essential to any monitoring system
Thank you for allowing me to voice my concerns.

Richard C,Buckley
44 Maplewood Tenace
Braintree Ma
tel/781-843-7004

Joan O'Leary
From:
Sent:

tol
Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice.org> on behalf of jacob chachkes <jtc8@optonline.net>
Wednesday, March 14, 20126:47 PM
comments
Comments on Draft Amendment 5

Mar 14,2012
Captain Paul Howard, New England Fishery Management Council
50 Water Street, Mill#2
Newburyport, MA 01950
Dear Captain Howard, New England Fishery Management Council,
When are you or ANYONE going to focus on the 'dead sea' accumulation of plastics int several areas of the globe?
Commercialfishing will be dead if the'dead sea'areas are allowed to grow.
And STOP indiscriminate trawling that wastes too many important food chain fish.
Sincerely,

jacob chachkes
NEWCANAAN, CT0684O

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Earthjustice <action@earthjustice. org> on behalf of Laureen Elizabeth
< laureene@hotmail. com>
Wednesday, March 14, 201?11:32 PM
comments
Comments on Draft Amendment 5

Mar 14,2012
Captain Paul Howard, New England Fishery Management Council
50 Water Street, Mill#2
Newburyporl, MA 01950
Dear Captain Howard, New England Fishery Management Council,
I am w¡ting to express my concern about poorly managed industrial fishing and the damage

I inflicts on the ocean

ecosystem.
I am especially concerned about populations of river herring, which have declined by 99 percent and are so depleted that

they are being considered for protection under the Endangered Species Act.
Thank you for whatever you can do to improve management of the Atlantic hening fishery.
Sincerely,

Laureen Elizabeth
Clinton, CT 06413-1726

Joan O'Leary
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

don. palladino@comcast. net

Friday, March 16, 201210:15 AM
comments
jp wellfleet; bbrennes@wheatonma.edu; deborahfreemanl @comcast.net;
rprescott@massaudubon.org; peasoupgraphics@comcast.net; jeff hughes;
margofenn@gmail.com; beth chapman;j I riehl; don palladino; suffano@hotmaíl.com;
wellflt@aol.com; dreelanl 02@verizon.net
River herring bycatch in the Atlantic herring fishery

We wish to congratulate the NEFMC for including provisíons to address river hering bycatch in Draft
Amendment 5 to the Atlantic Herring and Fishery Management Plan, These provisions are long overdue, and
their approval and implementation cannot be further delayed, Those of us who monitor river herring runs and
strive to restore our rivers, streams and estuaries, need assurance that bycatch will no longer contribute to
the declines in river herring that we have observed over the past decade,
Concerning Alternatives to address observer coverage: we urge the Council to adopt a I00% observer
coverage/ monitoring program for the entire Atlantic Herring Fleet. Such a monitoring program will benefit
Atlantic herring as well as river herring populations, and provide necessary data for future management
decisions.

The Friends of Herring River also support Alternative 3, suboptionL: the establishment of "Safe Zones,"
temporal and geographical areas of closure to the Atlantic herring fishery, These zones based on Northeast
Fisheries Observer Program (NEFOP) data from previous years. ln addition, we urge for continued monitoring
of the fishery for areas where river herring bycatch is encountered so that modifications to temporal
protecled areas can be based on the most recent and accurate data,

Although it will be difficult to establish reasonable catch limits for river herring bycatch, a conservative
threshold limit must be immediatelyset, based on the 20t2river herringstock assessment, and allareas
closed, without delay, once the limit is reached. A mechanism must be in place to bring all catch onboard
fishing vessels so that accurate sampling can be done by the independent observers and allow accountability
for any "dumping" of river herring that occurs at sea.
We believe that the measures which we support will be the most effective in reducing encounters with river
hering by vessels in the directed Atlantic herring fishery and are optimistic that they will be adopted in

Amendment 5.
Finally, we urge that alternative 1: No Action, be eliminated from consideration,

Donald J. Palladino
President
Friends of Herring River, WellfleeVTruro

From:

Sentl
To:
SubJect:

jkc367@aol.com
Friday, March 16, 2012 10:59 AM
comments

herring bícatch

please add our voice to the efforts to stop the herring bi catch...This unnecessary fishery continues to affect so much
rãi. rt the health of other fish ..,|'m sure you agreeì,vith the science and will get this done,. Thanks John Connors and
Kathleen Connors 260 old long pond rd, wellfleet, ma' 02667

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

lvan and Mimi Ace <imace@verizon,net>
Friday, March 16, 2012 10:48 AM
comments
Draft Amendment #5

Anything that can be done to halt the reduction of herring river stocks, and eventually lead to an increase in the
poiutatión, should be done. The volunteers of Friends oi Herring River (wellfleet, NtJA) will continue to monitor the
lpåwn¡ng activity of alewives and blueback hening and report on the findings thru Association for the Preservation of
Cape Cod.
lvan Ace
Eastham

March 77,2072

PaulJ, Howard, Executive Director
New England Fishery Management Council
50 Water Street Mill #2

Newburyport MA 01950
RE: Comments on Draft

Amendment 5

Dear Mr. Howard:
On behalf of the 131 members that comprise the Stellwagen Bank Charter Boat Association (SBCBA), we
ask that you and the New England Fishery Management Council take action to reduce the by-catch,
improve the monitoring system, and impose more effective effort controls over the Atlantic Herring
Fishery,

We believe the noticeable decline in herring stocks is largely attibuted to midwater trawl vessels, both
single and paired. We ask that NEFMC help address the declining herríng stocks by adopting the

following proposed alternatives

as specified in

the Draft Amendment 5:

Sectíon 3.1.5 Option 2 Require Dealers to Accurately Weigh All Fish
Sectlon 3.2.1.2 Alternatlve 2 Require 100% Observer Coverage on Limited Access Herring Vessels
Section 3.2.3.4 Atternative 4D Closed Area I Provision with Trip Terminatlon Only (5 events)

sectlon 3.3.5 if modified, impose cap on the total amount of river herring landed in the Atlantic herring
fishery
Section 3.4.4 Alternative 5 Closed Areas

-

prohibit midwater trawl fishing in year-round closed areas

Thank you for both your consideration and time.

Respectfully Yours,

Steven James

President, SBCBA

From:
Sent;
To:

Subject:

Randy Sigler <Randy@Striper.com>
Saturday, March 17, 2012 3:35 PM
comments
Comments on Draft Amendment 5

Dear Mr, Howard,

My name is Randy Sigler, and I am writing to submit comment on the Draft Amendment

5 of the Herring mgt

plan,

As some background, I run a very busy guide service out of Marblehead, MA, I also frsh commercially for
striped bass and groundfish in Massachusetts waters, as well as Bluefin tuna in State and Federal waters,
ninälly, I am also a MA licensed seafood dealer and run a fairly large CSF+ype direct to consumer distribution
program,
In my guide service, we frsh from May into November. The majority of our trips target striped bass, but we also
do a significant number of offshore cod and tuna trips, From June tkuough August, we typically run 3 or 4 boats,
morning and afternoon,6-7 days a week. It is quite busy,
From guiding, to commercial fishing, to seafood distribution, our business fingers reach out and touch a great
number of inãividuals and businesses. I am sure that you zue quite familiar with the economics of all of these
business endeavors. A wonderful component of these economics is that there is a significant amount of "local"
spending. Monies that a¡e spent locally (to and from our businesses) tend to stay local to be spent locally again'
As you can imagine, I am very concemed about the health of the Atlantic Herring population, as it forms much
of the forage stock for the fisheries that all of my businesses are dependant upon.

It is my belief that fisheries are an industry unlike any other, in that for there to be a long term viability of a
fishery, there has to be an inherent "inefficiency" built into the industry, I often cite the example of theNew
England lobster fishery. This fishery has survived for so long, and is relatively healthy today primarily because
the fishery is so inefficient at captuling the intended quarry,
The fact that the pair trawl hening fîshery is so effective at harvesting a crilically imporlant forage species has
always made me uncomfortable. Over the last few years (and particularly now) as other valuable commercial
and recreational stocks are showing signs of trouble, I believe it is of paramount importance to make sure that
this herring fishery is not jeopardizing a far larger economic engine in the noftheast.

For selfish reasons, I would prefer to sec the herring industry limited to small day boat seiners. I recognize,
however, that you can not simply ban an existing player in the fishing industry, I do believe, however, that it is
the council's duty to assure that this frshery is being treated equally to all other frsheries in respect to fishing
cleanly, responsibly, fully documenting its catch, and keeping harvest levels safe.
To this end, I would ask that the council:
. Implement 100% observer coverage within this fishery, This should be non-negotiable,
. Prohibit, and implement strong penalties for, any dumping (slippage). This is a waste of a precious
resource, and it prevents the true nature of the fishery fi'om being documented,
. Prohibit Herring trawlers fi'om frshing in areas closed to other fisheries. This seems like a no-brainer,

.
.

Require the boats to document the weight of their catch raiher than estimating. With the incredible effort
that goes into the management process, it seems ridiculous to not have accurate catch data. Sound
management requires sound data .,. not estimates that could be biased.
Furthermore, if it is shown (through observer coverage and dumping prohibitions) that this fishery is
having adverse bycatch, I would ask that a plan for conecting the situation be written into the
amendments.

Compared to the vast array of other stakeholders who depend (directly or indirectly) on the Herring stocks for
their livelihoods, it seems highly inequitable that this relatively small player (The Hering Trawl industry) can
have such free and unmonitored access to such a vital component of the marine food chain,
Please do not allow the current status of the fishery to continue,

Thank you very much for the hard work that you are doing, and for your consideration of my comments in your
planning,
Sincerely,
Captain Randy Sigler
Sigler Guide Service
Marblehead, MA 01945

6r7-4s9-1798
RandvlÐ.Strioer,com

From:
Sent:

To:
Subiect:

Michael Saunders <msaunders2001 @hotmail.com>
Tuesday, March 20, 2012 9:33 AM
comments
Comments on Draft Amendment 5

Attn: Comments on Draft Amendment

5

Paul J, Howard, Executive Director

New England Fishery Management Council
50 Water Street Mill #2

Newburyport MA 01950
of
I am an avid recreational fisherman who is a supporter of Honest By Catch. I have wltnessed flrst hand the decline
a
approve
must
Bay'
Cape
Cod
and
Harbor,
Boston
in
Plymouth,
¡ãrriné in my local runs and Menhaden
ryEFMC
to the
.orprËh"nrive monitoring and management reform program that brings greater accountability and oversight

industrial trawl fleet. At minimum, the following actions must be approved:

.

Honest By Catch supports Section 3,2,I'2 Alternative 2
to provide reliable
100 percent at-sea monítoring on all midwater trawl fishing trips (i,e., Category A& B-vessels) in order
life
marine
other
and
river
herring
of
depleted
bycatch
estimates of all catch, including

.

Honest By Catch suppolts Section 3'2'3.4 Alternative 4D
slippage
An accountability system to'discourage the wasteful dumplng of catch, including a fleet-wide allowance of fìve
port
to
return
requirea
eventwould
events foreach hening managemenf area, afterwhich anyslippage

.

Honest By Catch supports Section 3.4.4 AlternatÍve 5
No herring míd water trawling in areas established to promote rebuilding of ground fish populations

.

Honest By catch supports Section 3,3,5, if modified to require immediate implementation of a river herring catch

cap

An immediate catch limit, or cap, on the total amount of river herring caught in the Atlantic herring fishery

.

Honest By Catch suppotts Section 3'1,5 Option 2
A requirement to accurately weigh and report all catch Ís essential to any monitoring system

Thank You,
Mike Saunders
15 Crestwood Ave
Marshfield, MA 02050

Joan O'Leary
Paul Howard
Tuesday, March 20, 2012 9:40 AM

From:
Sent:

lo:

LoriSteele

Cc:

Joan O'Leary
FW: comments on Atlantic Herríng Fishery Management Plan

Subject:

From : ravig loom

@

red iffma

il,com lma ilto : ravíoloom

Sent: Tuesday, March 20,2012 9:37

tô red iff ma il,

coml

AM

To: Paul Howard
Subject: comments on Atlantic Herring Fishery Management

Plan

Dear Mr Howard,
The NMFS has repeatedly proven unable to enforce Atlantic herring quotas due to inadequate catch

monitoring.
River herring populations remain depleted, forcing Atlantic seaboard states to close traditional fisheries and
deprive recreational anglers and the public of this important resource. NMFS is now considering listing river
herring under the Endangered Species Act.
Please conserve and manage these resources sustainably by approving this revision by supporting a catch limit,
or cap, on the total amount of river hening caught in the Atlantic herring fishery (Section 3,3,5, modifred to
require immediate implementation of the catch cap); 100 percent at-sea monitoring on all midwater trawl
fishing trips in order to provide reliable estimates of all catch, including bycatch of depleted river hening and
other marine life (Section3.2.1,2 Altemative2); an accountability system to discourage the wasteful slippage of
catch, including a fleet-wide allowance of five slippage events for each herring management areq after which
any slippage event would require a return to port (Section 3.2.3.4 Option 4D); no hening midwater trawling in
areas established to promote rebuilding of groundfish populations (Section 3.4.4 Altemative 5); a requirement
to accurately weigh and report all catch (Section 3.1.5 Option 2),

Thank you,
Ravi Grover

POB 802103
Chicago iL 60680-2103

Follow Rediff Deal ho lave! to get exciting offers in your c¡ty everyday.

From: ravigloom@rediffmaíl.com Imailto:rayigloomtôrediffmail.coml
Sent: TuesdaY, March 20,20t2 9:37 AM
To: Paul Howard
Subject: comments on Atlantic Herring Fishery Management Plan
Dear Mr Howard,
The NMFS has repeatedly proven unable to enforce Atlantic hen'ing quotas due to inadequate catch

monitoring.
niu", hening populations remain depleted, forcing Atlantic seaboard states to close traditional fisheries and
listing river
deprive t.crãuiionul anglers and the þubüc of this important resource. NMFS is now considering
herring under the Endangered Species Act'
please conserve and manage these resources sustainably by approving this revision by supporting a catch limit,
on the total amount of river herring caught in the Atlantlc herring fishery (Section 3'3'5, modified to
o,
"up,
r.quiiå immediate implementation of the catch cap); 100 percent at-sea monitoring on all midwater trawl
fisiring trips in order fo provide reliable estimates of all catch, including bycatch of depleted river herring and
other i:arine life (Secti on3.2.L2 Alternative 2); anaccountability system to discourage the wasteful slippage of
catch, including a fleet-wide allowance of five slippage events for each herring management area, after which
riippuge event would require a retum to port (Section 3,2.3.4 Option 4D); no herring midwater trawling in
.riut-fished to promote rebuilding of groundfish populations (Section 3,4,4 Alternative 5); a requirement
to accurately weigh and report all catch (Section 3 ' 1 .5 Option 2).

*y
*.*

Thank you,
Ravi Grover
POB 802103
Chicago IL 60680-2103

Joan O'Leary
From:

Janice Cranshaw <captcrannyl @verizon. net>

Sent:

Tuesday, March 20, 2A126:07 PM

To:

comments
Amendment V

Subject:

What would make sense in the Herring fishery would be for the powers to þe to step back and look at the big picture, I find
it unbeleivable that the goverment is regulating every fishery known to mankind in the name of sound conservation, yet
this fishery is the least regulated, On top of that .,.this fish( herring) is the foundation for just about every fishery on our
coast. What do you think is going to happen to the other fish in the ocean if they can not find forage, Would we not want to
protect the very species that supports the most life in the ocean? Then why do these boat get regulated so loosely? I
support 200% observation, also closed areas to protect river herring( I can not net a few herring with my grandkids and
these guys are killing 3000lbs on a single haul. This is insanity. I compare it too....fixing the house and letting the
foundation rot. Please see the vital link these fish have to all our fishery and make the tough call . and protect the greater
good.These boats are killing not only herring but a lot of fìsherman,s livlyhood Thank You capt Bruce Crabshaw

Matt Patnaude <mattpatnaude@comcast, net>
Tuesday, March 20, 2012 9'.26 PM
Doug Grout
Comments on Draft Amendment 5

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Doug Crout, Chair

NEFMC Herring Oversight Committce
Re: Hening Amendment 5 DEIS
Dear Doug,

I am writing today to offer my support for the Draft Environmental Impact St¿tement (DEIS) for Herring Amendment

5,

First, as a professional mariner operating on New England waters (l am a tugboat captain), I see these vessels operate first
hand, year'round, I see the bycatch get dumped overboard, It happens. Lest we take a history lesson of where these fypes
of vessels have fished in the past, and what the outcome was'

As

a fisherman,

I am greatly impacted by the management of the herling fishery, I have seen firsthand the negative

impacts øeated by the large midwatertrawlers for myself and everyone else in the region, Fot too long these boats have
beèn able to fish with rules that are totally inadequate given the size and fishing powel of the fleet. The Council must
ensure that these problems are finally addressed when decisions are made for Amendment 5,

At minimum, the following actions should be approved:

¡

herring vessels in order to provide reliable estimates of all
bluefin tuna, and other marine life (Section3'2't'2
haddock,
catch, especially bycatch of river herring, cod,
Alternative 2), This is the most serious issue.

.

Closed Area I (CAI) provisions with trip termination after 10 dumping events in order to reduce dumping
on Category A and B vessels. Given the nature ofthe gear being used in the fishery, it ls critical that rules
are put in place to make sure that unsampled dumping is not occurring, (Section3.2,3.4 Alternative 4CJ
Once again, the current regulations do nothing to prevent this-i see it happen flirst hand, They haul back

L00o/o observer coverage on Category A and B

until they get what they are looì<ing for, the rest discarded.

r

Prohibit herring midwater trawl vessels from fïshing in Groundfish Closed Areas, These boats should have
never been allowed in to begin with. (Section 3.4,4 Alternative 5) ---0nce again, a ìarge amount of what
comes aboard is NOT their target species,

r

Implement measures to require weighing of catch across the fishery so that managers have accurate data
on how much herring is being landed in the fishery. (section 3.5'1 Option 2)

By taking these steps, the Council will be able to fix many of the most pressing problerns in this fishery. Please do what
right and approve these measules.
Thanks for your time,
1

is

Matthew Patnaude
8 Fayette St.

Beverly, MA 01915

LoriSteele

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, March 21 ,201210'.21 AM
Joan O'Leary
FW: Ammendement 5

---Original Message--'

From: David Gelfman lmailto:dggelf@?ol.c.gm]
Sent: Tuesday, March 20, 2012 9:44 PM

To: Lori Steele
Subjecl Ammendement

5

Dear Ms. Steele
My name is David Gelfman, I operate the commercial Tuna boat Horsemackerel. I've been exasperated by the inability of
thå NEFMC to put some simple and effective regulations on the Mid-water tralwer fleet. There are five basic requirements
that I feel woulà be useful and effective in contrólling a fishery that is partially responsible for the collapse of all other
fisheries in New England, The first ìs a weigh master system so there can be actual weight verification for quota
enforcement purposes. The pacifìc whiting ãnd pollack fisheries utilize this tecnology successfully. Both are large volume
fisheries,

The second restriction should be constant observer coverage of catagory A and B permit holders. These 15 or so boats

catch g5olo of the quota, A third rule. The boats should be required to bring their cod ends on board so that the actual
catch and bycatch can þe recorded.
Fourth.Therê should be a River herring bycatch allowance that if surpassed tmmediatly closes the fishery for the season'
Fifth,The trawlers should be forbidden from entering the closewd areas, These nursury areas should be protected from
this sort of fìne mesh fishery that results in huge losses of non-target juvenile ground fish. The fact that forage species
are treated in such a lax manner does not reinforce the ever vanishing trust of fishermen in their regulators.
Many much older and less profìtable fisheries are subject to much stricter limitations even though their over all atfect on
the eco- system is far less destructive.
Sincerely David Gelfman

Fromr
Sent:

lo:
Subject:

james young <g-pooba@hotmail,com>
Wednesday, March 21, 2012 9:10 AM
comments
comments on draft amendment 5 [ attn. paulj, howerd

]

my name is james young, and I have been a comm. fisherman for 30 years , my comment on amendment 5 , is
this, I have bin to the rivers I used to ketch herring as a boy, only to find NO TAKE HERRING sine's, I have
seen the rewind of the ground fishing, because of the taking of the main bait fish in the ocean, it lS CALLED
THE FOOD CHAINI the same food chain you learned about in 4th grade in school, is is the 5 ton PINK
ELEPHANT lN THE ROOM, for it to have taken this long for this critical issue to finally come up for regulation , is
bordering on criminal, you have chosen to ignore the CANADIAN SCIENCE ON THIS ISSUE , I have personally
seen, the F/V SEA HUNTER coming into new Bedford so overloaded, that the cost gard was following them
incase they sank, THERE HAS TO BE 24 HOUR OBSERVER COVREG & A LIMITED,DUMPING, ALONG WITH THE
WEIGHING OF THE FISHI
thank you for your time , JAMES YOUNG , FALL RIVER MASS

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Mass, Commercial Striped Bass Assoc. <masscommbass@gmail.com>
Wednesday, March 21, 2012 10:28 AM
comments
Comments on Draft Amendment 5

The Massachusetts Commercial Striped Bass Association would like to thank the NEFMC for considering
measures designed to revise the Atlantic Herring Fishery Management Plan, MCSBA strongly urges you to
approve a comprehensive monitoring and management reform program that brings greater accountability and
ovèrsight to the industrial trawl fleet. At minimum, the following actions must be approved;

-100 percent at-sea monitoring on ali midwater trawl fishing trips (i,e,, Category A& B vessels) in order to
proviãe reliable estimates of all catch, including bycatch of depleted river herring and other marine iife (Section
3.2.1.2 Altemative 2),

-An accountability system to discourage the wasteful dumping of catch, including a fleet-wide allowance of five
slippage events for each hening management area, after which any slippage event would require a return to port
(Section 3,2.3,4 Alternative 4D).
-No herring midwater trawling in areas established to promote rebuilding of groundfish populations (Section
3,4.4 Alternative 5).

-An immediate catch limit, or cap, on the total amount of river hening caught in the Atlantic hening fishery
(Seotion 3,3.5, Modified to require immediatc implementation of a river herring catch cap),
-A requirement to accurately weigh and report all catch (Section 3.1.5 Option 2)'

The MCSBA consists of 125 Massachusetts resident commercial striped bass ftshermen,
Thank you for your consideration,
Darren Saletta
MCSBA Co-Founder

Joano'LeaL
From:
Sent:

lo:
Subject:

Lee Avery <averyret@gmail.corn>
Thursday, March 22,2012 8:14 AM
comments
Amendrnent 5

Both anecdotal information and studies show the effects the overfishing caused by the mid water trawlers has
had, The food source for fish from cod to stripers and tuna has been devastated. Bycatch ofriver herring and
haddock is also a problem. Why have thes problems been ignored while other segments of the fishery industry
been forced to take all sorts ofregulation?
I am just a recerational flrsherman, but I care and I vote,
Please clamp down on this destructive fishery. Amendment 5 is a start.

From:
Sent:

to:
Subject:

paul@portaphone.com
Wednesday, March 21, 2012 3:30 PM
comments
Herring netting

Stop the killing of the bait. You stopped ít in the streams now stop the trawling!

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

morserentals@yahoo. com
Sunday, March 25,2012 10:19 PM
Doug Grout
Amendment 5

Doug,

I am writing to you to let you know that I'm all for amendment

5'

The time has come were we as fisherman, sportsman and any one who cares about the future of our fishing
stocks to make a stand. The Atlantic herring is the number one forage food for many of our corp saltwater
stocks of fish in New England, Atlantic cod, bluefrn tuna, striped bass, whales and other predators of the
atlantic,

The number one predator that we have to won), about is the people that fish for the Atlantic
hening, Though they call themselves fisherman and yes they do have a life to live, and probably a famiiy to
,uppoñ, they need regulation. They drag and drag for what to deplete the ocean of all the hening and other
gróundflsh they can, When these boats are at work they are thinking to much of dollar signs and not about the
fut,rr. of what they are harvesting, If something is not done the future of the herring and the fish that hunt them
will be in jeopardy. Maybe its to late and no matter what we do at this point , just might not help, But I have
hope, and I want to believe that when my three sons are my age that they can still catch tuna, cod and striped
bass.

These men and boats have gone to long without being regulated some of these guys might get upset sell there
boats, quit fishing ,but they have no one to blame but themselves. It's time that they are regulated and they are
accountable for their actions. They need to be monitored on all there catches as well as bi catches and they need
to be monitored about where their fishing, If a midwater tral^/ler drags where he is not supposed drag then he
should be held accountable and fined. Fined so he'll never do it again or want to do it.

I believe that amendment 5 is a great start in starting a regulation to start profecting the future of a a great
fishery, that in time could even be befter.
My name is Steven Morse I have been fishing on the ocean for twelve years in and a¡ound the Portland Maine
area, I was unable to make the meeting this last week and wanted to let you know that I support amendment 5,
Thank you for your time
Steve
Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4GLTE smarlphone

Joan O'Leary
LoriSteele

From:
Sent:

Monday, March 26, 2Q12 8:54 AM
Joan O'Leary
FW: Herring Amendment 5 DEIS

to:
Subject:

Fromr Stephen Migliore lmailto:steve miolioretômWairooint.net]
Sent: Monday, March 26,20L27:32 AM
To: Lori Steele
Subject: Herring Amendment 5 DEIS
Dear Hening Oversight Committee,

I am writing today to offer my comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for Hening Amendment
5

As a recreational fisherman, I am greatly impacted by the management of the hening fishery, I have seen firsthand the
negative impacts cre¿t€d by the large midwater trawlers for myself and everyone else in the region. For too long these
boats have been able to fish with rules that are totally inadequate given the size and fishing power of the fleet. The
Council must ensure that these problems are finally addressed when decisions are made for Amendment 5.

At minimum, the following actions should

t

¡

be approved:

\000/o observer coverage on Category A and B herring vessels in order to provide reliable estimates of all
catch, including bycatch of river herring cod, haddoch bluefin luna, and other marine life [Section3.2.t,2
Alternative 2).

I

trip termination after 10 dumping events in order to reduce dumping
on Category A and B vessels, Given the nature of the gear being used in the flshery, it is critical that rules
are put in place to make sure that unsampled dumping is not occurring. (Section3.2,3,4 Alternative 4C)
Closed Area

(CAIJ provisions with

Prohibit herring midwater trawl vessels from fïshing in Groundfish Closed Areas. These boats should have
never been allowed in to begin with. (Section3.4,4 Alternative 5)
Implement measures to require weighing of catch across the fishery so that managers have accurate data
on how much herring is being landed in the fishery, fsection 3,5,1 Option 2]
By taking these steps, the Council will be able to fix many of the most pressing problems in this f'íshery, Please do what is
right and approve these measures.
Thanks for your time,

Steve Migliore
603-236-61 00

steve miqliore@myfairpoint. net

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lisbeth Chapman <beth*chapman@inkair, com>
Monday, March 26, 2012 3'.17 PM
comments
Comments on Amendment 5.

#1 PLEASEI You must take action. The "No Action" option cannot stand,
I count herring for the Friends of Herring River in Wellfleet as pre-research prior to our hoped for

restoration of
1100 acres of impacted and degraded salt marsh, Our river is kept open by our herring warden. Our
counts
have fallen by 2/3rds over the last three count years,

#2

Observer Coverage:
urge the Council to adopt a 1000/o observer coverage/ monitoring program for the entíre Atlantic
Herring Fleet.
Such a monitoring program will benefit Atlantic herring as well as river herring populations, and
provide necessary data for future management decísions.

I

#3

Safe Zones

suboptionl: the establishment of "Safe Zones," temporal and
geographical areas of closure to the Atlantic herring fishery, These zones based on Northeast
Fisheries Observer Program (NEFOP) data from previous years. ln addition, I urge for continued
monitoring of the fishery for areas where river herring bycatch is encountered so that modifications to
temporal protected areas can be based on the most recent and accurate data,
I also support Alternative 3,

#4 Conservative Threshold Limit
Although it will be difficult to establish reasonable catch limits for river herring bycatch, a conservative
threshold limit must be immediately set, based on the 2012 river herring stock assessment, and all
areas closed, without delay, once the limit is reached, A mechanism must be in place to bring all
catch onboard fishing vessels so that accurate sampling can be done by the independent observers
and allow accountability for any "dumping" of river herring that occurs at sea.
It is absurd to keep going the way we have been going and expect a different outcome,
Lisbeth Wiley Chapman, lnk&Air
Celebrating 20 Years of Exceptional
PR Consulting for ProfessionalService Firms.

508479-1033 www.inkAir.com
,
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Joan O'Leary
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

John Rice <john@ciifa.org>
Wednesday, March 28, 2012 6:10 AM
comments
Comments on Draft Amendment 5

To: NEFMC
Re: Amendment 5, River herring protection
I attended last nights public hearing in Plymouth. I spoke briefly about the need to do more to protect river herring, than
what the other people attending had said previous to me.
Both CHOIR and Honest Bycatch are both callíng for catch caps on river herring, but I do not feel that this is adequate to
our present situation, Presently river herring are protected inshore by a long standing moratorium. Many different groups
and agencies have made tremendous efforts to restore habitat and address the issues that are keeping these fish from
recovering, yet the one issue that we keep overlooking is the catches of river herring by MW trawlers. I am not in favor of
bycatch caps for river herring for the Atlantic herring fishery, I am in favor of Alternative 3, Option 1, To think that all the
people that have toiled to bring river herring back, have done so just so a few boats owners can reap huge profits from
their accidental catches of these fish is ridiculous.

Beyond this, my feelings on the rest of the proposals are;
I would like to whatever extent practicable, all trips to be weighed, not estimated,
lwould like to see 100% observer coverage on alltrips, to be paid Íor 1000/o by the industry, this is a nearly $50,000,000
industry, they can afford it, With regards to the observer coverage, I feel that all hauls need to be observed, in other
words, no hauling unless the observer is present (not sleeping), which may mean needing 2 observers per trip.
I would like to see a zero dumping ( slíppage) rule,
No access to the groundfìsh closed areas, year'round.
Exemptions for the shrimp fishery and also if needed for the Nantucket and Vineyard Sounds squid fishery,
Sincerely,
John Rice
John Rice - Director -><> CIIFA<><
P,O. Box 2008
Cotuit MA 02635

508428-1556
iohn@ciifa,orq
htto:1/ciifa. oro

-,ïTJ,

March 19,2012

ffi
Captain Paul Howard
New England Fishery Management Council
50 Water Steet

Mill2

NËW Ëi'tüt_,4il;) Fi;sl"lERY
MANAGEMENT COUNCIIt

Newburyport, MA 01950
More than four years ago, the public called for and the New England Fishery Managemert Councii
committed to, improving the management of industrial fishing in New England. Now, after several years
of deliberation and tens of thousands of public comments, it's time to deliver on that promise of reform'
Inadequate monitoring, unmanaged catch of river herring, continued killing of groundfish within closures
designed to protect them, and the wasteful practice of dumping are significant and pressing concerns. The
reviJion to the Atlantic Hening Fishery Management Plan must address these issues and bring greater

accountability and oversight to the industial trawl fleet.
Since the initiation of Amendment 5, these problems have gotten worse, The National Marine Fisheries
Service has repeatedly proved to be unable to enforce Atlantic hening quotas, the first step in frshery
management, because of inadequate catch monitoring.

In addition, the practice of slipping, or dumping, catch at sea continues to undermine efforts to identify
and record everything that is caught by herring vessels, Alarming interactions with groundfish also
continue, to the point that mid-water trawl fishermen recently demanded and received a five-fold increase
in their haddock by-catch allowance.

It is disfressing that river hening populations remain depleted, forcing Atlantic seaboard states to close
faditional fisheries and deprive recreational anglers and the public of this important resource, The NMFS
is now considering listing nver herring under the Endangered Species Act,

I urgently ask you, as a trustee of our nation's marine Íesowces, to fulfill your duty to conserve and
manage these resources sustainably by approving this long-awaited revision without further delay,
In particular, I agree with those who support:
. A catch limit, or cap, on the total amount of river hen'ing caught in the Atlantic hening fishery
(Section 3.3.5, modified to require immediate implementation of the catch cap).

¡

100 percent at-sea monitoring on all mid-water tawl fishing tnps in order to provide reiiable
estimates of all catch, including by-catch of depleted river herríng and other marine life (Section
3,2.1,2 Alternative 2).

r

An accountability system to discourage the wasteful slippage of catch, including a fleetwide limit
of five slippage events for each hemng management area, after which any slippage event would
require

a

return to port (Section 3,2.3.4 Option 4D),

r

A ban on herring mid-water kawling in areas established to promote rebuilding of groundfish
popuiations (Section 3,4.4 Altemative 5).

¡

A requi¡ement to accurately weigh and report all catch (Section 3.1.5 Option 2).

Page2

Herring trawlers ffe the largest fishing vessels on the East Coast. Thei¡ football-field-size nets catch and
kill millions of pounds of unintended catch every yeaÍ,including depleted fish such as bluefin tuna, river
herring, and shad, as well as dolphins and seabìrds. River herring, an essential food for such animals as
sriped bass and osprey, are so depleted they are being considered for protection under the Endangered
Species Act.
Thank you most sincerely for the opportunify to comment and for your sustained commitment and
support of these high-priority reforms. It is time for a healtþ, productive and sustainable ocean
environment for everyone.
ours respectful ly,

k

J. Capozzelli

N ew York

NANTUCKET ANGLERS' CLUB' INC.
1 NEWWHALE STHEET
NANTUCKET MASS. 02554
(508) 228-2299

lD) E.G-H n-V-

March 15,2012

tlil

Paul J. Howard, Executive Director
New England Fishery Management Council
50 Water Street, Mill 2
Newburyport, Ma 01950

Re:

,,,AR

zs

zo1¿

NEWENGLAND FISHERY
MANAGEMENT COUNCIL

Comments of Draft Herring Amendment 5

Dear Mr. Howard:
The Nantucket Anglers Club was esøblished in 1969. Our 500 members are recreational fishermen that
fish from both the beach and boat. Over the years we have watched the number of herring decline which
has had a devastating effect on the inshore fiúhery. Codfish that were once plentiful close to shore have
disappeared. Now tñe fall Striped Bass run once-considered one of the best in thc world is in jeopardy.
The úhools of hening that onie migrated past the island in the falt are gone, swept up by the glqnt nets of
the midwatcr rawlers. With the losi of hening the Stripers no longer hang around the island. The few fîsh
that we do catch are small and skinny. There is nothing for them to eat. Our tuna fishermen have to run
over 100 miles offshore to find any ãmount of hening ãnd tuna. We urge you to adopt Amendment 5 with
the

following policies.
l00Vo at-sea observer coverage

ofÄ&B

vessels.

No Dumping Policy.

All landing be accurately weighted and reported.
Prohibit midwater trawling in closed groundfish areas.
Improve river hening Protections.

If the midwaær trawl fleet is allowed to continue at its current
Please act now,
Sincerely,

Robert R. DeCosta
Nantuckst Anglers Club
Vice President

efiort or local fishery will all but disappear.

Town and County of Nantucket

Board of Selectmen. County Commissioners
Ríck Atherton, Chairman
Robert R. DeCosta
Michael Kopko

16 Broad St¡eet
Nantucket, Massachusetts 02554

Telephone ß08!. 228:7255
P¿6simi1s (5081 228-7272

P¿t¡icia Roggeveen

Whiting Willauer

www,nantucket-ma.gov
C. Elizabeth Gibson
& County Maaager

Town

March 15,2012

PaulJ. Howard, Executive Director
New England Fishery Management Council
50 Water Street, Mill# 2
Newburyport, MA 01950

Re:

Comments of Drafr Amendment 5

Dear Mr. Howard:

t1Aft z

3 ?014

il

NEWENGIÁNO FISHERY
MANAGEMHNT çOUNCIL

Nantucket has a long history of fishing and it is an imporlant paft of our local economy.
Herring are the major forage for Striped Bass, Bluefish, Cod and Tuna in the waters
around Nantucket. The fact that the mid-water trawl fleet has been allowed to fish the
inshore waters off the Cape and lslands has had a devastating effect on our local fishery.
Herring have all but disappeared around the lsland. We urge you to adopt Amendment 5
with emphasis on the following points.

.
.
.
o
.

100o/o at-sea obseryer coverage of A&B vessels
No Dumping policy
All landing be accurately weighted and reported
Prohibit mid-water trawling in closed groundfish areas
lmprove river herring protections

'lf the mid-water trawl fleet is allowed to continue at its current effort our local fishery will
all but disappear. Please act now: Thank you.

Sincerelv.

r

4?rj,â,'t\rh
Rick Atherton
Chairman
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From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

John Rice <john@ciifa,org>
Wednesday, March 28, 2012 6:10 AM
comments
Comments on Draft Amendment 5

TO: NEFMC

Re: Amendment 5, River herring protection
I attended last nights public hearing in Plymouth. I spoke briefly about the need to do more to protect river herring, than
whai the other people attending had said previous to me.
Both CHOIR and Honest Bycatch are both calling for catch caps on river herring, but I do not feel that this is adequate to
our present situation. Presently river herring are protected inshore by a long standing moratorium. Many different groups
and agencies have made tremendous efforts to restore habitat and address the issues that are keeping these fish from
recovering, yet the one issue that we keep overlooking is the catches of river herring by MW trawlers, I am not in favor of
bycatch caps for river herring for the Atlantic herring fishery. I am in favor of Alternative 3, Option 1, To think that all the
people that have toiled to bring river herring back, have done so just so a few boats owners can reap huge profits from
their accidental catches of these fish is ridiculous.

Beyond this, my feelings on the rest of the proposals are;
I would like to whatever extent practicable, all trips to be weighed, not estimated.
I would like to see 100% observer coverage on all trips, to be paid for 100% by the industry, this is a nearly $50,000,000
industry, they can afford it. With regards to the observer coverage, I feel that all hauls need to be observed, in other
words, no hauling unless the observer is present (not sleeping), which may mean needing 2 observers per trip,
I would like to see a zero dumping ( slippage) rule.
No access to the groundfish closed areas, year'round.
Exemptions for the shrimp fishery and also if needed for the Nantucket and Vineyard Sounds squid fishery,
Sincerely,

John Rice
John Rice - Director -><> CIIFA<><
P.O. Box 2008
Cotuit MA 02635
508-428-1 556

iohnt@ciifa.grq
htto://ciifa.orç

March t7,2OI2

Paul J. Howard, Executive Director

New England Fishery Management Council

rlAR

50 Water Street Mill#2

Newburyport MA,01950

2 |^zu?
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RE: Comments on Draft Amendment 5

Dear Mr. Howard:
On behalf of the 131 members that comprÍse the Stellwagen Bank Charter Boat Association (SBCBA), we
ask that you and the New England Fishery Management Council take action to reduce the by-catch,

improve the monitoring system, and impose more effective effort controls over the Atlantic Herring
Fishery.

We believe the noticeable decline in herring stocks is largely attributed to midwater trawl vessels, both
single and paired. We ask that NEFMC help address the declining herring stocks by adopting the
following proposed alternatives as specified in the Draft Amendment 5:
Section 3.1.5 Oolion 2 Require Dealers to Accurately Weigh All Fish
Section 3.2.1.2 Alternative 2 Require 100% Observer Coverage on Limited Access Herring Vessels
Section 3.2.3.4 Alternative 4D Closed Area I Provisíon with Tríp Terminatíon Only (5 events)
Section 3.3.5 if modified, impose cap on the total amount of river herring landed in the Atlantic herring

fishery
Sectíon 3.4.4 Alternative 5 Closed Areas

-

prohÍbít mídwater trawl fishíng in year-round closed areas

Thank you for both your consideration and time,

tu
Respectfully Yours,

President, SBCBA

March 20i2
NEW ENGLAND FIÈI{IÏRY

Members of the l.{ew England

I am not as well versed on the herring issues as I should be and that is
unforfunate. However, I do remember the beginning when the stock
assessment from the US side declared that there were 200,000 metric tons
that could be harvested without impacting the resource. It seems to me that
the Canadians reviewing the same information arrived at a much different
conclusion. Scientists usually agree unless there is a political agenda or
motivation which skews the math and allows for a conclusion which is not

defensible.

I also know that many of the species within our continental
shelf prey on herring at one stage and form or another. The large pelagics
like the Atlantic bluefin which I have fished commercially since 1968 also
enter the shallowel areas to fatten after a highly migratory passage. The
withdrawl of significant tonnages of bait (herring) stresses local stocks and
leads to the continued migration of others. The dictum of the NMFS was
always based on the concept of the strengthening of the stocks. This in its
simplest form would suggest that taking food from a recovering resouÍce
would be an error. Fishermen dependent on healthy stocks and access have
certainly been drawn into further conflict........with the Government and
controlling Agencies as well as with fellow fishermen.
In a perfect world the error would not have been made. However,
after these many years this horse is well out of the barn. Usually in business
one considers the consequences of a mistake and once realizing it the first
and immediate correction is the best. Too late for that now.. , ,..mea culpa

will not be forthcoming

either.
o'Í¡.ew"
entrantS or
I would suggest an overall lower quota for those
companies stiil involved in the ñshery since the deciaration of additional
available tonnage........and consider a relocation compensation to further
discourage heavy predation. The onetime compensation would give those
shoreside facilities and boats an option towards their future...,...and in a
fashion acknowledge that NMFS punched over their scientific weight. Hard
iessons. .....and I am sure that the Government will say that they have no
money to do such a thing. The rebuttal to that response might be that their
overestimation has caused the private industries' financial repercussion to
far exceed whatever settlement might be reached.

I know there is bycatch and the observer program is flawed at many
levels. However, I would insist that there be 100% coverage on the non
traditional boats þair trawlers) and a10% coverage on the historic vessels.
That is a lot of coverage but it needs to be done to assuage the common fears
of bycatch. Bluefin tuna, Na:ragansett near shore in the winter of 2012
would be an example.
Please consider my cofirments as the decision making progress in
regard to the Atlantic herring fishery continues. NMFS has always had the
potential to do what'tras once considered "the right thing". It still has that
abilify.

Sincerely,

George Purmont
P.O. Box 951
Little Compton,

RI

02837

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

john lawless <jlawlessT9@gmail.com>
Saturday, March 31, 2012 8:58 PM
comments
Hening Trawling -

Sirs/Madams,

I am a person who makes his living in the maritme sector and while i understand the need for ftsherman to make
their living by catching fish,l am concerned with the steady and substantial decline of the herring population. I
live in Weymouth Ma, and have personally witnessed firsthand the decimation of the hening runs in my
area. Vy'e ill hau. ownership to be stewards of the sea for our childens sake and i am in favor of the motions
below:

, 100 percent at-sea monitoring (Section 3,2.1,2 Alternative 2 ) on all category A & B midwater trawl fishing
trips in-order to provide reliable estimates of all catch, including bycatch of depleted river herring and other
marine life,
1

2. Discourage the wasteful dumping of catch, Section 3.2.3.4 Altemative 4D including the fleet'wide limit of
five slippage events per management area. Operational discards are dumping of valuable natural resources and
must be included,
3. No hening mid water
3.4,4 Alternative 5).

trawling in areas established to promote rebuilding of ground fish populations (Section

4, We can not wait for new science to protect river hening. We support an immediate catch cap based on recent
catch. To limit what is currently being killed as by catch is a good start. We support Section 3'3,5 oniy if
modiñed to require immediate implementation of a catch cap.
John Lawless

Weymouth, MA
617,365,5003

Jgoodhart56@aol.com
Tuesday, April 03, 2A121:10 PM
comments
Herring

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:
To Whom it MaY Concern:

I feel it is in the best interest of all fisheries participants, except those in the pair trawl business, to severely restrict or
elimínate the pair trawlhening fleet, Their massive removalof forage fish and theÍr enormous and índísøiminate bycatch threaten the recovery of many important fish stocks.

Thank you,

Cap[ James C. Goodhart
56 Boardman St,
Newburyport, MA 01950

Joan O'Leary
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

brandiellen @comcast. net
Monday, April 02, 2012 10:43 AM
comments
Herring 100% coverage

To whom it may concern

As a commercial fisherman, and a charter Capt.

lthink it is very important to have

draggers wherever there are herring, and menhaden.
Thank you Capt. Dale Tripp

100% coverage on all

Atbr.: Comments on Draft Amendment
Paul J. Howard, Executive Director

5

New England Fishery Management Council
50 Water Street Mill #2
Newburyport MA 01950
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Dear Mr. Howard,
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I am writing to express my concern about poorly managed industrial
damage it inflicts on the ocean ecosystem, especially to river hening. Populations of
these fish have declined by 99 percent and are so depleted that they are being considered
for protection under the Endangered Species Act.

As the council finalízes its revision to the Atlantic Hening Fishery Management Plan,I
strongly urge you to approve a comprehensive monitoring and bycatch-reduction
program that incorporates the following management actions:

* A catch limit, or cap, on the total amount of river herring caught in the Atlantic hening
fishery (Section 3,3.5, modified to require immediate implementation of a catch cap).
* 100 percent at-sea monitoring on all midwater tawl fishing trips in order to provide
reliable estimates of all catch, including bycatch of depleted river herring and other
marine life (Section 3.2,L2 Altemative 2).
* An accountability system to discourage the wasteful slippage, or dumping, of catch,
including a fleetwide limit of five slippage events for each herring management are4
after which any slippage event would require a return to port (Section 3.2.3.4 Option 4D).
+ A ban on herring mid-water üawling in areas established to promote rebuilding of
groundfish populations (Section 3.4.4 Altemative 5).
t A requirement to accurately weigh and report all catch (Section 3,1 .5 Option 2).
.

Thank you for considering my comments and for your continued commitment to
improving management of the Atlantic hening flrshery,

Sincereiy,

April4,2012
Paul J. Howard, Executive Director
New England Fishery Management Council
50 Water Street, Mill#2
Newburyport, MA 01950
RE: Comments on Drafi Amendment 5

Dear Mr. Howard,
My name is Charlie Johnson and I am a rod and reelfisherman and operate a charter boat in Rhode
lsland, I attended your March 28th meeting on the herring management and although good things were
proposed, I was disappointed that there was no talk of catch reduction.
For years the main focus has been to restore cod and haddock, halibut, striped bass and blue fin tuna
and to increase whale population. But guess what the largest part of their diet is? Herrinq.

The stripers were restored because they were and are easy to raise in hatcheries. Now they're short of
food and many are becoming sick because of lack of food. The haddock have started recovering
because of closed spawning areas. Yet your own study has shown they have not developed properly
because of lack of food, Gee, ya think maybe we took too many hening?
And River herring is a whole other issue, but our stocks are now a single digit percent of what I knew
them to be 50 years ago in Rhode lsland, Any protection for them at sea would be a help.
Rhode lsland used to have mackerel almost year round. There were acres of mackerel on the south
shore, harbors and bays all summer. Now I would challenge anyone to catch 1 mackerel Ín Rlwaters

ín

the summer.
Rl waters used to have many sand eels, but their numbers have also drastically declined over the years.
The otfshore halfbeaks and other baitfish that you would see on top of the water are for the most part
gone, for reasons unknown,
Currently whale and seal populations are on the rise. They are now eating an increased arnount of
herring. With the demise of other food fish, the herring catch needs to be reduced. The economic value
of herring is low compared to the value of herring predators,
Lastly, I would like to see a permit class for people like myself who would only occasionally catch small
quantities for bait.

Sincerely,

Capt. Charlie Johnson

Attn,: Comments on Draft Amendment 5
Paul J, Howard, Executive Director
New England Fishery Management Counci
50 Water Street Mill #2
Newburyport MA 01950

Dear Mr. Howard,
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I thank the NEFMC for considering measures designed to revise the Atlantic Hening
Fishery Management Plan, and I strongly urge you to approve a comprehensive
monitoring and management reform pro$am that brings greater accountability and
oversight to the industrial trawl fleet. At the minimum, the following actions must be
approvecl;

.

100 percent at-sea monitoring on all midwater frawl frshing trips (i.e., Category

A& B vessels) in order to provide reliable

estimates of all catch, including

byiatch of depleted river'herring and other marine life (Section 3 '2.1.2
Alternative 2).

.

An accountability system to discourage the wasteful dumping of catch, including
a fleet-wide allowance of five slippage events for each hening management atea,
after which any slippage event would require a return to port (Section 3.2.3.4
Option 4D).

.
j
.

No herring midwater trawling in areas established to promote rebuilding of
groundfish populations (Section 3,4.4 Alternative 5).
An immediate catch limit, or cap, on the total amount of river hening caught in
the Atlantic herring fishery (Section 3.3.5, Modified to require immediate
implementation of a river hening catch cap).

A requirement to accurately weigh and report all catch (Section 3.1.5 Option 2)'

incerely,
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Attn.: Comments on Dratt Amendment 5
PaulJ, Howard, Executive Director
New England Fishery Management Council
50 Water Street Mill #2
Newburyport MA 01950
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Dear Mr, Howard,

5.

I antwriting about critical alternatives that must be approved in Amendment
I urge
you most strongly to approve a comprehensive monitoring and management reform
program that brings greater accountability and oversight to the industrial trawl fleet.
These actions must be approved:

-100 percent at-sea monitoring on all midwater trawl fishing trips (i.e,, Category A& B
vessels) in order to provide reliable estimates of all catch, including bycatch of depleted
river herring and other marine life (Section 9.2.1.2 Alternative 2).
- An accountability systern to discourage the wasteful dumping of catch, including a fleet-

wide allowance of five slippage events for each herring management area, atter which
any slippage event would require a return to port (Section 3.2.3,4 Option 4D).
- No herring midwater trawling in aieas established tp promote rebuilding of groundfish
populations (Section 3.4.4 Alternative 5).
- An immediate catch limit, or cap, on the total amount of river hening caught in the
Atlantic herring fishery (Section 3.3.5, Modified to require immediate implementation of a
river hening catch cap).
- A requirement to accurately weigh and report all catch (Section 3,1.5 Option 2).

Thank you for considering measures designed to revise the Atlantic Hening Fishery

Management Pfan.
Sincerely,
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Attn.: Comments on Draft Amendment
PaulJ. Howard, Executive Director

5

New England Fishery Management Council
50 Water Street Mill #2
Newburyport MA 01950
Dear Mr. Howard,
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I am writing to express my concern about poorly managed industrial fishing and

the damage it inflicts on the ocean ecosystem, especially to river herring.

throughout New England invest significant
time and resources to restore their river herring runs. Many tireless citizens
carefully shepherd migrating river herring by hand past obstacles in rivers, The
Nevr England Fishery lr4anagement Council must support, not undermine, these
Every year, states and communities

effo rts.

When the councll finalizes its revision to the Atlantic Herring Fishery
Management Plan, it is critical that it approves a comprehensive monitoring and

bycatch-reduction program that incorporates the following management actions:

limit or cap on the total amount of river herring caught in the Atlantic
herring fishery .
- 100 þercent at-sea monitoring on all midwater trawl fishíng trips in order to
provide reliable estimates of all catch, including bycatch of depleted river
herring and other marine life.
- An aðcountability system to discourage the wasteful slippage, or dumping, of
catch, including a fleetwíde limit of five slippage events for each herring
management area, after which any slippage event would require a return to

- A catch

port.
- A ban on herring mid-water trawling in areas established
rebuilding of grou ndfish populations.
- A requirement to accurately weigh and report all catch'

to promote

Thank you for considering my comments and for your continued commitment to
improving management of the Atlantle herring fishery.
S

ince re ly,
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Attn.: Comments on Draft Amendment 5
Paul J, Howard, Executive Director
New England Fishery Management Council
50 S/ater Street

Mill#2
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Newburyport MA 01950
Dear Mr. Howard,
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I am most concerned about the badly managed industrial fishing, especially with regard
to the herring population. Most Atlantic states now ban the harvest of river hening in
coastal waters, even to the point of prohibiting children from netting one for bait. Yet
astoundingly, no protections have been extended to these fïsh in the open ocea¡, where
they are taken by the millions as profitable bycatch in the industrial fishery targeting a
different species, Atlantic hening.'
This is unacceptable and represents a significant setback in the ongoing efforts to restore
alewife and blueback herring, Every year, states and communities throughout New
England invest significant time and resources to restore their river hening runs. The New
England Fishery Management Council must support, not undermine, these efforts.
As the council finalizes its revision to the Atlantic Herring Fishery Management Plan,
strongly urge you to approve a comprehensive monitoring and bycatch-reduction
program that incorpo¡ates the following management actions:

I

* A catch limif, ot cap, on the total amount of river herring caught in the Atlantic herring
fishery (Section 3.3.5, modified to require immediate implementation of a catch cap).
t 100 percent at-sea monitoring on all midwater trawi fishing trips in order to provide
reliable estimates of all catch, including bycatch of depleted river herting and other
marine life (Section 3,2.1.2 Altemative 2).
t An accountability system to discourage the wasteful slippage, or dumping, of catch,
including a fleetwide limit of five slippage events for each herring management area,
after which any slippage event would require a return to port (Section3.2.3.4 Option 4D).
* A ban on herring mid-water trawling in areas established to promote rebuilding of
groundfish populations (Section 3.4.4 Altemative 5).
* A requiiement to accurately weigh and report all catch (Section 3.1.5 Option 2).
Thank you for considering my comments.
Sincerely,
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Attn,: Comments on Draft Amendment
PaulJ. Howard, Executive Director

5

New England Fishery Management Council
50 Water Street Mill #2
Newburyport MA 01950
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Dear Mr. Howard,

As a concerned citizen, I humbly urge the NEFMC to approve a comprehensive
monitoring and managernent'reform that brings greater accountability and
oversight to the industrial trawl fleet.
Please approve:
-100% at-sea monitoring on all midwater trawl fishing trips;

- an accountability system to discourage wasteful dumping of catch;
- no herring midwater trawling in areas that promote rebuilding of groundfish
- an immediate catch limit or cap on the total amount of river herring caught
- a requirement to accurately weigh and report all catch,
Thank you for your attention.
Sincere ly,
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Atfrl:

Comments on Draft Amendment
Paul J. Howard, Executive Director

5

New England Fishery Management Council
50 Water Street Mill #2
Newburyport MA 01950
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Dear Mr, Howard,

I am very concerned about the New England Fisheries Management Council Amendment
5, and I urge the NEFMC to approve at the minimum:

l. rc}% at-sea monitoring on all midw*ter trarv! fi.shing trips
2. an accountabilþ system to discourage wasteful dumping of catch;
3. no herring midwater trawling in areas established to promote rebuilding of groundfish
populations;
4. an immediate catch limit or cap on the total amount of river hening caught in the
Atlantic hening fishery;
5. a requirement to accurately weigh and report all catch.

Thark you for your attention.

¿L-/?(
Sincerely,
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James A. Ruhle
P.O.Box 302
Wanchese, North Carolina
Telephon ez (252) 47 3-3210

HTìGIANN FI$IIERY

Email FVDaranar@aol.com

\¿fr, Paul Howard

New England Fishery Management Council
50 V/ater Street
Newburyport, MA 01550
March 27,2012

Mr. Howard:
As long term particpants in the traditional single boat bottom hawl Herring Fishery, we
offer the following commenis on Amendment 5 to the Atlantic,Herring FMP.
.

:,'

., :

l.

?.1.5

Management Measurers-FMP Adjustrnents,'

Oþtion

2

.

Require Dealers to accurately ryeigh all fish

The majority of Hening landed are pumped out of vessels into tanker fucks or vat, (tub)
'!V'ater
is necessary to pump fish and will always vary in amount depending on
trucks.
many variables . Simply weighing a truck empty and then full vrill not provide an
accurate fish weight.

The Councit andNMFS should accept the calculation used by dealers and processing
plarrts to detennine weight of fish purchased. Regardless of type or size of trucks, a
caiculation from pounds to dolla¡s is applied. i.e.22 vat truck at 1800 lbs. per vat equals
39,600 hs.
Processing plants and bait distributers randomly after removing water, weigh any number
of vats on each truck and average the weight to calculate weight of fish being purchased'
Once there is acceptance to the above calculation then sub-option 2C becomes the next

required action.

.

We do not support increasing the frequency of VTR and Dealer Reports.
The new requirement implemented in late 2}l2requtes all vessels to electrically report
Hening catches and discards by area the.day the fish are caught. This new reporting
requirement should be sufficient to maintain weekly VTR and Dealer Report
submissions. This new law was not yet in effect when Amend 5 document was created.

3.2,1

Catch Monitoring at Sea
The PateiTouchtone Report clearly states that 1¡anagement actions implemented
by the council and the agency have lacked sufficient review as to their
effectiveness, and intended or unintended results.

Considering that beginning with the development of Amend 4 to the Herring FMP
in 2008 the level both at sea observer coverage and dockside monitoring
Increased significantþ for the Herring fishery, rve tecommend that the Herring
Committee and the Council request the Herring P.D.T. to do a technical analysis
on a vessel by vessel basis to determine the performance of each vessel in the
fishery. We believe that the number of observed trips and the level of dockside
monitoring combined with improved species identification protocols will provide
data that would be superior to earlier years of observations and better
determination of how the fishery currently performs.
Ou¡ rational for this analysis would be to provide current, accuate data that
would be used in the decision making process for Amend. 5.
From personal experience over many years of fishing we are confident that the
Hening Fishery is the second cleanest fishery in New England behind only the
lobster fishery.

It is our belief that significant by catch events occur NOT across the fleet but
with only a small nunber of vessels and often times the same vessels.
We suggest that the Cor:ncil and the Agency utilize this analysis to provide an
incentive to the fleet to fish responsively and recognize those that consistently
perform well with a level of observer covelage that meets the NEFSC
recommended coverage.
Those vessels that have been identified with higher and mote frequent by catch
interactions would be required a higber level of Observer coverage r¡ntil such time
that they can demonsüate reduced by catch interactions.

3.3.2.2.4 River Herring Monitoring/ Avoidance
V/e support Altemative 2-Option 4
Rationai-This winters mild conditions and above average sea temperature would
AMED 5 with monitoring /avoidance areas missing

have resulted in all options in

the mark by 1,000%. The only vray to have a successful by-catch avoidance
program is in real time. This seasons MADMF and SMAST Program will
provide data to support long term by catch avoidance strategies in real time that
can be extremely efflective.

OTIIER REC OMMENDATIONS

1-

Separate by catch data prior to amendment 4 by increasing the threshold for
directed herring trips from l,000lbs. to 10,000lbs (minimum) .

The current threshold of 1,000 lbs. does not differentiate between a mixed
smail mesh trip and a directed hening trþ.

2. Require

observers on directed herring trips to ask the Captain before sailing
there are any herring aboard and how many.

if

Rational-Herring that have been reported and landed, then taken back to sea to
be disca¡ded would have an explanation for discarding. i.e. poor quality, size,
no market for sale.
It should be noted that herring vessels may take fish back to sea if trucks for
offloading are not,available when needed. As trucks become available, the
fish carried over as well additional fish would be off-loaded.

Jarnes Ruhle
J
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Robert Rr¡hle

'{o
Steven Ruhle
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To: Mr. Paul J. Howard, Executive Director
New England Fishery Management Council
From: Roger (Bo) Adams
59 Crown Point Rd.
Rochester, NH 03867
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Mr. Howard,
I have held a federal tuna permit since 1992 in either the Harpoon Category
or the General Category with the exception of one season in the late 90's'
The purpose for my letter is to encourage your consideration of several
critical alternatives in Amendment 5.
As you know this Amendment was initiated about 5 years ago as a result of
fistrermen and others whose livelihood depends on the various fisheries and
tourism opportunities in the Guif of Maine and Georges Bank. I can
personally attest to how grim things \ilere in the Gulf of Maine from 2002
through 2007.It was an empty ocean with very few whales or tuna to be
seen. The steps taken 5 years ago have produced some very favorable
results. Frankly the past three years have been much like the "good old
days" back in the late seventies, though the eighties and into the 90's. It is
of the utmost importance that we not take our eye off the bali and realizethat
the time is now for NEFMC to seriously consider and enact improved
procedures in order to prevent losing any of the valuable ground that has
been gained.

I believe these huge herring trawlers are the iargest fishing vessels on the
east coast. They are nothing short of an enorrnous Vacuum cleaner that
literally sucks up everything in its or their path. It is an indiscriminant
fishery that kills miliions of pound of unintended catch including haddock,
cod, river herring and occasionaliy tuna. Their intended catch of ocean
herring is without a doubt the major forage fish for the vast majority of all
commercial fisheries as well as our ocean going mammals. These trawlers
are terribly effÏcient. These traits demand more than self-reported weight
estimations and I believe that the current observer time allotments on the sea
are insufficient; leading to dramatic inaccuracies and it is unacceptable that
in most areas dumping catches before they are sampled is still allowed.
There are simply too many opportunities to bend the facts in favor of the

¿.t

Lç ( ql")

mid water trawlers. Lastiy it is not conscionable to allow these trawlers to
fish on the same grounds that the ground fishing fleet has been shut out of.
To these aforementioned points I ask that you approve management refonrr
that will bring more and improved accountability and oversight on alllarge
herring ffawlers, specifically :

1. Implement 700%o observer coverage regardless of the time of day for
all Category A and B hening trawlers to ensure reliable data of
intended catch and by catch (Section 3.2.1.2).
2. Institr¡te a trip termination provision after 10 dumping events in
Closed A¡ea 1. There needs to be a disincentive so that the legitimate
exceptions are not abused as I believe they have in the past (Section
3 .2.3.4 Alternative 4C).
3. Prohibit midwater trawlers in the hening fishery from accessing the
Closed Groundfish A¡eas (Section 3.4,4 Alternative 5). These
trawlers were allowed in under the mistaken assumption that they
could not or would not catch groundfish, how wrong we all were! It is
incomprehensible that these mid water trawlers are allowed to tow
their tiny mesh gear through grounds that are no\il off limits to the
ground fish fleet. (Section 3.4.4 Altemative 5).
4. Implement acceptabie procedures that will require weighing of all
catch across the fishery (Section 3.5.1 Option2).I cannot understand
how this important fishery of a stock that the ocean fishermen and
tourism based businesses depend on is not already required to weigh
its' catch. Again this practice is incomprehensible to have landing
data based on unverifiable estimations by boat captains and fish
deaiers!
Thank you N&. Howard for your time and anticipated assistance on this
crucial subject,

Bo Adams
FA/ Cindy

K

Paul J" Howard
Executive Director
50 Water $treel, Mill #2
Newburyport, MA 01950
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Dear Paul,
My name is Raymond W. Kane and wish to submit written comment on $ea Herring
Draft Amendment 5.

1.

Catch Weighing $ecticn 3.1.5
ä. Primary Decision
$upport optian ?: Dealers must accurately weigh all landed fish

i.

b. Secondary Deciaions

i.
ii,
lii,

?,

$upport Sub-Option ?A: annual documentation of catch composition
estimation methodology
$upport Sub-Optíon 28 : Weekly*n reporting of catch composition
estimation for each individual landing
$upport sub tption Ztl Dealer partîcipation in SAFIS with vesselerror'
checking through Fish-on'Line

At-$ea Observer toverage $ection 3,2.1
a. Primary Ðçcision
Suppart alternative 2:.100% At-$ea Observer coverage on Limited
Access Herríng Vessels ( Amended to include Category A and B cnly
b. $eoondary Decisions
$upport funding Option ?: Federal and lnduetry Funds
Support Service Provider Option 1; ( No '4ctÍon )

i.

i.
i¡.

3.

Msasurçs to Address Net slippage Section 3.2.3
a, Primary Þecision
$uppcrl Option 4 C; Dumping prohibitíon with limited exceptions and
accountabílity measures applied when exceptions are exercised and
catch is dumped

i.

)

4.

Measures to Address River Herring by catch SectionS.3
Primary Decision
Support Modification of Section 3,3.5 to require immediate
implementation of a river herring catch cap
Support Alternative 3, Option 1: Closed Areas

a,

i.

ii.

5.

Measures to Address MWT Access to Groundfish closed Areas Section 3,4
a. Primary Decision
Support Alternative 5: Closed Areas
b. Secondary Decisions
Support bottom-contact prohibition and bottom-contact monitoring as
Required parameters of any EFP allowing experimental access to
GFCA'S
Support full observer coverage (>100% if necessary) and onboard
catch weighing as required parameters of any EFP
Support ground fish by catch triggers or EFP-specific caps on ground
fish as required parameters of any EFP

i.

i.

ii.

iii.

ln closing, I question whether this highly efficient gear type would have ever been
permitted by NEFMC after the NEFSC down graded the herring assessment from 1.2
million metric ton to 660,000 metric ton. Furthermore, I ask the NEFMC implement a
herring management plan, something it has lacked in the past 12 years, that is
amenable to thousands of stake holders and the entire marine ecosystem.

Sincerely,
ßnl,ntsnd w

Stan¿,

Fçt**suc hussfls L*bçt*rmé$-Ë Åss*ciçlti*n, lrre.
I ötis ïllace
M¡\ 0?0ó6-Ì 3?l
545-698¿l Fax (?t l) 54)-7817
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Paul J. l-loward, Executive Director
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Dear Paul,

T'he 130û rnember Massachusetts Lobstermen's Assosiaxion woulcl like to subnrit the following
commcnts regarding A¡nendment 5 to the Fishçry Managemgnt Pl*n l'or AÌlantic Herrirrs.
{)ur Massachusetts lobster tìshermen depend heavily on hnving enoug}r Atlantic l-lerring in orde r
tu conducl their ñshing operations. Most of their awûss to supply comes from vessels based Ìn
Massi¡chusetts. 'l-his means that they depend cn mid-w*ler and pnir trnwlcrs. Whilc we arc not *nanrored
with these types of operationso rve neveÍhelEss understend thst these boats are our m*rin lifeline rvhen it
çomes to herring bffit, t,ittle if any olPurse seíne hcn'ing bait, which are mostly from Maine, gets clown
to supply our baafs. 'ffe therefore, first of *ll lvant ts insist that fhese vessels be allorved to continue to
fish, cert*inly, wilhin the bounds of the quot*s set by NMF$ but also withoul the trappings of too diflÌcult
a sef cf restrictions. Ifthe rules or re*trictions puslr lhese vess*ls too far, the cosf factar inereases and in
turn the uost o'f buying fhe producl gets pushed higher" and our fishermen get hurt even more, We
then,lbre ank you during your cleliberalions cn the Âmendmsnt, to tnks these thoughts inlo considemtion,
Our further $ûmments are as fbllows:
Ca:rricr Vessels sff. 3.1.3,I
No Commenf

Tr¡ nsfelof Hgr

l-

ri Fs .å,.f

S$

_Ser 3.

t3.3-

We sgppo.f't this option to ensure propeÍ documentation of whnt ìs being
eaught is reported.
Option ?- We ûppo.$.ç lirnits as to what herring vessels can transfbr at sea. Il any hertir:g
yessel has bait, it shuuld be allowed to transfer thr¡se fish, ât ss¿r, íf necessilr¡,
but should keep reccrds of what h¿s been {ranst'erred.
Option 3- We g.Utg$Ë this option in that it states that "Non permitted yesssls {labster
bonts?) rvould be prohibitecl fror¡ receiving herring åt-seå liir bait"

Option

Tria Nutilimtion segLl.4
Ns Comment

Reoortine for Permitted Herrins Dealers sec 3.1,5
Option I - We suoport this option. Dealers should report haddock landings as they
should but we also support being able to sell them. The fish are dead and to
waste them would be a shame.
Chanqes to Onen Access Permits in Mackerel Vessels sec 3.1.6
No Comment

Alternatives to Allocate Observer Coverase of Limited Access Herrins Vessels sec 3.2.1
Alternative 2- We sunnort this alternative only if the observer coverage is at a reasonable cost.
Remernber here, that this cost will be added to the cost of bait sold to our fishermen.
We actually believe that if the NMFS wants this much observer coverage then the
NMFS should pay for it. How about making those who are so adamant that this be
done pay for this. lf the Hening fleet must pay or even NMFS, it should be similar
to what is paid on the West Coast such as under $400 per dayl Do we really need
100% observer coverage? Are we putting more ptecise information on this ftshery
than NMFS does for other fisheries, noting that nothing is ever perfect? For
example, do we observe what is taken by the reueational fÏshery?

Imurovine Sea Samnlins sec 3.2.2
Option l - We suoÞort no further action on this because it is adequate as is now,
Net Slinnaee sec 3.2.3
No comment - This is "picky" to the extremel

Maximized Retention Alternative sec 3.2.4
No cornment
River Herring Monitorins/Avoidance sec 3.3.2
Alternative 2 - We support this but only to a degree. The Herring fleet has indicated that it is
willing to stay away from River Herring "hot spots" ifNMFS can adequately
identify those areas. This is the attempt by the Herring fleet to cooperate in
avoiding a River Hening by-catch. Work with them on this. We all know
that the River Herring problem is not and has never been the fault of the
Atlantic Hering fleet but rather the fault of river passageways, water quality
issues and predation by other species. The Atlantic Herring fleet should not
be blamed or persecuted by other fishing sectors (Recreational, Tuna,
Environmental interests) who claim these vessels are the cause. Still, the
Atlantic Hering boats shouid be allowed to do their part for restoring the
River Herring stock but the entire focus for restoration should not be loaded
on these frshermen.

Monitorins and Avoidance

sec 3,3.2.2
See above comments 3.3.2

Ontions still Under Bv-Catch Avoidance for River Hemine sec 3.3.2.2.4. 3.3.3
See above comments 3.3.2

More Options on By-Catch sec 3.3.3.2
See above, We opnose closed Areas unless the

Atlantic Herring fleet agrees to some

temporary closed areas,

Alternative For Herrins Fishermen in Groundfish Closed Areas sec 3,4'1
We ggpglAlternative l, No Action. Allow these boats to fish in these areas but then
they should report all fish taken, They are not targeting other species and if NMFS closes
these areas to Herring boats and then closes other Areas to them for other reasons and
quotas, where can they fish? We still need fie bait!l
Alternative

100%o

Observer Coveraee sec 3.4.2

See above comments 3,2.

I

comments on observer coverage

Alternative Closed,Areas sec 3.4.4
See above comments 3,4.1

Other
We support the proper weighing provisions to better provide for accountability of what
has been landed, The Herling industry/buyers agree with this as do we,

In summation, the Massachusetts Lobstermen's Association must reiterate that the hening bait
must be made available to our fishermen and any provisions that would restrict our supply beyond the
limits which we feel are already Iimited with the quota management system, will be vigorously opposed
by our lobster industry. We must admit that we fecl much of this Amendment is aimed at "bashing" the
Herring boats that provide us with our herring bait. We also believe that these other sectors that are so
opposed to these operations do not care ifthey cause a severe hardship in availability or costs for our
Massachusetts lobster fi shermen.
We sincerely hope and trust that you, the Federal Fishery Council and the Federal Fisheries
Service will weigh all the alternatives and options and will make rccommendations or decisions which
will allow our Herring lobster bait to be available to our lobster fishermen.

Respectfully yours,
William Adler
Executive Director
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A, Bnckground Tnfarmatíon

I çm a hr¡sbandlfath*rigrzurdt'ather. vsteran and Âmeiican citieen, 77 yeats yûung. [ ^am also a world
and
wide recognìz¡d Fhfi. j me physíology( Conrell Universìty. 1964). I hnve rvorked fcrr dre tJS
c.onsultanT
inclependent
an
Canac{ian gooe*nr*,rts'in thi aiea* oiþotlr¡tion effþcts on plants afid been
saving tr*J, u*ro*u this country and arrlun¡J the world ( ane al a ti[re) f'nr the past 35 years' I rjo knt¡w
ancl support tlre valr¡e of proper sciçncs appropriately applied'

I havc been involved with the {ìshing industry on Cape Cod sinss fhe eat'ly 1950's to the present
moment and plan to bc ir¡volved untll I can no longer function, I know the industry from the eyes of a
chi¡cl, commercial long lining, long raking, jigging llor cod, steâ¡aet and sea worm digging nnd
blrrcs,
scalloping, I k¡rpw thJrecre¿itian *.1 of f-tst'ting, being an avicl fly lisherrnan pursuing $tripers,
tun*, scup, silvsr perch, to üame a fbw species.
I write today f'mm a perspestive thst touches øn *llof tirese facets ol'my lil"e to date. Mainly thouglr,
it rslates tù ffiy grandchildrsn and the well being of our Pl¿rnet üarth and how we are currently
inappropriateiy manipulating the available clata ( sorne ¿ccu¡'ate and sonre srupect).

as

B. ÐEFINITION: tuIONSTEft MIÐ W.{TER TÅNÐEM TR.'|WLERS| MTNSTER AräfS
TECflNOLTGY {MilIWTT/IvfNT) -Is that R.EALLI '+!îshittgo lí íf høs been c{etiwtltor EtNSfll

I

I

srrongly stflte NO! have no problem with, øpprapnare hand- set n€ls whielr have been usecl to catcll
iisH to t'eêd the world's pupulafiãn since before bibiical timcs. The use of boats and even huge boats is
alxo appropriate when kept in clreùk, 'Ihe use of elecfiunic msthodls to identity [rsh? A"gair:
*pproprintely utilizerl I have na problem.

with the monster tandem trawfer technique'/ "l'he operative words a;tç Monster
M*l lY$ter T¡'awlers sntl Monster Neß hooked togethtr as a TF|ÛSQME, The net which is towed
between the vessçls r,r'hich flrç the targesl and nrosi advanced o* lhe Enst Coast being up to 165 f'set in
length, is Jf,ü hunctrerlferl { the sir.e of n football field and of snrall mesh size.) It can be set åt ffiy
*sñh ihe very i:ntelligent eaptain choases, 'fhe net sornbined with electronie gear in the haniil of these
*uitoin., can almosrìdentify the type scale on a fish they are so sr:nsitivc. This technnlogy is being
employed fo butcher unsuspecting fîxh witlr the single goal of MÜNHY!
So wlrat is my argument

Why Ís thís harmfut

yoa

ask??

I will telt yau w{ty, TIIe I'IUCE vulume ( ofttn

5ûA,00Û WundÅ of sva
ßass und any othet farm

life per t$w and tiey møke M,aNYJçwr ) of Seø nnd Rlver herrìng, Strþed
olruo lde eøught or destro¡tetl by the lmmen*e negøtíve 4{feels otsuch a HUGE und alíen NET
iitrurisn intt¡ ta otherwiss 8.4LÀNflEÐ"gsÍvstem, ThtÊ Êttt t
ÍMBÅLÅNCE in th*t svstetg wifh l:ofts term effeeß vet to be determine(l, Thev dp &af teüve WP.

neeative effects on our Planet Eørth, Thev "shoot" Íhese still live fish back ìnto the ocean out of
these "water cannons" with great þressure . øs " bvcatch Í.e,trash", Thev have no reverence or
resoect for the sea lífe or Planet Ocean uøon which thev depend on for their VERY livelihood, Thev
do nat recosníz.e that in the process of the MMWTT thev øre ranidlv destrovins that verv oørt of
Nature , Ocean Planet which is necessarv to the lone term sumìval of all humankind on Planet

Earth!
I want you all to realize this simple fact. It is that the technolo gy is ahead of the legislation process. We
KNOW the short term effects, These people have every right to o'make a
living". They do NOT have a right to destroy that which supports them and all of humanity in the
processl ! Just as in the auto industry ( a very important section of our economy), if they have a "bad
need time to evaluate it. We

component", A recall is ordered and 4 "fix" is incorporated. In other words, they are being accountable
for their actions. This is more difücult with a component of Nature as so little is truly known. It is very
hard to "prove" a point especially when suspect data is being manipulated by all sides. The Monster
Trawler"s Industry know and utilize this factor as a stalling technique.
The reason that the 2008 fish stock data was so inaccurate is simple- the "human scientific assumption"
fed into the computer was inaccurate, It did not take into account the debilitating effect of this
Monster technology on fish stocks. To err is human. But not to correct that error is indefensible. V/e
know how to "fix" it. Let's get on with it. I give a broad outline of how to achieve those changes in the
following section (C ) of this document.

-

People wake uo we are in ø war for the survival of life as we have known it, The good news Ís that
we CAN and must do somethîns about th¡s NQW! I Do we need another "Sílent Sørins" authored bv
Rachel Carson ìn the 50"s but thìs new one woald be entìtled "Silent Oceans" bv l|lho Cares??
do!! ll/e, the neonle, have an onoortunitv to trulv be positìve shepherds of Planet Ocean uoon which
øll life on Planet Earth is deøendent!!

I

There is a direct link to the sharp decline of

ALL

sea

life wíth the

i

MID WATER TRAWLING TECHNIOUE (MMWTT in the late l990ts),

Everyone involved in the
production of sea food acknowledges that all of the fish stocks are in severe decline. That data is
available and irrefutable. Let's utilize it in a positive effort.
C. PROTOCOL to determìne the effecß of the MONSTER

MID WATER TRAWLING

TECHNIQUE (MMTT)on the health of Fßh Stocks
The null hypothesís: The Monster Mid Water Trawling Technique
cause for the decline of all fish stocks in the East Coast fishery

(MMTT) is a major immediate

l.
2,

Immediately place a moratorium on this technique for three years in the USA.
Using available proven methods and valid data, tabulate the stocks now available concentrating
on the Sea and fuver herring, Striper, haddock, Cod, squid.

3'Intheinterim,@!.5.initsentiretyascurrentlywritten.

4.

After 3 years of data evaluation the scientific community will be able to define the role of
MMTT on the fish stocks. With these data they can then more closely monitor them or ban the
technology completely which I advocate.
5. Consult ( by means of a scientific questionnaire) with the real fishermen in the field initìally
( not after the fact) to evaluate any anecdotal data they will have which can be substantiated by actual
scientific testing which will provide some immediate answers or lead the way to further valid research

directed at preserving and enhancing fish stocks into the far future by also studying the micro fauna and
flora in the ocean and the estuaries which are the nuúurers of all sea life.

I thank you for allowing me to state my position and for allowing transparency to this most imporlant
issue which will have immediate ( we know them) and long range effects ( yet fo be determined) on
our wellbeing as humankind.

Arthur C. Costonis, PhD,
PO 458
West Chatham,MA 02669
(508) e4s
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Dear Capl*in l{ow*rd:

0* behalf of the 150 employees

of our family-owneel busíness, Lttnd's Fisheries, lnc., and tlre
indeperrdenl fîshçmcn who also supply Å.tla¡rtic hening to our processing t'acility in Cnpe May,
New Jersey, we thank you for fhe opportunity to comnrsnt ûü Draft Amendrnent 5 (45) ta the
Fishery Management Flan {fMf} fl<rr Atlantic T'lerring.

will

be publishing a Drall
Jlnvirr:nmenlal Impact Sliltement (D'HI-$) on 45, on Â¡rril ?0,201?, and that we willhave an
additional opporluniry tû cÕmment rn th¿1t document, which may be di{Terent than the lrublic

We understenel that the Nctior:ral Marine lrisheries Service (N¡v FS)

T:l*aring .Docume.nt (F['lD); the source of the¡¡e commrnts. We reservç the right to provicle
additional ûr amsnded comments to the Councii and NMIIS once wo have the opportunity tt:

review the DEIS.
Orrr esmments follow the order of issues and opfitlns outlined in the PI',[Dl
Sec.

3.I PROPOSED ¡IIIJUSTMENTS TO TIIE FISHBRY M,{NÀGßMSNT PROC&,AM

Scc.3J-J Ilgsulntovy Dcfinitions lTrnq.efqr al $se är¡{l Sf{load}
estnblishmont of regulatory ilefinitions lbr lranqfrr al s€a and offlottd as an intenl
to clarify the regulatory defìnition of existing lishïng operations, includìng claritying thur pair
trawling does nol r*present a transfrr at sea, increase the potentinl f'or accurafe reportring in the
fishery and minimi¿e the potenlial for catch to be double-counteel.
TVe supporT the

$ec. 3, 1.2

AdministrqtivsiGencr¡ll Provi*ifns

ckuíþ that ve*sels wolking cooperatively
We supporf the proposed r:egulatory change that
"voulcl
in the hsffing äshery are subject to the most restrictjve possession limit associated with nny of
the vessels,

The amendment refers to "paired purse seine operations", which is a description that we are not
familiar with in the Atlantic hening fishery; traditionally, any purse seine skiff being used to set
a purse seine has been considered part ofthe purse seiner itselfand not a "paired vessel."
We support the amendment's intent to make VMS power-down provisions consistent with the
multispecies, scallop and surf clam/ocean quahog fleet and allow VMS units to be powered
down after the issuance of a Letter of Exemption (LOE), if the vessel is expected to be out of the
water or not frshing for an extended period of tim.,
We support the establishment of a new Federal At-Sea Hening Dealer permit for carrier vessels
or other vessels selling Atlantic hening to any entity since the intent is to improve reporting in
the frshery. We encourage the agency to ensure that double-counting of landings is minimized
tfuough this change,

Sec.3.1.3 Measures to Address Carrier Vessels and Transfers of Atlantic Herrins At-Sea
We support 3 ,lr3,2 Option 3, which would provide flexibility for hening carriers to either utilize
a VMS for declaration, thereby eliminating the minimum seven-day enrollment period and allow
for engagement in other activities, or maintain the status quo (minimum seven day enrollment
period with LOA restrictions), which would accommodate smaller carier vessels that do not

utilize VMS.
We support 3. 1 .3.3 Option 1, which would make no changes to current provisions regarding the
transfer of fish at sea. It is our understanding that cunent reporting requirements are adequate to
determine and segregate catches and allow for the transfer of herring at sea to vessels without a
hening permit, for personal use as bait.
Sec. 3.1.4

Tríp Notification Reouirements

We support a combination of 3. 1.4.2 Option 2 and 3.1.4,3 Option 3, which would expand and
standardize cu.nent trip notifrcation requirements throughout the herring fishery, as we
understand the proposal. We understand that Option 2 would not reach Category D vessels
fishing in Area 2 (because the current language stems from that implementing the haddock catch
cap) and, therefore, why Option 2 is limited only to fishing for hering with midwater trawl gear.
For the purposes of this amendment, however, all areas and gear types should be considered as
part of these notification requirements.

Option 3, however, seems to include all fishing activity in Area 2, and in other hering
management areas, and require both observer and enforcement notifications regardless of gear
type used. It is our understanding that the small mesh bottom trawl fleet can also take river
hening as an incidental catch, not only in the Gulf of Maine but also in Area 2 during the winter
months, so it only makes sense that all vessels working in the directed hening fishery, whether it
be with an A, B, C or D permit, be required to both call for observers before fishing and notify
NMFS law enforcement before landing, so that monitoring activities, both at sea and shoreside,
can provide the most complete picture of what is being caught and landed in the fishery,
Based upon herring fishery landings and other data that has been reviewed during the
development of Amendment 5, our understanding is that the number of Category D vessels that
would be regulated under this change, and others proposed in this amendment, would be less
than l0% of the number Category D permits issued,

jssued in
Specifically, Page 6 of the PHD tells us that 2,258 Category D hening permits were
ZôlO wtrile Table 49, at page 200 of the Council's DEIS tells us that less than 100 of these
permít holders landed herring in recent years,

There seems to be a clear need to rationalize the number of Category D herring permits that ale
being issued by the agency, We stlongly support a requirement that all Category D pemit
holders have VMS on board, when engaged in the directed fishery for hening, and we anticipate
that the number of herring Category D permits applied for would likely drop dramatically if this
requirement were imposed, We do not see a VMS requirement as a signifrcant economic burden
on a vessei today and expect that most of these 100 Category D permitted vessels landing herring
may akeady be required to have VMS on board through other permit requirements'
Sec. 3.1.5

Reportins Requirements for Fedgrally Permitted HeJrins Dealers

We support 3.1,5,2 Option 2, which would require dealers to accurately weigh all flrsh, and SubOption 2.8, r'equiring dealers who do not sort by species to document, for individual landing
submissions, how they estimated the relative composition of a mixed catch, to facilitate both
quota monitoring, incidental catch analysis and cross-checking with othel data sources,
We are opposed to 3,1,5,2, Sub-Option 2C, which would require dealers to obtain vessel
confirmation of SAFIS transaction records to minimize data entry errors at the first point of sale'
This ploposal seems to be focused on minimizing discrepancies between vessel hails (an
estimate of what is on board) and actual amounts of hening that is purchased by dealers. It
places fishermen and dealers in a potentially adversarial, competitive regulatory posture that
should be reserved for the Agency, as we undet'stand what is being ploposed.
catch is weighed and sorted after landing, dealer reports should become the primary data
source for quota monitoring by the Agency; as we understand to already be the case today,
Weighing and sorling will make dealer reports more accurate than they are today and eiiminate
the need for fishermen and dealers to compale their reports, and put fishermen in a position so
that they could be penalized if estimates and actual weights vary, which they will certainly

If

continue to do,
Sec. 3.1.6 Chanses

tq Orren_Access Permit Provisions for Limited Access MackelelJ-eqsels

in Area2l3
3 .1 .6,2 Option 2, which would establish a new open access hening permit for limited
mackerel
fishery participants, in Areas 713 only, who do not have a limited access herring
access
permit. This permit would be associated with a 20,000 pound possession limit for hening and
would assist these vessels by providing a reasonable incidental catch allowance of hening to
allow them to be able to fish for mackerel and may reduce discards of herring. This amount
equates roughly to the 25,000 pound mackerel incidcntal catch allowance, provided by the
MAFMC for vessels fishing for herring, in all herring management areas, which was established
in Amendment I 1, the mackerel limited access amendment,

We support

We also urge the Council to begin no\M to plan for allocating a significant set-aside of Atlantic
herring, and explore other options during the upcoming specifications process, such as taking
days out of the herring fishery, to facilitate an Atlantic mackerel fishery in the future that is not
severely limited by lack of availability of Atlantic herring, as is the case this year.

This year, the expiration of the Area? herring quota will keep more than 50 million pounds of
mackerel from being harvested, at the same time that herring continue to be widely available in
Area2, according to accounts we have received from vessel captains. Many vessels are tied up
today due to this fact and millions of dollars of wasted mackerel quota will not be taken due to
the failure of the Agency and the NEFMC to seþaside hening quota for this purpose, as we
requested when the current specifications were established.
We estimate that a 10,000 metric ton set-aside may be adequate for this purpose, given the size
of the current mackerel quota, and since the herring-to-mackerel mixing ratio can often be as
much as 30%. It is our hope that the ongoing assessment will provide an opportunity to return
the Area 2 quota to a level exceeding 30,000 metric tons, as has been the case in the past, to,
facilitate a mackerel fishery in the future,
Sec. 3.2

CATCH MONITORING: AT-SEA

3.2.1 Alternatives to Allocate Observer Coveraee on Limited Access Herrinq Vessels
Throughout the development of Amendment 5, we have argued that the herring fishery should
not be singled out âs being required to pay for excessive levels ofobserver coverage, beyond
what the Agency and Council may prioritize through the SBRM process; a treatment similar to
other fisheries managed by the Council,
We have taken this position because we believe that the herring fishery is one of the 'cleanest'
frsheries in the region, and that this fact continues to be borne out by the data coming out of both
the at-sea observer program and the shoreside monitoring program, a program that we believe
should be continued in the region,
We have heard herring PDT members say that there is a limit as to the precision and accuracy of
catch data accumulated through the observer program, even if the coverage level were to be at
l00Yo, and have heard members of the scallop PDT state that observer coverage levels of about
30Voin that frshery are adequate and that 100% observer coverage is unnecessary to satisfactorily
monitor the scallop frshery, another regional fishery that we are active in.
Even so, we and the majority of other Category A-permitted herring vessels owners are willing
to support observer coverage levels of 100 per cent in the hening fishery, for a limited period of
time, because we remain convinced that the data will continue to show that incidental catches in
this fishery are not ofsignificant biological concern to haddock, shad, river herring or any other
regional frshery stocks. We æe taking this position as a challenge to our detractors, who so far
have shown no interest in the actual data coming from cunent monitoring programs and who
continue to make unsubstantiated claims about how the hening fishery operates. V/e will take
observers at a 1000/o rate to continue to demonstrate that the herring frshery is a responsible
fishery,
We take this position with a couple of caveats, however. First, we do not support maintaining
100% observer coverage levels in the hening fishery forever since we do not believe this
coverage rate is necessary and because the expense can be significant, ly'e suggest that a 100%
requirement be temporary and only last two years, after which time the PDT should be tasked to
analyze the data and report to the Council as to whether or not this level of coverage is necessary
to adequately monitor the heming fishery in the future.

willing to purchase observer coverage' beyond those levels that may be
a
allocated through túe SBRM process and up to 100%, if the daily cost can equate to the $325
been
have
day rate paid bf the West Coast H&G fleet, a fleet whose obsewer coverage rates
rugg6trã as a model for the hening fishely during the development of Amendment 5 by those
Second, we are only

whãargue that we are under regulaied and operating unsustainably, We are opposed to paying
tlre $ 12b0 a day rate calculated by the observer program since this represents a cost that would
not be sustainable in the low value Atlantic heuing fishery'
Third, we only support a temporary, 100% observer plogfam in the hening fishery if the
pïogram *orid autiorize the Agency to provide a vessel with a waiver if a Federal observer, or
àn observe, from an approved o-bærurr service provider, is not available for a particular trip' We
simply cannot afford to hau. our vessels tied up if an observer is not available to us for somç
reason and we are willing to both take and pay for an obseryer on that trip,

We support the addition of the provisions listed in Sec, 3.2.2,2, which are intended to improve
sampling by observers at-sea and *r understand that many of these provisio,ns are already in
placè; thesé include requirements for a safe sampling station, requirements for 'Reasonable
Àssistance', requirements to plovide notice, requirements for trips with multiple vessels,
improving communication on pair trawl vessels and providing visual access to the net and
coåend. it ir our understanding that the relationship between the Federal obscrvers that have
been on our vessels over the past few years and our f,rshing captains is excellent and we have
attempted to cooperate with évery request made to us by the observer program throughout this
period of time,
S.ec. 3.2.3 Measures

to Address Net Slippase

We support Sec. 3,2.3,2 Option 2 requiring the use of a released catch affidavit for 'slippage
events' and understand that these affidavits are already in use, with the support of vessel o\ilners
and captains.

We are opposed, however, to the continued application of the Closed Area 1 Sampling
Provisions (Sec, 3,2,3.3), either within Closed A¡'ea 1 or elsewhere, because of the requirement
that all frsh be brought on board for sampling and inspection by the observer. As we have
repeatedly pointed óut during the development of Amendment 5 there are significant operational
restrictions that make it impossible, or dangerous, to bring the pump and codend or brailer over
the rail during fishing activities on midwater trawl flrshing vessels, Our captains tell us that the
observers have no problem seeing what remains in the net after pumping, while the net remains
alongside the vessel and, as we indicate above, our captains have no probiem providing visual
access to the net and codend so that the observer can do his or herjob,
We are strongly opposed, however, to all of the options listed in Sec. 3.2.3,4, Options 4A
through 4D (proposing catch reduction and trip termination), as being simply punitive in nature
and not being constructive to the ongoing cooperation between our captains and the obserers on
our vessels. In addition, we urge the Council and the Agency to repeal the Closed Area I
regulations since there is no indication that incidental catches in Closed Area I differ
signifrcantly from those in other areas where the herring fishery operates and due to the fact that
thère is no data to indicate that the heuing fishery is having any significant mortality effect on
any groundfish species, either inside or outside of Closed Area I'

It is important, however, to retain in regulation that fish can be released throughout the hening
fishery
1

.

2,
3,

if the vessel operator finds

that:

Pumping the catch could compromise the safety of the vessel;
Mechanical failure precludes bringing some or ail of the catch aboard the vessel; or
Spiny dogfrsh have clogged the pump and consequently prevent pumping of the rest

of

the caich.

Finally, as we all know, the Council's habitat and groundfish committees are moving towards
either eliminating Closed Area I or modifying the area due to its lack of relevance today as either
a groundfish protection or habitat protection area, making regulations specific to the area equally
inelevant to managing the hening fishery today or in the future.
Sec. 3.2.4

Maximized Retention Alternative (Exnerimental Fishervl

V/e support Sec. 3,2,4,1, the no action alternative, Hening vessels would continue to operate
under the regulations and possessiorr limits for any fisheries for which they possess permits.
Amendment 5 would add other regulatory changes, which we could support consistent with our
comments, and would aid observers in their responsibility to see and sample catches,
The hening fishery has taken place in this region for more than 100 years and was the first
frshery to agree to hard quotas, more than a decade ago, with the approval of the Federal FMP by
the Council and Agency, in 2001. The idea that the hening fishery should be operated as an
experimental fishery has been suggested by advocates who clearly would like to eliminate the
majority of the fishery and the vessels in it, This proposal only has punitive value and should be
summarily rejected by the Council.
SeC. 3.3

MANAGEMENT MEASURES TO ADDRESS RIVER HERRING BYCATCH

Sec. 3.3.2

River Hemins Monitorins/Avoidance

The public hearing document tells us that the long-term goal of this section of the proposed
amendment is to adopt river herring bycatch avoidance strategies in the time and areas where
interactions with the hening fishery are observed or anticipated.

At the same time, the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act's National
Standard Nine requires that "conseryation and management measures shall, to the extent
practicable, (A) minimize bycatch and (B) to the extent bycatch cannat be avoided, minimize the
mortality of such bycatch," National Standard One requiresthat"conservation and management
measures shall prevent overfishing while achieving, on a continuing basis, the optimum yield
(OY) from each fishery for the United States fishing industry," The Atlantic hening fishery is
not considered overfished, nor is overfishing occuning, so maintaining OY in the fishery must be
a Council priority,
We agree with the amendment's goal, since it has now become clear to us that minimizing the
incidental catch of alosine species has recently become both a public and a Council interest and
we recognize our duty under the law to reduce the incidental catch of these fish,

As this amendment has developed over the last few years, however, we have come to the
realization that most of the river herring monitoring and avoidance strategies proposed by the
Council in the amendment do not recognize the temporal and spatial variations dictating where
river herring will be from year to yeaï, or eyen from day to day, and that the extensive areas that
are proposed to be closed tlueaten our ability to continue to catch herring, either to provide an
importånt baitfish for the region's lobstel and crab fîshelies or to expott high quality, nutritional
hening for human consumption when international markels æe availabie to us under favorable
terms.

Consequently, during the past two years, we have been working with other boat owners,
organized as the Sustainable Fisheries Coalition (SFC), and in partnelship with the
Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries (DMF) and the UMASS Dartmouth School of
Marine Science and Technology (SMAST), to replicate a bycatch avoidance project already in
usc in the scallop fìshery, to reduce the incidentalcatch of yellowtail flounder;an approach
recognized as effective by this Council.
Our project, funded for the past two years through the National Fish and Wildlife Foundation,
and with recent financial supporl from the Nature Conservancy to allow for the participation in
the project by small mesh bottom trawl fishermen, is ah'eady working to create awareness of the
issue within the fleet and direct effort away from where river hening species are known to be on
a daily, real time basis, At this time, we ale seeking additional funding through the MAFMC
RSA program, so that this low cost, real time program can continue into the next fishing year,
This program includes a goal of monitoring 50% of trips that are landed, so that incidental
catches can be identifred and quantified,

Within this context, we support Sec, 3.3,2,2,4 Option 4, a two-phase bycatch avoidance approach
based on the SFC/SMAST/DMF project, as the only option that will work to reduce the
incidental catch of river hening in the herring fishery and allow for the continued production of
optimum yield from the Atlantic herring resource. The project should involve all vessels
directing on Atlantic herring, including Category A, B, C and D permit holders, VMS is
essential to the success of this project and therefore, all Category D permitted vessels directing
on Atlantic herring should be requiled to have VMS on board,
Sec. 3.3.5

River Herrins Catch Caps

We do not support the Council considering a biologically-based river herring catch cap through
framework adjustment to the herring FMP or the herling specifications process with this
amendment, It is our understanding that the PDT has not made a recommendation for a catch
cap because there is insufficient information upon which to base one, The relative mortality
effects of incidental catches in the herring fishing, and would be critically important to
understand before setting a biologically-based catch cap,

a

MANAGEMENT MEASUBES TO ADDRESS MIDTilATER TBAWL ACCESS
TO GROUNDF'ISH CLOSED AREAS
Sec. 3.4

As stated above, we believe that there is no relationship between incidcntal catches in the
Atlantic hening frshery and the groundfîsh closed areas. The GFCAI provisions (CFR $648,80)
should be repealed upon implementation of this amendment for this reason and access to the
groundfrsh closed areas should be retained for both herring midwater trawlers and purse seiners,
through a LOA issued by the agency, as had been fhe case for many years,

In response to a previous legal challenge to midwater trawlers' rational access to GFCAI and
other mortality closures, in a brief to a Federal court in June 2009, Agency attorneys wrote,
"even if bycatch in the herringfishery (was) hundreds of times the level suggested by the data,
then there would be no compelling reason to suspect that haddock or other groundfish stocks
(are) imperiled." The Agency also clarified in its brief that, "by contrast, the directed groundfish
/ìshery's total allowable catch of haddockis..,500 times the (existing) heting bycatch cap" and
"for those stocl<s that are undergoing overfishing, the bycatch in the herringfishery is so
miniscule that the measures sought (evicting heting vessels) could not prevent overfishing of
these stoclcs."

ln conclusion we süongly support Sec, 3,4. I Alternative 2 - Pre-Closed Area I provisions, which
wouid reestablish criteria for midwater trawi vessel access to the groundfrsh closed areas based
on provisions prior to the implementation of the Closed Area I rule.

Thank you for your attention to and your consideration of our comments. We look forward to
continuing to work with you and the members of the Councii towards the implementation of
reasonable, additional monitoring requirements in the Atlantic hening fishery, through the
implementation of Amendment 5, to ensure a sustainable Atlantic hening resource and fishery
for many years into the future,

With best regards,

JeltRøír,hl"et
Jeffrey B, Reichle
President
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Mr. I-{oward:

We the undersigned representing the t¡'atlitiunal single boqt bottom trawl f"lerring Fishery,
offer the fullowing comrnents on Amendnrent 5 to ths Ätlantic Flerring FMP,
3,

1.5

ûplion

M*nagement Mensurers-FMl) Âdjustments

?

Require Dealers to accuratsly weigh all fish

o¡' väl, {tub)
majority
.Waterof Ì"lering landecl are purnped out of vessels intu tanker lrucks
on
depending
is necessary to pump äsh and will always vary in âmoült
trucks.
many variables . Sinrply weighing a truck empty and then full will not provide un
accurats t'ish weight,
'1'1ie

Tlre Cor¡ncii and NMflS shouicl accept tlre c$l{rulation used by dealers ancl processing
plauts to determins weiglrt of fish purch*seci. Regardless of type or size of trucks, a
ealc.ulation ilom po*nds to clollars is applieel, i,e. 22 vat truck at 1800 lbs' per vat equals
39,600 lbs.
Processing pllrnls ¿rnd bait disfributers ranilomly atler removing rvater, weigh any number
of vals on each truck and åverage the weight lo salculate weight ol fìsh being purchased.
OncE ther¡: is acceptance to the above ealculaticn then sub-o¡:tion 2C bccomes the next

required È{:liün,
We da not supporl increasing the frequency of'VTR and Dealer Repott.s'
'l'he new requirernent impl*mented in late ?01? rec¡uiret all vessels to electrically teporl
Ílening entçhes ¿ntJ discarris by nrea the day tlre fîsh ale caught, This new repor"ting
requÌrement should be sufficienr ta maintai.n weekly VTR and Dealer Reporr
sub,rnissions, This new law was not yet in effect whsn ¿\mend 5 docrtmeni w{s c¡eatcd.

3.2,1

Catc.h

Monitoring at Sca

The Pate/l'o*chtone Report clearly stûtes th¿lt manag8lnefit *etior¡s implemeutcd
by the council and the âgency lrave lacked suffìcient rcview as to their
etTgctiveness, a*d intended or uni¡rtencled re-sulls'

considering that beginning with the development of Amend 4 to the Hening FMp
in 2008 the level both at sea observer coverage and dockside monitoring
Increased significantly for the Herring fishery, we recommend that the Herring
Committee and the Council request the Hening P,D,T, to do a technical analysis
on a vessel by vessel basis to determine the performance of each vessel in the
fishery, We believe that the number of observed trips and the level of dockside
monitoring combined with improved species identification protocols will provide
data that would be superior to earlier years of observations and better
determination of how the frshery currently performs.
Our rational for this analysis would be to provide current, accurate datafhat
would be used in the decision making process for Amend. 5.
From personal experience over many years of fishing we al'e confident that the
Hening Fishery is the second cieanest fishery in New England behind only the
lobster fishery.

It is our belief that significant by catch events occur NOT across the fleet, but
with only a small number of vessels and often times the same vessels.
We suggest that the Council and the Agency utilize this analysis to provide an
incentive to the fleet to fish responsively and recognize those that consistently
perform well with a level of observer coverage that meets the NEFSC
recommended coverage,
Those vessels that have been identified with higher and more frequent by catch
interactions would be required a higher level of Observer coverage until such time
that they can demonstrate reduced by catch interactions.

3.3.2,2,4 River Herring Monitoringi Avoidance
We support Alternative 2-Option 4

Rational-This winters mild conditions and above average sea temperature would
have resulted in all options in AMED 5 with monitoring /avoidance areas missing
the mark by I,000%, The only way to have a successful by-catch avoidance
program is in real time. This seasons MADMF and SMAST Program will
provide data to support l'ong term by catch avoidance strategies in real time that
can be extremely effective.

OTHER RECOMMENDATTONS

1-

Separate by catch data prior to amendment 4 by increasing the thleshold for
directed herring trips from 1,0001bs. to 10,000 lbs (minimum) '

The current threshold of 1,000 lbs. does not differentiate between a mixed
small mesh trip and a directed hening tt'ip,

2. Require observers

on directed herring trips to ask the Captain before sailing
there arc any helring aboard and how many,

if

Rational-Herring that have been reported and landed, then taken back to sea to
be disca¡ded would have an explanation for discarding, i.e, poor quality, size,
no market for sale,
It should be noted that hening vessels may take fish back to sea if trucks for
off loading afe not available when necded, As trucks become available, the
fish carried over as wçll additional fish wsuld be off-loaded.
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Chris Lish <lishchris@Yahoo,com>
Sunday, April 08, 2012 11:32 AM
comments
Comments on Draft Amendment 5

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:
Sunday,

April 8, 2012

Paul J, Howard, Executive Director
50 V/ater Street,

Mill

#2

Newburyport, MA 01950

Subject: Comments on Draft Amendment

5

Dear Capt. Howard, New England Fishery Management Council,

it inflicts on the
Management
Fishery
ocean ecosystem. Over four years ago, the public called for--and the New England
Council OigfN4C) committed to--improving the management of industrial fîshing in New England. Now, after
several years of deliberation and tens of thousands of public comments, it's time to deliver on that promise of

I am writing to express my concern about poorly managed industrial fishing

and the damage

reform.

"As we peer into society's future, we--you and I, and our governmçnt--must avoid thc impulse to live only
for. today, plundering for our o\¡/n ease and convenience the precious fesources of tomorrow' We cannot
mortgage the materiãl assets of our grandchildren without risking the loss also of their political and spiritual
heritage, We want democracy to survive for all generations to come, not to become the insolvent phantom
of tomorrow,"

- Dwight D. Eisenhower
I am especially concerned about populations ofriver herring, which have declined by 99 percent and are so
depleteâ that Atlantic seaboard states are forced to close traditional fisheries and deprive recreational anglers
unä the public of this important resource, Most Atlantic states now ban the halvest of river herring in coastal
waters, ãven to the point of prohibiting childlen from netting one for bait and the NMFS is now considering
listing river herring under the Endangeled Species Act. Yet astoundingly, no protections have been extended to
these fish in the opin ocean, where they ate taken by the millions as profîtable bycatch in the industlial fishery

targeting a different species, Atlantic hening,

"Fot in my experience it seems well-nigh impossible to obtain a hearing on behalf of Nature from any other
standpoint than that of human use."
-- John Muir

Since the initiation of Amendment 5, these problems have continued to get worse. The National Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS) has repeatedly proven unable to enforce Atlantic hening quotas, the first step in
fishery management, due to inadequate catch monitoring. In addition, the practice of slipping catch at Jea
continues to undermine efforts to identify and record everything that is caught by hening vessels. Alarming
interactions with groundfish also continue, as midwater trawl fìshermen recently demanded and received u ftu.fold increase in their haddock bycatch allowance.

"Our duty to the whole, including to the unborn generations, bids us to restrain an unprincipled present-day
minority from wasting the heritage of these unborn generations. The movement for the conservition of
wildlife and the larger movement for the conservation of all our natural resources are essentiaily democratic
in spirit, purpose and method,"

- Theodore Roosevelt
This is unacceptabie and represents a significant setback in the ongoing efforts to restore alewife and blueback
herring. Every year, states and communities throughout New England invest significant time and resources to
restore their river hening runs. The New England Fishery Management Council must support, not undermine,
these efforts.

"Only after the last tree has been cut down, only after the last river has been poisoned, only after the last f,ish
will you realize that money cannot be eaten."

has been caught, only then

-- The Cree People

Inadequate monitoring, unmanaged catch of river herring, continued killing of groundfish within closures
designed to protect them, and the wasteful practice of dumping are signiflrcant and pressing concems. Your
revision to the Atlantic Hening Fishery Management Plan must address these issues and bring greater
accountability and oversight to the industrial trawl fleet. I strongly urge you to approve a comprehensive
monitoring and bycatch-reduction program that incorporates the following management actions:

(Section
A catch limit, or cap, on the total amount of river herling caught in the Atlantic herring hshery
3,3,5, modified to require immediate implementation of a catch cap)'
provide reliable estimates
100 percent at-sea monitoring on all mid-water trawl fishing trips in order to
(Section 3 '2'l '2
life
marine
other
and
of alì catch, including bycatch of depleted river herring
Alternative 2),
An accountability system to discourage the wastefulslippage, or dumping, of catch, including a fleetwide limit of fivé riippug. events foriach herring management atea, aftel which any slippage event
would require a retum to port (Section 3,2,3'4 Option 4D).
A ban on herring mid-waier trawling in areas established to promote rebuilding of groundfish
populations (Section 3,4.4 Alternative 5),
A iequirement to accurately weigh and report all catch (Section 3 ' 1 '5 Option 2)'

hands
"Every man who appreciates the majesty and beauty of the wilderness and of wild life, should strike
our
and
keep
forests
to
effoft
in
the
with tire farsightedmen who wish to preserve our material resources,
and
prairie
and
woodland
our game beaits, game-birds, and game-fish--indeed, allthe living creatures of
seashore--from wanton destruction. Above all, we should rcalize that the effort toward this end is essentially
a democratic movement."

-- Theodore Roosevelt

I urge you, as trustees of our nation's marine resources, to fulfill your duty to consetve and manage these
resources sustainably by approving this long-awaited revision without further delay.

"A thing is right when it tends to preserve the integrity, stability, and beauty of the biotic community, It is
wrong when it tends otherwise."
-- Aldo Leopold

Thank you for considering my comments and for youl continued commitment to improving management of the
Atlantic hening fishery, Please do NOT add my name to your mailing list. I will learn about future
developments on this issue from other sources,

Sincerely,
Christopher Lish
Olema, CA
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f{*ving attended the public comment sessions at Fairhaven Massachusetts
was appalled at the audience commefits, Cornments included "foreign boats fishing"," pair trawlinB
cätching everything in their path ineluding whales seals and dÕlphins"," catching all the groundfish",
'/ove r fishing,'," thê reåson the River Herring declined"," smoking guns etc," This is a rest;lt of FEW
I

propaganda stârtËd before Amendment 1 and has cûiltinued to dale. PEW through numÊrous
organizåtirns CHCIf ß, CCHFA, CLF, the He rring Afliance and Midcoast Fishermen's Association tü nêrfle

a

few, h,ave avoided the facts gene rate by government and stäte agencles generating hatred for midwatering and advocating racial discrimination. I haven't heard one coh*rent ârgument from PEW that
warrånts 10t7o observer tovêrägÊ.
Mid"water fishing itdescriÞed as a small mesh fishery by NMFS and NEFMC. This is very misleading
because a mid-water net has 1.5 to 20 foot mesh at the mruth and back the net until we get to the next
sheet, Fach sheet back the net halves the mesh si¿e untilwe get to fnur inch mesh at the back of the
net, The brailler ís attached to this part of the net which has two inrh mesh to hold the fish thË net
guided back to it, The opening in the brailler is less than 100 square feet and usually less than 60 square
feet hardly the si¿E of a footþalf field regardless of net size. A groundfish net has only ü inch mesh at the
mouth by comparison. tecause the mld-water nût hõs such large mesh at the mouth Ground fish with

the will not recognize the twine patterr: and wilf not be guided to the Brailler,
Haddcck are defined as a groundfish by NMFS and NtFMC. This is very misleading because people now

rn the bottom and could better be
(up
ground
de¡criþed as a Meezanine fish
floori. For haddock to gåt Ëaught by a mid"wãter net
off the
believe haddock to be on the bottom. Haddock are rarely if ever

they need to bs swimrning in line wlth thê dfrection of the tow and in the middle of the net so that lhey
get back to where the 1?" mesh is. This mesh can then guide them to the brailler, tf the fish swirn off llne
to the tow, they will swfrn out lhrough the big mesh, The observer data from 2010 can atlest to lhis in
that there were three farge lncidences and a fourth would have closed the fishery. The overabundance
of Haddock and their behavÍor I described resulted in this anomaly.
Þemanding 1ü0% observer coverãgë where industry pays for it, is spiteful and intended to bankrupt the
industry, Unlike the public NEFMC, I would hope, wor¡ld laok at observer däla, doËkside data and see if
10CIPo

coverage is warranted. PEW and their minions can lie and slander themselves a't public comme nt,

Benerate hatred and racism, I would hope council, having the facts available to them thät shsw the
fishery to be the cleanesl fishery with respect tr by catch {with the exception of lobster fìshing} can view
100% observer coverage as needless and cost burdensome.
L00% observer coverage will eliminate the smalfer boats in the directed herring firhery and the larger

boat will initially absorb the crst which will in turn be passed on to the end user: the lobster fisherman
primat"ily. After Amendment I came in in 2006, there were I plants free:íng Herring for food in New
England, The Atlantic Frrst, Marrs, Dumstine, Stinson, Cape Seafoods and Norpel. The latter tlvo
survived Amendment L, Th*re were 15 boats fufi time herring fishing with category A permits when

Amendment L came to pass. Now there are only nine due to bankruptcies eaurecl by gear restrictiûns

and unrealistic catch caps, Norpel had three designated herring boats and forfinancial reasons caused
by gear restrictions and unrealístic haddock catch caps, had to stop fishing them.

Norpel and Cape Seafoods freeze herring for food consumption primarily and ship this food to Africa and
South America. The people who eat our product in these countries are the poorest in these countries
and this is the cheapest protein they can afford, Norpel is 100% American owned and operated. lt

operates under federal and state regulations. lt abides by FDA, Massachusetts department of Health,
EPA, DEM, NMFS, NOAA, OSHA, lCE, IRS and Homeland Security to name but a few state and federal
organizations. The company employs up to 70 people wíthholding taxes for state and federal
government as well as paying taxes, We have to adhere to minimum wage laws and under these
burdens can operate competitively in a world market, This should be commended when many American
companies are floundering with high operating cost and higher energy cost. lnstead, we are vilified by
PEW minions in public comments like "too efficient industrial trawlers", Norpel cannot pass on the cost

of

7OO%

observer coverage to these poor people, all we will do is price ourselves out of the market and

go bankrupt,

lf NEFMC insists 100% observer coverage necessary it employs Massachusetts Department of Fisheries
(Paul Dodoti), the federal observer program, Massachusetts DEM, NMFS, NOAA enforcement and the
USCG are not doing their job. This requires that NEFMC recommend to NMFS and the Secretary of
Commerce for a forensic investigation as to why they would allow a fishery to catch everything in their
path with such oversight, My feeling is PEW has bought and paíd for seats on the NEFMC as a vote for
100% coverage would suggest.

River herring declined dramatically 40 years ago. Mid-watering for herring didn't start until the late 90's
and realistically until after 2001, There has been no appreciable increase or deoease in the river
sponsored a study of the river hering hot spots which indicated just about
all of New England waters, This would mean banning herring fishing with mid-water (small mesh) net in
New England waters in the winter months, After the discrimination of gear type Amendment 1

population since then,

EDF

instituted, it is unlikely PEW minions can sell this "snake oil" again,
a real time avoídance program and promises the best possibility of river herring avoidance
going forward, Because the mid-water boats didn't get rid of the river herring, getting rid of the mid-

Option 4

is

water boats cannot possible bring them back.
Slippage is a term all too familiar to CHOIR. lt is where a tuna boat catches one fish, remain fishing and if
they catch a second, they then slip the least valuable over the side to comply with the law. This term has

then been manifested on mid-water fishing. The only reason a mid-water herring boat would slip or trip
a bag of fish is (1) lf he cannot pump them aboard due to dog fish in them
(2) Mechanical difficulty or compromising the stability of the boat whereby the observer, crew

or boat maybe jeopardized.
Any restriction more than having the skipper sign an affidavit explaining his action would be vindictive
and capricious,

Sincerely
Eoin Rochford

Plant manager NorPel

Town of l{effieet
ShellJish "'lrlvisoql' ßoørd
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Duar Mr" l-lownrd,

We're writirrg fo comnrend thç New England Fishery Management Ctlune il for hking s¡:rne bolel step's in the f'orm oldrali
Amen<l¡rent 5 to adclress islues regarding the nronilrlring, nnd regulnting of the mid-'rvater fìshery for Atlantic l-lurrÍng,
,fÌ*h
populations, which we believe h¿s occurred in lnrye pan due
dsciine in oilr inshole
to overfislring aI thc bofiom ùf the f'ood chain. Åtlnntíc l-lcrring, Rivcr l-lerring, Munhåden, Mackere I ¡rnd l'alístt.s other rvell
known f'orage specics mnhe up the bulk o1'the forage bsse f'or1hr¡se fish hígher up thc f.ood chain inhâbitifig clurlvåters,'f'häse
pred*Tors nne'l prey pxrvide rer.rsåtiûnäl and ücmmercial fishing CIpptrtunirïes th¡tt ilr*w Tourists and fishermen 1o our alen in
pursuit öl'them. A rubust lnsho¡'* fishery drives a healthy lccsleconomy I'or rvhich allulottr resid¡¡nts ate highly eiependenl

ln Wellfleel, we've obselved

a steady

r¡p0¡1.

River l..lcrring hnve * stcried ltistory throughout coastal Nelv t3ngland. Urtfortunâtùly, for lhe pü$l 7 yeärs a bun on iheir
pcssession has been in eflbst lì¡r mush of thc Atlantlc seaboard c:llle to ä collap*e in thsir populalion. Sinse 20ü9, we've bcen
documenring river herring ås they eiscend the l.lenìng River through a well coordinatcd slTort af locsl volunteers. Observed
numbers have sreaclily declined each year. Despite tlæse flacts, large mid-water trawlem otlen catch ¡'lrore river lrening in one
low as byçafch than we see in our Wellfleet run in sn erÍire yerr. Tlris depletion ola cpmman resûilrue flÌust stoF now.

ln rcsponsc io your request for comner¡ts on the clrafl amencltnenl, wÈ not$ that there âre m¿¡ny rcferenses to munïtcrhg
bycatch, anel to illÍ¡ninating to the extcnt possible tl¡e rva.stcf'ul pracÌice of clumping (slippnge). Accordìngly, we rÞ{ìuËrit thË
f.erllowing be included in the fin*l clocument:

*

Iü09o ob*erver cc,verage (Se*Íon J,2.1 ¿ltterfladye 3J on every mid-water trarvl bonr in lh* hcrring fishery to us*ure
areur$tle accounfing of-alI liycateh onel slippage,

fmmçdlate ìmplementaticn of a rïver herring e$tch câp lra*crl un recenl catch" unlil a biologically bared liinit enn be
estsblished (Setlfun 3,3,5, rwxlltltrl to reçtlre lmmedluls ltflplemantütktfiJ,

-

A system tu díscournge wastcful elrrrnping of catch (Seetton 3.2.3,4 Optlon 4ÐJ, inclucling ir f'leet-rvicle allorvançe of'
tive slippage evenÏs lor e*ch herring rnÍìníìgemrnt arc'a, after which any slippage evenl i'vottld requìre â reltrt'Tl ló porf,

-

No miql-water trawling lor herrÌng in area* closed tc grouncilìshing (section 3,4,4 ¡ltternstíve 5),
,4e

knowletlgement that Atl*ntie llerring provide key eeolagical t'unctiotts, and lvill bc rnanagecl aeeorclingly,

¡lssurance that tlre ecolcgi,cal services, anei ecosysiem bcnefiTs pl'r:vided by Atlentic hert'ing ancl river herring wìll be
scnsidered *s taking pricrity ovçr any colnmrerci¡rl intergsts when determining fr,rture m¡tnfigr::rtÉnl stratsgins.

Thank you lbr considering oür cûmmcnfs. We apprecinte the immense ârïount ol work th*t h¡rs gone inlo pleparing this rir¿ll
dûeumenl We'rc lrapeful that fishcriss managers will csntinue to emtrmce a sensitrlg ecosyslçm based approach to lislleries
mf,någÊmsnl - þ the ultjmaße bcnefit olcur ioçnl fisl, poptrlations, and sll thnse groups tÌependenf upon tlrem,
Sirreersly,
John [lunne. cn behalfofì

'li:wn oi WelllJeet

Natuy¿ìl Resourecs Aclvisoqy l3o¿rnt:

Jahn Rìehi Jçhn Daunc, Nsd

l{itckçtk

1'own ot' Wel I fl eet Shcl I fish r\dvisory Boarcl :
Bsrbsru ßrenntsxel, John l)uune, Juvl l;'os
Sarbara
"4¿tsrín,
Rebet¿a Tuyl*r, Ilslen M¡r$nda Fltìlsnn
öKin¡melÌ,
"irnn*:t

I wuufd llke to take this oppo¡'tunity to comm*nt on the

diiferent proposals irf amendmsnt

5

,
To address the issr¡es in amendment 5, I want to first point out that PEW Cha

,

.,'

'.,.:

.. T

#*ljt'*fi1{..

different org*nizãtirns has launched a multimillion dollar campaign against mid water fishing for Herring
proeessing
in New Ëngland waters, As a former fisherman and processer, my expertise is in catching and
firh and ilot ¡n Legisìatlon, Medía manipulatlon and Psiitical maîipulâtion,
When amendment L went in to effect in 20t6, the fishing industry had 30 days to sue NMFS for the
discrimination of gear type and if not it could not be revisited, While we were considering what were

our alternativËs the deadline passed and the decision wãs a moot point'
We felt thãt we could survive fishing on Georges Bank , which is area 3. The Haddock population on
Georges was enormôus at this tirne, A$ ínteresting think about H¿ddock is even though lhe NMFS and
the NEFMC call l"laddcek ground flsh they are seldom if ever on the ground, The net that effectively
catches Haddock is a high rise battom net where the head rope slightly leads the foût rope. The reason
for this is the flsh are offthe bottom 1 to 2 fathom typicaüy and they can detect the foot rope ofthe net
cnming äleng the bottom tr catch them, 5o thev lry to swim ahead of it but tlre c¡uickly because they are
pnor swimmers ancl swim up in the water cnlumn. This is why lhe head rope has to lead the fo'ot rope
slightly (to prevent them escaping over the top of the net) 50 they cafi now be caughl by the net.
Now let us look at a mid-water neÌ and how thís fishes. Ihe mid wãter nêts are considered and
dircussed in public and at council as a small mesh fishery. Again this is very misleadlng, A herring mid
water net has minírnum 15 foot mesh si¿e at the mouth some have even bigger rnesh 21 foot'

the net the mesh si¿e halves unÌil we get to the brailler at the back of the net which has
I inch mesh to retain the fïsh caught by the net. FIW and their minions keep tefling the public about the
Z" fflesh and never mentlon the 15¡ or 2 f mesh at the front of the *et, Regardless of how ilig Ìhe net is
the braitler opening is less the 100 rquare feel and usualfy less fhsn 60 square feet,
Each sheet back

Ihe reason the net catches herring is very intererting. The schooling nature of the fìsh is critical to
flshíng with these big rneshes. tf one watches schocling fish swim they appear to swirn randomly but all
turn in unison without bumping into ofle anothar, 2 or 3 decades ago a msrine biologist explained to me
that schooling fish can sense the fish next to it by the vibrations in the wäter,
When the mid waær net is tÕwêd it is lfke towfñg a very leaky funnel. However the twine vibräted as it is
being towed and sofie of the fish get funneled to the brailler öt the back. To calch a haddock who do
nor recognize th¡s b¡Ë twlfie paffern the fish need to be exactly swimming in the middle of the waler and
are aligned wlth the directlon the net fs beìng towed sr thÊy cän get back were the mesh is small
enough t0 catch them,
lf they swirn any little bit off line to ths difeqtion of the tüw thëy wlll swim üut through the big me¡h al
the front of the net, ln 2010 there ware three large random incidences in about X00 tows' One more

incidence would have closed the herring fishery for everyone including seiners until May sf 2011,5o

industry got together and decided not to pursue any more herring in area 3 where there were vast
quantities of haddock. NMFS and council were asked to address and unreasonably low Haddock quota
based on their biomass. lndustry was again ignored even though any normal individual analyzing the
facts would agree it to be a reasonable request. That year the observers were carried at 85% of the time
on the mid-water boats going to Area3.

When Demersal fish (with the exception of haddock who are too high in the water column) come into
the mouth of a mid-water net assuming they go over the foot rope there is no reason why they would
go back to the brailler since the bottom sheet behind the foot rope elevates at about 12 degrees from
the horizontal so there is no guidance to get them to the brailler hence the very low level of by catch in
the observer data. The mid water nets are expensive to build and to tow because the drag resistance in
the water. lf the mesh were smaller they would be more expensive to build and harder to tow resulting
in a far greater fuel bill,
Fuel for a mid-water boat is usually between 800 and 1200 gallons per day or $azOO to $5000 per day

for the bigger boats. Fishing in area 1A before 2006

a boat could get to the fishing grounds and back

every day keeping fuel expenses to a minimum. When the boats were forced to go to Area 3 to fish
there was one day to the grounds one day back and one to two days fishing at a cost of 512,000 to
$20,000 just in fuel. So from a commercial point of view let us look at how much fish requires to pay the
fuel bill, At $0,10 per lb, 200,0001bs. of fish or 133,000lbs. @ S0.15 per lb.
Commercial fishing requires you make money so the cost to fish cannot be greater than the value of the
fish caught or if it is for any period of time the cost exceeds the catch the fisherman goes bankrupt.
Sport fishing does not have this fiscal burden to deal with,
The argument is made that these huge boats with enormous nets can câtch every fish in their path and

feel I have described why the net cannot do this and the cost to fish mid watering is so great if there
isn't an overabundance of the target species (Herring)the boats cannot afford to go fishing. The way
these boats fish is they find the fish in a dense enough schoolto fish on theír sounders and sonar and
I

then shoot the net towing until they get a sensor or two to trigger or else they haul back and look again.
They cannot afford to tow and dump físh as the NGO's are saying.
These boats are burning maybe 50 gals. of fuel steaming but this figure increases to 80 or 90 gals, per

hour for the tow period. To fish effectively you first find a dense enough concentration of fish so your

tow time

is minimized and make a profit.

ln 2008 or 2009 a Michael Fogarthy from the fish science center in Woods Hole made a presentation
to the NEFMC explaining that the overabundance of Herring in Georges Banks directly impacted the
Right Whale population in the area (by eating too much of the zoo plankton in the water so the whales

had to find another area with greater density of plankton) and indirectly impacted the Cod fish recovery
because of the Hering carnivorous habíts devouring Cod larvae,
The Cod roe hatches and the hatchlings are called larvae and their only food source is the chloro
plankton in the top few feet of the water column. When there is an overabundance of herring in the

area they feast on these Cod larvae and we then get a poor recruitment of Cod, No sooner had Dr

Fogarthy finished h¡s presentation to the councilthe herring quota was cut "on a precautionary
measure", The study did take place on Georges over a number of years. Recently the Cod fish in the
GOM is deemed in trouble from over fishing, The most logical answer to the collapse of the cod fish in

the GOM is probably in Fogarthy's study on the overabundance of Herring but again the council due to
political pressure or selective amnesia didn't even consider this'
The herring in New England Waters has small size and low body fat for age and year class because they
are too many fish for the food source in the area, This is documented fact so my understanding is other
species in the eco system have to suffer eg the Cod fish in the GOM,

To regulate a fishery correctly you need to understand how it is operated and the naturaldriving habits
of the fishery, Bait is the main driving force in the Herring fishery, Food quality fish is the secondary one.
Stinson seafood in Maine was a food processor for over L00 years and was put out of business by

amendment

L,

A seine boat can catch 1000 ton in a single set when the fish are behaving correctly and nothing when

they are not. Mid water fishing for herring started in the 1990's because it was more consistent at
catching fish even though it couldn't catch as much as a seiner. The market was primarily bait but
Stinson soon realized that mid-water boats didn't catch a lot but would catch fairly consistently, Soon
the bigger seiners changed to mid-watering to ensure they kept their market. Seiners require carriers
because when they do catch they cannot possible hold the huge quantity of fish they catch,
Herring gorge themselves on krill April to June and the fish have their stomachs distended and
extremely high enzymes in them. The fish tend to blow open their bellies in the RSW tank and the
smaller fish break down in the water as if being digested. These fish have very limited market value and
are use as bait, Few if any boats fish at this time of the year because limited ability to sell this poor

quality of fish.
During July, August and September the Bait market in Maine buys most of the fish, August and
September we can buy excess fish that the bait market will not absorb, ln area 1A the states have

certain landing days that the boats can land, This causes a race to fish when the mid-water boats are
allowed to fish in the middle of October, They go out a few days before the landing days to ensure they

fill up and the end result

is

the fish are only suitable for bait due to age,

Area 3 fish cannot safely be caught after November because of inclement weather, The fiscal
responsibility on the skipper to make the trip pay isn't worth the risk of the trip, Most years the boats

cannot fish November or December because the fish are usually not in Area 2 and the quota is caught in
LA and 18. The boats are realistically fishing about 7 months of the year. Herring are not sedentary like
scallops they migrate from the GOM and George to area 2 which is southern New England water in the
winter normally, This year a large body of fìsh stayed in the GOM all winter because of unusually warm
conditions, ln the spring the fish normally migrate to the GOM and Georges,

Since Herring amendment 1 went into effect in 2006 there were 15 boats mid-watering in the New
England states primarily fishing for herring most of the year. There are only 9 left actively fishing

primarily for Herring, There were 6 plants that bought and process Herring and now there are 2left
operat¡ng. I clearly remember reading amendment 1 would have no appreciable effect on the
community. I ca.n assure council I witnessed millions of dollars being lost by the boats being bankrupted
and plant not get a steady supply of fish. The communities that worked in these plants also lost their
incomes. The question I have to ask is
ls

the Herring stock more or less robust

ls the communitv better

as a result of amendment L?

off as a result of amendment

1?

The cutting the Herring quota on the precautionary measure would suggest NO to the first question.
Seeing the depletion of boats in the directed fishery, the lack of competitors buying the fish and the

number of bankruptcies, The communities are being economically devastated by this.
The reason it was such a failure is it was driven by a multimillion dollar campaign funded by PEW

through Cape Cod Hook and Line, the Consen¡ation Law Foundation, Earth Justice and the Herring
Alliance etc. these people had no vested interested in Herring fishing yet they convinced everyone we
were the greatest evil on New England waters manipulating facts, political contributions and controlling
the New England Management council,

the Harvard Business Revíew about these tax free charitable organízations. lt stated
that when they were founded they had great aspirations and did some good but now they exist just to
exist. I cannot say I agree with the last part when I witnessed the destruction they have perpetrated in
I read an article in

New England fisheries.
When Amendment 5 was being developed the PEW minions proposed several different scenarios all of
which would put tremendous financial pressure on the boats bankrupting some, so we would then have
less boats getting more of the resource. When less people have the resource the community gets less

benefit from the resource,
PEW have developed

their own science making Herring the main food source for all species in the New

England Waters coming up with the catch phrases fodder species, local depletion, indusffial trawlers and

net slippage almost like a game show. This is not a game show and people have invested lot money
creating numerous jobs in an underutilized fishery on NMFS recommendations.
The proposal to carry 100% observer coverage is not a problem for us so long as the government or PEW
pays 100% of it. The cost to the smaller boats that carry 40 or 60 tons would bankrupt them or force

them out of the fishery. Sometímes the boats go to Georges and do a broker (not catch enough fish to
cover their expenses) and if they had to pay for an observer this would make it impossible to pursue the
fishery. This is not scalloping where the product off the boat is worth S10 per lb, as this fish is worth

per lb, and $0,fS per lb, The recreational fishermen keep reiterating at the meetings the
fìshing is modified when an observer is aboard, This is not fÌnancially viable because of the cost of doing
a trip is so great we have to stay focused on being profitable so it isn't reasonable to assume you can

between

$O.OZ

modify your flshing habits when you have an observer 85% of the tlme on Georges because of the
possibility of towing in the ground fish closed area, The shore side observer data can attest to this
statement,
When a Herring boat leaves to go on a fishing trip on Georges because of the present rule - having to
have an observer to fish in the GFCA - he has to take an observer in case the herring are in the closed
area. When this measure was introduced industry naively welcomed it, We felt this measure would
emphatically vindicate us. The scary reality is nobody looks at the observer data except to manipulate it
and say we catch everything in the path of the net,
The decision to fish in the closed area is based on the skipper seeing enough fish there to warrant
sett¡ng on the fish, The skipper usually traversesthe GFCA on the way to the Cultivator shoals which is

good area to fish Herring, lf there is an Observer aboard he can now set the net in the
GFCA ¡f he sees enough fish there, Herring are very migratory and tend to move a lot over the course of

traditionally

a

a year,

The fiscalpressure on these boats each trip to catch a full boat load each trip is enormous particularly
since the mackerel aren't showing up in New England waters this last two years and the fact they are
banned from fishing inshore-GOM. The additional expense these boats are under because of fuel prices
and the added steaming time to and from the ground will bankrupt or force some of the smal,ler boats

out of the físhery,
Maybe this is the intension of amendment 5, Assuming a boat left to fish on Georges without an
observer because none was avaílable and the only fish he saw was in the ground fish closed area he

would have to go ashore without any fish and his next trip would have to cover the $40K or $SOt< fuel bill
the pair of boats burned on the previous trip. Any idea of terminating a boats trip as a punitive measure
would be draconian and a malicious intent to bankrupt the boats in the fishery,
Slippage is a term lfind very offensive. I heard in use in the 1990's in Gloucester, lwas talking to a rod
and reel tuna fisherman who told me he hooked up early in the morning and caught a 400 lb, fish, The

term slip was used toying with the intent of the law. He told me he was trying for a bigger fish and he
could "slip" the smaller fish over the side, Why would a mid-water boat go to the trouble of catching fish
and let them go? Or as the document suggests slippage.

There needs to be a very good reason why a skipper would dump a bag of fish, The idea that the skipper
knows there is by catch ln the net without pumping it aboard to deceive an observer is asinine, lf you get
into the scourge of the ocean (Dogfish) you will not be able to pump the dog fish. lt is actually very
dífficult to dump them sometime because their coarse skin hangs up in one another and in the brailler,
sometimes tearing the brailler. The other reason the skipper might need to dump the bag is because of
mechanical difficulty or the seas picking up where he may endanger the lives of the crew or the stability
of the boat, Mid waterfishing is a commercialenterprise not a catch and release asthe discussion on

the slippage implies. Option 2 a release catch affidavit should be the only option considered under
slippage.
River Herring by catch is being studied by SMAST at the moment. The program is watch¡ng the River
herring incidence by rigorous dock side monitoring, When they discover higher levels of river herring

they report to the boãts the area such incidents occurred so they can avoid the area for the next week
or so, By closing down further areas there is no proof that it will avoid catching river hering unless you
bankrupt the fleet. River herring populations dropped dramatically ¡n the 1970's and 1980's long before
the mid water boats showed up.
The mid-water boat and pair trawlers weren't operating in any numbers until the late 90's and after
2000. The river herring didn't change population appreciably up or down in this period so there is no
need for council to make any rulings on the river herring at this po¡nt in time. The SMAST study (option
4) should be allowed to continue and after it is finished see has it held reduce the by catch appreciable,

With proper data and not hearsay an anecdotal evidence the council can implement stricter measures
which may put the boats out of business,
Having attended numerous meetings on the development of this document what I find scary is the

ignorance of the public that are commenting on the document. They didn't take the time to read any of

the data with the exception of the CHOIR and Herring Alliance propaganda and my greatest worry is the
council will rule in the same manner, Comments like overfish were used when it isn't occurring and
hasn't occurred in the last 30 years catching everything in the way of the net yet the observer data
proves otherwise, Pew through their minions have educated the public with lies anecdotal information
and racial hatred as was heard at Fairhaven public comment session,
The mid-water boats are said to be too efficient. lf they weren't efficient they wouldn't be in business.
The demand to carry 100% observer coverage is driven by Pew to bankrupt the fishery. Only the biggest

boats will

sulive and the cost

is going

to be push on the consumer the Maine lobsterman primarily.

Since 2006 when amendment 1 went into effect the cost of bait has trebled in price yet the document

mention only a slight increase may occur.
The other end users are the Nigerians and Egyptians in Africa. These people are the poor people in these

country and herring and mackerelare the only protein they can afford. The increased cost cannot be
pushed on to them because they don't have the money. The result will be closing the last two plants
Norpel and Cape Seafoods. Last year because of the high cost of operating fishing vessels in this fishery
and the unyielding nature of council to alleviate a miniscule Haddock catch cap the owners of Norpel
sent one vessel to the west coast and the other vessel is up for sale and hasn't fished in over a year,
Cape Seafoods is in a similar dilemma with the Voyager up for sale and hasn't fished for over two years.
The Western Venture is also for sale. When I viewed the shorten version of the document pages 77 to
83 that Lori Steel wrote, she is more than aware of the impact these measures will have on industry

column on section 3.4,1. Unfortunately subconsciously she put status quo as a positive
for industry. This leads me to believe the intent of Amendment 5 is to cripple the industry; status quo
from the

VECS

would normally be view as neutral. The question is do council care? Predicated on how they dealt with
the Haddock issue I think not.
When I look at the goals and objectives page L3 item 5 optimum yield which will provide the greatest
overall benefit to the nation. Amendment 5 is contrary to all of this, ltem 7 minimize race to fish' The
states gol together to make landing days from area 14, This forces a race to fish which has not been
addressed in the document,
Eoin Rochford

John Hanley <john.hanley@innovativestone'com>
Wednesday, April 11 ,20121:44 PM
comments
Herring limits

From:
Sent:
To:

Subiect:
Dear Mr. Howard,

was elated to read about the limitations that were recently enacted on herring limits for the Atlantic Herring Mid
Water Trawl Fleet. However, active enforcement is needed to stop the basic instincts of the commercial fishing industry
- to catch until there is nothing left to catch'
I

am a relatively recent convert to catch and release fly fishing for striped basss in coastal Maíne estuaries' The fish
populating has been steadily and rapidly decliníng forthe past five years at least, according to my own experience as
well as that of the local salts who frequent the areas that I do. My own investment in equipment and lodging is easily in
the tens of thousand of dollars, and I plan to keep físhing for stripers as long as they keep showing up. Despite having
caught many hundred, if not thousands of these fish over the years, I have released every fish back into the waters' As
do most of my colleagues, I fish for the thrill, not for subsistence. lf I need fish, I go to the supermarket for farm raised
fish. The naturalstocks need to recover from chronic overfishing, and it all starts with the herring.
I

please register my support for the inítiatives outlined below by Patrick Paquette of the Massachusetts Striped Bass
Associatíon to help the herring recover, and thereby helping the stocks of stripers, tuna and herring recover to more
sustainable levels.

1. 100 percent at-sea monitoring (Section g.z.L.2Alternative 2 ) on all category A & B midwater trawl fishing trips in order
to provide reliable estímates of all catch, including bycatch of depleted river herring and other marine life.

2. Discourage the wasteful dumping of catch, Section 3.2,3,4 Alternative 4D including the fleet-wide limit of five slippage
events per management area. Operational discards are dumping of valuable natural resources and must be included.
3. No herring mid water trawling in areas established to promote rebuilding of ground fish populations (Section 3.4.4

Alternative 5).
4. We cannot wait for new science to protect river herring. We support an immediate catch cap based on recent catch, To
limit what is currently being killed as by catch ls a good start. We support Section 3.3.5 only if modified to require
immediate implementation of a catch cap. Managers will soon vote on a new set of rules to regulate industrial trawlers,
vessels which scoop up tons of baitfish off our coast each year'

Thank you for hearing my concerns.

John E. Hanley
CHIEF FINANCIAT OFFICER
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Paul J. Howard
New England Fishery Management Council
SCI Water S[reet, Mill #2
Newburyport, MA 01950
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NâW gNËIAhfÞ FI$}.ÍHRY
t\,lANAG åM *FIT ÇüUIIC rL

Dear Mr, Howard,
Thc Pew Environment Group has collected 36,544 comments from individuals asking the New
England Fishery Management Council to take specific steps to man$ge tTre Atlantic herring
fishery through Arnendment 5 to ths Atlantic Herring Fishery Managemsnt Plan.
The enclosed CD includes copies of many of the letters., and a spreaclsheet lísting all the signers,
Plsase nots thet many of these lette{$ bave been personalized or include additional cümmsnts.

Below you will find a sulnffiary the respo*ses from Atlantic stÈtes (18,395). and on subsequent
pages there is a tabtre of all comments received by state. Please i.¡rclude a summary of these
comments for the Apríl ltiEFMC meeting.
Connecticut: 921

District of Colombia: 79
.Delaware: 149

Florida:1,859
Georgia:389
Massachusettst?,Z; 6
Maryland: 9ll

Mainn 45?
North Carolina; 1,237
lrfew Hampshire: 4l I
New Jersey; 1,ó05
New York: 4,461
Pennsylvania:2,112
Rhode Island: 262
South Carolina: 187

Virginia:

rñ

1,CI94

Thank you,
Greg Wells
Associate, Nartheast Fisheries Program

Pew Environment Group I The Pew Chariable Trusts
59 Temple Place, Suite I I 14 | Boston, MA 021 I ll p: 6,1 7.7?8.0300
www.PewEnvi ro n menuorg

Comments collected

State

75

Alaska:

Alabama:

L40

Arkansas:

97

702

Arizona:
California:

5051

Colorado;

683

Connecticut:

927

Distr¡ct of colombia:
Delaware:
Florida:

79
149

1859

Georgia:

389

Hawaii:

172

lowa:

172

ldaho:

103

lllinois:

1029

lndiana:

394

Kansas:

t54

Kentucky:

196

uisia na:

13s

Lo

Massachusetts:

2266

Marvland:

911

Maine:

452

Michigan:

691

Minnesota:

447

Missouri:

340

Mississippi:

Montana:
North Carolina:

78
108
1237

North Dakota:

22

Nebraska:

79

New Hampshire:
New Jersey:

477
1605

New Mexico:

3s2

Nevada:

2sL

New York:
Ohio:

4461
700

Oklahoma:

L32

Oregon:

691

Pew Environment Group I The Pew Charitable Trusts
59 Temple Place, Suite I I 14 | Boston, MA 021 I ll p: 617.728.0300
www.PewEnvi ronment.org

Pennsvlvania:

2tt2

Rhode lsland:

262

South Carolina:

t87

South Dakota:

35

Tennessee:

332

Texas:

1213

Utah:

L54

Vireinia:

Vermont:
Washington:
Wisconsin:

1094
111
1050

526

West Virginia:

87

Wyoming:

32

TOTAT

36544

TOTAL US ONLY

34990

Atlantic States

18395

Pew Environment Group I The Pew Charitable Trusts
p: 617.728.0300
59 Temple Place, Suite I l14 | Boston, MA 021
www.PewEnvi ron ment'org

lll

Example of
Emails Rec'd to date

Mr. P Henry
300 Park Terrace Dr
Stoneham, MA 02180'4438

Mar 16,2012
Paul Howard
New England Fishery Management Council

Subject Re: Atlantic Herring Fishery Management Plan
Dear Paul Howard,
Over four years ago, the public called for and the New England Fishery
improving tho management
Managoment Council (NEFMC) committod
industrial fishing in New England. Now, after several years of
detiberation and tens of thousands of public comments, it's time to
deliver on that promise of reform.

to

Inadequate monitoring, unmanaged catch

ofriver herring, continued

killing of groundfish within closures designed to protect them, and the
wasteful practice ofdumping are signifìcant and pressing concerns.
Your revision to the Atlantic Hening Fishery Management Plan must
address these issues and bring greater accountability and oversight to
the industrial trawl fleet.

Since the initiation of Amcndment 5, these problems have continued to
get worso. The National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) has repeatedly
proven unable to enforce Atlantic herring quotas, the first step in

fishery management, due to inadequate catch monitoring. In addition'
the praotice of slipping catch at sea continues to undermine efforts to
identify and recold everything that is caught by herring vessels,
Alarming interactions with groundfìsh also continue, as midwater hawl
fishermen recently demanded and received a five-fold increase in their

haddock bycatch allowance.

Moreover, r'iver herring populations remain depleted, forcing Atlantic
seaboard states to close traditional fisheries and deprive recreational
anglers and the public of this impo*ant tesource. NMFS is now

considering listing river herring under the Endangered Species Act'

I urge you, as trustees of our nation's marine resources, to fulfill
your duty to conserve and manage these resources sustainably by
approving this long-awaited revision without fu*her delay, In
particular, I stlongly support:
* A catch limit, or cap, on the total amount of river herring caught in
Atlantic herring fishery (Section 3.3.5, modified to require

the

immediate implementation of the catch cap).
* 100 peroent at-sea monitoring on all midwater trawl hshing trips in
order to provide retiable estimates ofall catch, including bycatch of
depleted river herring and other marine life (Section 3.2.1.2
Alternative 2).
* An accountability system to discourage the wasteful slippage of
catch, including a fleet-wide allowance ofhve slippage events for

of

Batch

each hering managème¡t area, after which any slippage event would
require a retum to port (Section 3.2.3.4 Option 4D).
* No herring nidwater trawling in areas established to promote
rebuilding of groundfsh populations (Section 3.4.4 Alternatiw 5).
* A requirement to accurately weigh and report all catch (Section 3.1.5
Option 2).

Thank you for the opportunity to comnr€nt and for your sustained
commitment and support of these pdorityrefornæ.
Sincerely,
Mr. P Henry
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New England Fisirery M*.nagement
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Cor"rneil

50 V/ater Stleet
Newburyport, MA 0lç50
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March 8,2t12
Dear.lv{r. Hcward,

The Cape Cod Conservâtion District is wr:iting to comment on the draft of .Àmendment 5 tû
the Attantic l{erring Fishery Management Plan'
The Districï has been engaged in activities for the past 42 years to improve passage lbr river
he¡ring to their spawninf grounds. River herring piay an important culturul and ecological
role on Cape Cod agd theii an'ival every spring marks the end of a long winter. The Ðistrict
*
is currently wor.king on the Cape Cod Water Rssources Restoration Project a partnership
with the USDA Naiural Resouices Conservation Seruice to restore tidal flow to restricted salt
rnarshes, improve water quality on shellf,rsh beds, and improve passege for river herring. In
20l2we will build fîve new fish ladders and restore tidal tlow to four salt marsh systems.
We applaucl your efforts to address the bycatch of river hering in the Atlantic Hen'ing
f,rshery, Wc believe that Amendment 5 to the Atlantic Herring Fishery Management Plan
should include provisi.ons that require observers tc be pressnt on al1 vessels that target
Atlantic Herring, that the entire catch of these vesscls should be prnvided to the obseruem fur
inspection, and that an overall limit or "caTch cap" of tiv*r herring shoulcl be established ti:r
each fishing year.
The District will cantinile to work on projects fhal protect an<l increase fhe populations of
river herring in the fi'esh and brackish waters of Cape Cod, TVe look fi:rward to k¡rowing that
efforts are being ¡nade tç: conselv* rivcr herring in their saltwaXer environment as well' We
hope tl-lat by wJrking together the moratorium on harvest fïr¡m Mas*achr¡sefts rivers can be
Iiftecl.

CFrail', lloarcl of Supervisors,

{Wç {)tld Cons*ryalion District
flrni*cl *ur

lTssct"lrces

Alan J EvelYn
3?S East Dover Streat

Valley $tream, NY {1580¿749

capt.al@fishtaxlnY'ccm
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Doug Gtout, Chair
NEFMC Herring CIversight Committee
S0 Watsr Street, M¡ll#2
Newburyport, MA CI1950

April 13th, 2012

Re; Herrìng Amendment 5 DEIS
Dear Chair 6rout,
I am wrifing today io offer my comments on the Ðraft Environmental lmpact Statement (DEIS) for

Herríng Amendment 5,

The mismanagement the herring fishery must stûp. The large mid water trswlers are depleting

thìs resource ãt an unacceptable rate. The touncil must address the serious deslructive practices
of this gear typelpractice when decisions are made for Amendment 5'
At mínin*um, the following actlons should be approved;

r

100% observer coverage on Gategory A and B hening vessels in order to provide reliaþle

estimates of all catch, including bycatch of river herring, cod, haddock, bluelin tuna, and
other marine life (Section 3,2,1,2 Alternative 2).

.

Closed Area I (CAl) provisions with trip termination after 10 dumping events in order to
reduce dumping on Category A and B vessels. Glven lhe nature of the gear being used

in ihe fishery, it is critical that rules are put in place to make sure thai unsarnpfed
dumping is not occurring, (Section 3.2,3.4 Altemative 4C)

.

Prohibit heníng midwater trawt vesseß from fishing in Groundfish tlased Areas, These
boats should have never been allowed in to begin with. (Section 3.4,4 Alternative 5)

"

lmplement measures to require weighing of catch ãcross the fishery so that mânägers
have acourate data Õn how much herring is being landed in lhe fishery. (Section 3'5-1
CIption 2)

By implernenting the above practiceslpolicies, the Council will begin to address the most cntical
pioblerns in this-fishery, Please protect this valuable fishery f'om the destructlve mid water trawlc
and approve these measures,

to my opinicn.
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.{pril 18, 2012

BOARO OF TRU$TEES
Niaz Dûrry
NAMA Cooñin aling tîrecla r
Glo$caster, ûrA

Pat¡l l. Howard, Exect¡tive Ði

New England Fishery
50 tVater Streat Mi¡l #ã,

Tsd Hoskins
Botrd Prêsidsnt
,glonlnglon Fisåe/tbs Á/,Jånce
Elue Hill, ME

y*NürJ\þJi)

r

IAGEí\TNT Ç

llewburyport, MÅ 01950
The l{orthwestÂt}antic Marinc Alll*nee (NAMAJ ts

fuladelelne Hall-Arber, Ph'0.

Bo¡rd Vice Prasident
MIT Canter Íor Marins Soora, Sciencps
8û$lon, MÁ
Amanda Beal

Boad tlerk
Ma¡ne Eal Lacãl Faod Õoalilícn
Freeporl, ME
Jâmsy Lionstts
Boa¡d ïreasuret

a regioflal organizatton suppÐrtÍßS the community"based csmmercial

ffshãnuen of New England å$d th¿ eoastal communfties in whlch theylive,
cûnsþtÊnt with tur rn¡,*gioí f6 restor€ ¿$d Ënhãnce âu endËring marine
scosystem. NAMÂ's history of weighing tn on tbe herrlng flshary dâtes back
to the discr¡sslons that led to the cræËlûn of thË ffrsthÊrring fishery
m*nagËmgnt plan in ?0S0.,{s ycu know¡ F/e $tÊr€ âlso party to a 2005 }oint
legal petition {with the Mldcoast Flshermen'5 *{ssoci*tion cf MaineJ ãsklng
the Department sf CommercÊ to ban the herrlng rnldwãter trawl fleet from

groundfish closed ar8as.

Cily Gruwere & Cfy Fresh Foods
Jamdica Plain, MA
Hill Adlor

Maçsaoñusells loòslormsn's Ácsoctþlon
Stríiudfe, M,4

Chatles turtin

&viunrfi øntal

Seíonc8 Facultv
Antioch Colløge, NH

Shånnon Eldrodge
Fishing Family
C¡EdI¡am,MA
Loui$ Frältår€ll¡

öonnarcial l:isharman
Êrisfû/, R,
Karen !¿laslerson
owne r, Nø ri sh Reslaurani
Lexinglon, MA
Irloil savage

Herring ars çritlcãl to a healthy marins food chain and ecosystem. As such
It is unclear that fìshirry them $ all is Justiñable, but certainly the ñshery
should be seriously restrict€d. Tr¿ditional ßxed ge*r herring fisheries which conslsted ofappropriately scaled purse scines and stop seinsfï¡çlrs'
dtd not appÊ¡¡r tû hâve c dramatic ímpact on the ecûsystem, but more
modern industrial scale tratlr¡ tud purse seine flsheries do, Not only is the
toss of herring av*ilable to the food ehata impor&nt, but wê now know thât
*
thc herring fishery rsntinues to catch sÌgniflcant groundfish bycatch
üspecially haddock, Tþls is Yery important t0 the groundfishery whlch is
experfencing l€ðn ]reËrs, In a rscsntr€port, ên iiltcrnätfonal group of
marine scientists has called for cuß ir¡ commerclal flshing for sardines,
herring and ûthtr to-cälled forage flsh whose use as food for flsh farms is
soaring {Toa Many Small Físh Are Caught, ReportSays, NY Times, 4"7'L23.
The report suggests that catch should be cut in half for sûm€ fishsriés to
protsct populations ofboth the fish and the natura¡ predators that depend
on them.

Ëducator
tuolar, NH

Given the evldeilce of damaglng tmpacts of industrial ñshing of foragr ftsh
worldwide, herrÍng Amendment 5 somes nofie toô ston to help alleviate
some of that impact in Nsw Englaud. Therefore, NAM.A supports the
strongest msasures be adopted in Amendrnent 5 and we welc¿me their
appliJadon to purse seins vessels aÉ wÊll äs tr:twl vÊssels. NAMA would
lÍke to express its support for the following rnfasures to be included in
Amendment 5:

Ed $nell

Connerciaf Fßhsmafl
Po¡tland, ME

srAFr
Niaz Dorry

Co}rdtfisting Ðirertor
Eoyco Thome hflier
Sc¡øuu toordinalo¡

1)

Relevant to Section 3.2.1, the Council should lmplement LÛt%
observer coverage on A&B herring vessels, whlch account for 9798% of the lanrlings. We lherefore support alternative #2.

2)

RelatÍve to $ection 3.1.7,we support thr expansion of possession
lirnlts to include purse seine operations; the elimination of th¿ VMS

Brett Tolloy

Çotnmun$ Oryanizer
Cynthia âush
Financa ça$diftatar & PrograrÍ Ássrs¿ån¿

NodhwsstAü¡ntic Msrino Alliancô . PO Box 106S , Gloucester. MA û,1930 . TÊl & ltr 078-?81-6934 ' wt¡,vr.narnån0t.0rg
lfyou mtrst pñlt pleasa consldar using recychd, chlvrlne-free pøper be¿ausa chloflne klllsfså,

power-down provision; and in requirement for dealer permits at-sea,

3]

RelatÍve to Section 3.2.2.2, we generally support measures that improve sampling
and the increased information that may be generated, and we are supportive of
application of these measures to purse seine as well as trawl vessels.

4)

Relative to sectÍon 3.2.3.4, the Council should implement Closed Area 1 provisions
with termination of trips after five dumping events have been reported. This
provision should reduce the dumping ofcatch and bycatch by category A and B
vessels. We support alternative 4D.

5)

Relative to Section 3.4,4, as we have continued to say for over a decade, the Council
should prohibit vessels participating in herring fishing from fishing in groundfish
closed areas. The proposal addresses only midwater trawlers, however, and we
believe industrÍal scale purse seiners should be explicitly included. Midwater trawl
vessels were given access to the closed areas based on the assumption that their nets
remain high in the water so they do not catch any groundfish. Now this has been
demonstrated to be unffue, and in fact, they agree they do catch groundfish,
sometimes in significant numbers. Therefore they should be subject to groundfish
closures. And without an explicit direction for the depth of purse seine vessels'gears,
purse seines with nets designed to fish in deeper fathoms can have interaction with

groundfish. We support alternative

6l

5.

Relative to section 3.3 - measures to address river herring bycatch - we prefer the
closed area approach in Alternative 3, as it is more protective of river herring and is
rnore likely to be effectively enforced.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on Amendment 5. While we don't believe the
amendment addresses the core problem of impacts on the marine ecosystem by industrial
scale fishing, we believe the right decisions for Amendment 5 will go a long way toward
making sure the impacts are no greater than regulations allow.
Yours truly,

Boyce Thorne Miller
Science Coordinator

Norlhwest Adantic Marine Alliance ' P0 Box 7066 . GlouæEler, MA 01930 . Tel & fåx 978-281{934 . www.namanetorg

Ifyou must ptint, pleøse consider using recycled, chlorÍne-free paper because chlorÍne killsfsh.
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Mr. Paul Howard
New England Fishery Management Counc¡l
50 Water Street
Newburyport, MA 01950
April 19,2012
Dear Mr. Haward:
The Maine Lobsterrnen's Association {MLA} is providing comments on the proposals under
consideration for Amendrnent 5 to the Fishery Management P[an for Atlantic Herring. The MLA
is an industry-based fishing organieation whose mission is to advocate for a sustäinablê lobster
resource and the fishermen and communities that depend on it.
areas of focus in recent years has been on ensuring a steady and
sustainable bait supply for Maine lobstermen. ln 20L1, Maine lobstermen hauled in a record
harvest of nearly 104 million pounds with an ex-vessel value sf approximately S331 million,
genefatlng an estimated near billion dollars in economic activity for the state. Maine's lobster
industry is the econamic backbone of Maine's coastal communities because it ís an ownBr-

tne of MLA's prÌmary

operated fishery which ensures that revenue generated from landings is spent locally'
The fate of the herring rnanägemeilt plan is extremely irnportant to the Maine lobster industry
because it is highly dependent upon herring as bait for our fishery, Data from Maine
Ðepartment of Marine Resources Port Sampling program shows that herríng was used in 59% of
trap hauls by Maine lobstermen in 2011. The Maine lobster industry has dlversified its bait
supply following the cuts to the Area l.A herring quota beginning in 2007 when herring was
used in 83% of traps hauled. Despite the reduction since then, hering is still the primary

sçurce of bait use by Maine fobsterrnen.
The MLA strongly supports sustainablê management of the herring resoürce, based on the best
scientific information, and supports the Csuncit's efforts to improv€ catch monitoring in the
commercial fishery through Amendment 5. The MLA offers the following input to the Council:

r

The MLA supports implementing measurês to weigh the catch across the fishery to
improve the accounting of al'l fish landed.

The MLA supports 100% observer coverage for Category A and B vessels which account
for97o/o-98%ofthelandings,withnosunsetprovision. Thecostofobservercoverage
should be carefully monitored and controlled. The observer rates for the Atlantic fleet
must be on par with other regions of the US, Given the importance of sustainably
managing the herring fishery, government funds should be secured to help pay for this
com prehensive observer coverage.

the primary consumer of herring, any cost incurred by the herring fleet will inevitably
be passed onto the lobster industry. The MLA's weekly monitoring of bait prices shows
that the lobster industry has already absorbed a 28%increase in the cost of bait duríng
the peak fishing months of July through November over the three years from 20Q7
(S2llbushel) to 2010 (S27lbustrel). With the tightening of profit margins in the lobster
industry due to soft boat price and increased operat¡ng expenses, the lobster industry
cannot afford to absorb the cost of implementing comprehensive observer coverage in
the hering industry. Controlling the cost of observer coverage and securing
government funding will be critical to ensure successful implementation of 100%
As

observer coverage.
The MLA supports the sampling of all catch with trip termination after ten dumping
events per area. These measures are similar to what has been successfully
implemented in Closed Area 1.
The MLA is concerned about midwatertrawl vessel access to groundfish closed areas.
These vessels should only be allowed access with 100% observer coverage with a full
accounting of all fish caught in order to strictly adhere to bycatch limits.

Thank you for your consideration of our comments.
Sincerely,

Po¡i*- Hc C¿¡-,t"n-Patrice McCarron
Executive Director

CAPE SEAFOODS, rNC.
3 STATO PIER
GLOUCBSTER, MA 0193t, ugA
Tel: 9?8-283-852? ¡ Fax: 978-283-3133
ema il : {gqe@.cqp€seafacdg.co¡Tr,
and

WESTERFI SIEA fISHING COPIPAT{Y
3 ST.åTT PnIR, GL0UCESTÐR, MA 01930
Tel: 9?8-283-7996

,A,pril

r4äHi#ruìi'"fåffi:t%l

lÛth,2ül?

Capt Pa*l J. L[oward
Executive Direstor
50 Water Street, Mill #?
Newburyport, M.A. Û I 950
By Email to: comments-@n-efmc.org

Rer Comments on Drnft-4"mend¡nent

5

Denr Captain Howa¡d:
Cape Seafoods trc is a processing facility; based in Gloucester lvfsssachusetfs, oapable of
handling, gracling, packing, freezing and storing Atlantic Herring. The Company is a major
supplier of fresh, salted and frozen hening to the lvfassachuselts and lvfaine lobstçr fisheries'
1V'estern Sea Fishing Company owns a¡rd operates ttuee purpose buÍlt mid-water trawlers which
land tåeir hening catuhes to Cape Seafoods. These vesstls are equipped with refrigerated sea
water tanks ensrring landings of top quâl¡ty fresh hening. At the height of the fishing sÊason
ap¡roximately 60 peopte are working for ona or other of the companies.
Please ûccrpt these sor$$rents on DraÊ Àmendment 5 (Á'5) to thc Fishery Managernent P1art

(3IvfP) for Atlar¡tie Herring.

'W'c

usderstand that the NtÈional Mari:ne Fishsries Service tFIMfS) wíll bc publishing a Draft
Environmental irnpacT Statemcnt (ÐEIS) on A.5, on April 20, 2012, and that we will have 8n
additional opporlunity to comr*ent on that document, whieh may be different than the Public
1üy'e rcsewe t}re right to provide
Hearing Ðoiument (PI{D); the sou¡ce ofthese c.omments.
additional or amended comments to the Council andNlvIFS once wç har¡e the opportr:nity to
review the ÐEIS.

ûur ço$imentsfollow the order of

issuEs and option* outlined

in lhe FHÐl

scs 3,r P-ROrpSEÐ,4{DJUËTIVJENTS TO THE FIS}IERY FIANÀçEIVIENT FROGR.{M.

Sec. 3.1.1 Reeqlatpfy_Definitions lTransfer at Sea and OfIIoad)
'We

support the establishment of regulatory definitions for n'ansfer at æa and ofrload as an intent
to clarify the regulatory definition of existing fishing operations, including clarising that pair
tra.wling does not represent a transfer at seq inclease the poiential for accurate reporting in the

fishery and minimize the potentiai for catch to be double-counted.
'We request that a
deflrnition of "Localízed Depletion" be included in this Amendment as it does
nol appear in the plan at the moment.
Sec. 3.1.2

Administrative/General Provisions

We support the proposed regulatory change that would clarify that vessels working cooperatively
in lhe herring fishery are subject to the most restrictive possession limit associated with any of
the vessels.
The amendment refers to 'þaired purse seine operations", which is a description that we a¡e not
farrriliar with in the Atlantic herring fishery; traditionally, any purse seine skiffbeing used to set
a puße seine has been considered part of the purse seiner itself and not a'þaired vessel."
We support the amendment's intent to make VMS power-down provisions consistent with the
multispecies, scallop and su¡f clam/ocean quahog fleet and allow VMS units to be powered
dorvn after the issuance of a Letter of Exemption (LOE), if the vessel is expected to be out of the
waler or not fishing for an extended period of time.
'We

support the establishment of a new Federal At-Sea Herring Dealer permit for carrier vessels
or other vessels selling Atlantic herring to any entity since the intent is to improve reporting in
thefisliery. We encou¡age the agency to ensure that dotrble-counting of landings is mjnimized
through this change.
Sec. 3.1.3 Meas$res to Address

Carrier Yessels a$d Transfers of Atlant¡ç IIeTriTe At-Sea

We support 3.1.3.? Option 3, which would provide flexibility for herring carriers to either utilize
VMS for declaration, thereby eliminating the minimr¡n seven-day enrollment period and allow
for engagement in other activities, or maintain the status quo (minimum seven day enrollment
period \ ¡ith LOA restrictions), which wouid accommodate smaller carrier vessels that do not
utilize VMS.
a

\M'e support 3 . 1 .3.3 Option 1 , which wou-ld make no changes to current provisions regarding the
tra¡sfer of fish at sea. It is our unde¡standing that current reporting requirements are adequate to
determine and segregate catches and allow for the ûansfer of herring at sea to vessels without a
hening permil for personal use as bait.

Sec. 3.1.4

Trip Notification ReouireÌnents,

We support a combination of 3.1.4.2 Option 2 and,3.1.4.3 Option 3, which would expand and
standa¡dize cr¡rent tip notification requirements throughout the herring fishery, ru¡ we
understand the proposal. We understand that Option 2 would not reach Category D vessels
fìshing in A¡ea 2 ftecause the curent language stems from that implemeûting the haddock catch
cap) and, therefore, why Option 2 is limited only to fishing forherring with midwater fawl gear.

For the putposes of this amendment, howeyer, all areas and gear types should be considered

as

¡rart of these notjfication requirements,

Option 3, however, seems to inciude all fishing activily in A¡ea 2, and in other hening
management aleas, and require both observer a¡d enforcement notifications regardless of gear
type used, It is our understanding that the small mesh bottom hawl Ileet can also take river
hening as an incidental catch, not only in the Gulf of Maine but also in Area 2 during the winter
months" so it only makes sense that all vessels working in tire di¡ected herring fishery, whether it
be with an A, B, C or D permit, be required to both cail for observers before fishing and notiff
NMFS law enforcement before landing, so that monitoring activities, both at sea and shoreside,
can provide the most complete picture of what is being caught and landed in the fishery.
Based upon herring fishery landings and other data that has been reviewed during the
developrnent of A¡nendment 5, our understanding ís that the number of Category D vessels that
wculd be reguiated under this change, and others proposed in this amendment, would be less
than 10% of the number Category D permits issued.

Specificatly, Page 6 of the PHD tells us that 2,258 Calegory D hening permits were issued in
2010 while Table 49, at page 200 of the Council's DEIS tells us that less than 100 of these
permit holders landed herring in recent years.
There seems to be a clea¡ need to rationalize the number of Category D hening permits that are
being issued by the agency. V/e strongly support a requirement that all Category D permit
holders have VMS on board, when engaged in the directed fishery for herring, and we anticipate
that the number of herring Category D pennits applied for would likely drop dramatically if this
requirement were imposed. lMe do not see a VMS requirement as a significant econonric burden
on a vessel today and expect that most of these 100 Category D permitted vessels landing herring
may already be required to have VMS on board tbrough other permit requirements.
Sec. 3r1,.5.Beportine Requirements

for I'ederallv Permitted He,fr!q&.Dealers

'We

support 3.1.5.2 Option 2, which would require dealers to accurately weigh all fish, and ,9¿låOption 2J, requiring dealers who do not sort by species to document, for individual landing
submissions, how they estimated the relative composition of a ¡nixed catch, to facilitate both
quota monitoring, incidental catch analysis and cross-checking with other data soìlrces.
'W-e

are opposed to 3.1.5.2, Sub-Optiotz 2C, which would require dealers to obtain vessel
confirmation of SAIIS transaction records to minimize data entry enors at the first poÍnt of sale.
This proposal seems to be focused on ndnimizing discrepancies between vessel hails (an
estirnate of what is on board) and actual asroults of herring that is pr:rchased by dealers. It
places fishermen a¡d deaiers in a potentially adversarial, cornpetitive regulatory posture that
should be reserved for the Agency, as we understand what is being proposed.

If

catch is weighed and sorted after landing, dealer reports shordd become the primary data
source for quota monitoring by the Agency, as we understand to already be the case today.
'Weighing
and sorting will make dealer reports more accurate than they are today and eliminate
the need for fisherrnen and dealers to compare their reports, and put fishermen in a position so
thal tJrey could be penalized if estimates and actual weights vary, which they will certainly

continue to do.

Sec.3.l.6 Chanees to Open Access Permit Provisions for Limited Access M.acFerel Vessels

in Aret2/3

We support 3.1.6.2 Option 2, which would establish a ne\il'open access herring permit for limited
access mackerel fishery participants, in Areas 2/3 onJy, who do not have a limited access herring
permit. Thìs permít would be associated with a 20,000 pound possession limit for herring and
would assist these vessels byproviding a reasonable incidental catch ailowance of herring to
allow them to be able to fish for maclcerel and may reduce disca¡ds of herring. 'Ìlx-.s amount
equates roughly to the 25,000 pound mackerel incidental catch allowance, provided by the
MAFMC for vessels fishing for herring, in all heming management areas, which was established
in Amendment 11, the mackerel limited access a:nendment.
We also urge the Council to begin now to plan for allocating a significant set-aside of Atlantic
herring, and explore oiher options during the upcoming specifications process, such as taking
days out of the herring fishery, to facilítate an Atlantic mackerei fishery in the fi¡ture that is not
severely limited by lack of availability of Atlantic herring, as is the case this year.
This year, the expiration of the fuea 2 herring quota will lceep potentially more than 50 miilion
pounds of mackerel from being harvested, at the same time that herring continue to be widely
available in Area 2, according to accounts we have received from vessel captains. Many vessels
are tied up today due to this fact and millions of dollars of wasted maclcerel quota will not be
taken due to the failure of tlie Agency and the NEFMC to set-aside herring quota for this
purpose, as we requested when the cr::rent specifications were establìshed.
W'e estimate that a 10,000 metic ton set-aside may be adequate for this purpose, given tbe size
the curent mackerel quotq and since the herring-to-mackerel mixing ratio can often be as

of

much as 30%. It is our hope that the ongoing assessment will provide an opporrunity to return
the A¡ea 2 quota to a level exceedíng 30,000 m.etric tons, as has been the case in the past, to
facilitate a mackerel fishery in the futrue.
Spc.,S.e

C¿rCg UONrrOn¡VC: ¿r-sn¿

3.2.1 Alternatives to Allocate, Obseryer Covernqe ou Limited Access Herrins Vessels

Tlxoughout the development of Amendment 5, we have argued that the hening fishery should
not be singled out É¡¡i being required to pay for excessive levels of observer coverage, beyond
what the Agency and Council may prioritize through the SBRM process; a beatnent similar to
other fisheries managed by the Council.
'W'e

have taken tbis position because we believe that the herring fishery is one of the 'cleanest'
fisheries in the region, and that this fact continues to be borne out by the data coming out of both
the at-sea observer program and the shoreside monitoring program, a program that we believe
should be continued in the region.
We have heard herring PDT members srry that there is a iimit as to the precision and accuracy of
catch data accumulated through the observer program, even if the coverage level were to be at
100%.

Even so, we and the majority of other Category A-permitted hening vessels owners are willing
to support observer coverage levels of 100 per cent in the herring fisliery, for a limited period of
time, because wÊ ¡emain convinced that the data will continue to show that incidental catches in

this fìshery are not ofsignifìcant biological concern to haddock, shad, river herring or any other
'We
are taking this position as a challenge to our detactors, who so fa¡
regional fishery stocks.
have shown no interest in the actual data coming from cur¡ent rnonitoring programs and who
continue to make unsubstantiated claims about how the herring fishery operates. V/e wiil take
observers at a 100% rate to continue to demonshate that the herring hshery is a responsible
fishery.
We talce this position with a couple of caveats, however, First, we do not support maintaining
100% observer coverage levels in the herring fishery forever since we do not believe this
coverage rate is necessary and because the expense can be significant. We suggest that a 100%
requirement be temporary and only last two years, afrer which time the PDT should be tasked to
analyze the data and report to the Council as to whether or not this level of coverage is necessary
to adequately monitor the herring fishery in the firture.
Second, \rye are only willing to purchase observer coverage, beyond those levels that may be
allocated through the SBRM process and up to 100%, if the daily cost can equate to the $325 a
day rate paid by the West Coast H&G fleet, a fleet whose observer coverage rates have been
suggested as a model for tlre herring fishery dr:ring the development of Amendment 5 by those
who argue that we are under regulated and operating unsustainabiy, We are opposed to paying
any higher daiìy rate since this represents a cost that would not be sustainable in the low value

Atlantíc herring fishery.
Thjrd, we only support a temporary,l}Ayo observer program in the herring fishery if the
progmm would authorize the Agency to provide a vessel with a waiver if a Federal observer, or
an observer from an approved obseryer seryice provider, is not available for a particr:iar trip. lVe
simply can¡rot afford to have our vessels tied up if an observer is not available to us for some
reason and we are willing to both take and pay for an observer on that irip,
S

ec. 3,2.2 Mlnaepql ent Measure.s. to Im

n

rove/Mnximizç tsamolinq At:F ea

We support the addition of the provisions listed jn Sec. 3.2.2.2, which are intended to improve
sampling by observers at-sea and we understand that many of these provisions are aiready in
place; these include requirernents for a safe sampling station, requirements for 'Reasonable
Assistance', requirements to provide notice, requirements for hips with nrultþle vessels,
improving communication on pair trawl vessels and providing visual access to the net and
codend. It is oru ulderstanding that tlre relationship befween the Federal observers that have
been on our vessels over the past few years and our fishing captains is excellent a¡d we have
atlempted to cooperate with every tequest made to us by the observer program throughout this
period of time.
Sec. 1.2.3 Measqres to Add.re-ss Net Slipp¡eq

We support Sec. 3.2.3.2 Option 2 requiring the use of a released catch affidavit for 'slippage
events' and understand that these affidavits are already in use, with the support of vessel owners
and captains.
We are opposed, however, to the continued application of the Closed Area I Sampling
Provisions (Sec. 3.2.3,3), either within Closed A¡ea I or elsewhere, because of the requirement
that all fish be brought on board for sampling and inspection by the observer. As we have
repeatedly pointed out during the development of A¡nendment 5 there are significant operational

restrictions that make it impossible, or dangerous, to bring the purnp and codend or brailer over
the rail during fishing activities on midwater tawl fishing vessels. Ow captains tell us that the
obse¡ryers have no problem seeing what remains in the net after purnping, while the net remains
alongside the vessel and, as we indicate above, our captains have no problem providing visual
access to the net and codend so that the observer can do his or herjob.
'We

a¡e stongly opposed, however, to all of the options listed in Sec. 3.2.3.4, Options 4A
through 4D (proposing catch reduction and hìp termination), as being simply punitive in nature
and not being constructive to the ongoing cooperatíon between our captains and the observers on
our vessels. In addition, 'u/e urge the Council and the Agency to repeal the Closed Area
regulations since there is no indication that incidental catches in Closed Area I differ
significantly frorn those in other areas where the herring fishery operates and due to the fact that
there is no data to indicate that the herring fishery is having any significant mortality effect on
any groundfish species, either inside or outside of Closed A¡ea I.

i

It

is important, howeve¡ to retain in regulation that fish can be released throughout the herring
fishery if the vessel operator finds that:

1. Pumping the catch could compromise

2.
3.

the safety of the vessel;
Mechanical failure precludes bringing some or all of the catch aboard the vessel; or
Spiny dogfish have clogged the pump and consequently prevent pumping of the rest of
the catch.

Finally, as we all know, the Council's habitat and groundfish committees ale moving towards
either eliminating Closed A¡ea I or modiffing the area due to its lack of relevance today as either
a groundfish protection or habitat protection area, making regulations specific to the area equatly
irrelevant to managing the herring fishery today or in the futrue.
Sec. 3.2.4

Maximizetl Reten f ion Alternative fExperime{rtal F''ishervl

We support Sec. 3.2.4.1, the no action alternative. Herring vessels would continue to operate
under the regulations and possession limits for any fisheries for which they possess permits.
Amendment 5 would add other regulatory changes, wirich we could support consistent with our
com.ments, and wouid aid observe¡s in their responsibility to see and sarnple catches.
The herring fishery has taken place in this region formore than 100 years and was the fint
fìshery to agree to hard quotas, more than a decade ago, with the approval of the Federal FMP by
the Council and Agency, in 2001, The idea that t}te herring fishery shorfd be operated as an
experimental fishery has been suggested by advocates who clearly would like to eliminate the
majority of the ñshery and the vessels in it. This proposal only has punitive value and should be
surnnrarily rejected by the Council,
SeC.3.3
S

MANAGEMENT MEÄSI]RES TO ADDRESS RIVER ITERRING BYCATCII

ec. 3.3.2 Riv er

Herrin e Mon itorin s/Avoidance

The public hearing document tells us that the long-term goai of this section of the proposed
amendment is to adopt river herring bycatch avoidance strategies in the time and areas where
interactions with the herring fishery a¡e observed or anticipated.

same time, the Magnuson-stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act's National
St¿nda¡d Nine requires that 'oconset'vation and managenrenl tneastffes slzall, to the extent
praclicable, (A) minimize bycatch and (B) to the extent bycatch cannot be avoíded, minimíze lhe
rnortalíty of such bycatch," National Standa¡d One requires that "co¡r.tentatíon and management
n?easuües shøll prevent ove$ìshingwhile achievÞtg, otr a continuíng basis, the optimum yíeld
(OUrt'onz eachJisheryfor the [Jnited Statesfishing industry}' The Atla¡rtic herring fishery is
nolconsidered overfished, nor is overJishing occurring, so maintaining OY in the fishery must be
a Cou¡¡cil priority.

Attlre

We agree with the amendment's goal, since it has now becorne clear to us that minirnizing the
incidental catch of alosine species has recently become both a public and a Council interest a¡rd
we recognize our dufy under the law to reduce the incidental calch of these fìsh.

As tlris amendment has deveioped over the last few years, however, we have come to the
realization that most of the river herring monitoring and avoidance strategies proposed by the
Council in the amendment do not recognize the temporal and spatial va¡iations dictating where
river herring will be from year to year, or even from day to day, and that the extensive areas that
are proposed to be closed threaten our ability to continue to catch herring to provide an important
baifrsh for the region's lobster fìsheries and other ma¡kets.
Consequently, during the past two years, we have been working with other boat o\ryners,
organized as the Sustainable Fisheries Coalition (SFC), and in parhrership with the
Massachusetts Division of Marine Fisheries fDMI) and the IIMASS Dartmouth School of
Marine Science and Technology (SMAST), to replicate a bycatch avoidance project already in
use in the scallop fìshery, to reduce the incidental catch of yellowtail flounder; an approach

recognized as effective by this Council.
Our project, funded for the past two years through the Natíonal Fish and Wildlife Foundation,
andwith recent financial support from the Nature Conseryancy to allow for the participation in
the project by small mesh bottom trawl fisherrnen, is already working to create awareness of the
issue within the fleet ærd direct effort away from where river herring species a¡e known to be on
a daily, real time basis. At this time, v/e are seekiag additionai fundingthrough the MAFMC
RSA program, so that this low cost" real time program can continue into the next f,rshing year.
This program includes a goal of monitoring 50% of trips that a¡e landed, so that incidental
catches can be identified and quantified.

W-ilhin this context, we support Sec, 3,3.2.2.4 Option 4, a two-phase bycatch avoidance approach
based on the SFC/SMAST/DMF project, as the only option that will work to reduce the
incidental catch of river herring in the herring ñshery and allow for the continued production of
optirnum yield ùom the Atlantic hening resource" The project should involve all vessels
directing on Atlantic herring, including Category A, B, C and D permit holders. VMS is
essential to the success of this project and therefore, all Category D permitted vessels directing
on.A.tlantic herríng should be required to have VIvIS on board.
S

9q,J.9.5 River _Herrin e C+f ch Cap.s.

W-e do not support the Council considering a biologically-based river herring catch cap tluough a
frar¡rework adjustment to the herring FMP or the herring specifications process with this
arnendment. It is our understanding that the PDT has not nrade a recommendation for a catch
cap because there is insufficient information upon which to base one. The reiative mortality

effects of incidental catches in the he¡ring fîshing, and would be
understand before setting a biologically-based catch cap.

uitically important to

Sec. 3.4 -M.{NAGEMENT MEASURES TO ADDRESS MIDITVATSR TR4I#L ACCESS
TO GROïlNpFrSH CLOSEI) AREAS

As stated above, we believe that there is no relationship between incidental catches in the
Atlantic herring fishery and the groundfish closed areas. The GFCAI provisions (CFR $64S.80)
should be repealed upon impiementation of this amendment for this reason and access to the
groundfish closed areas should be retained for both herring midwater hawle¡s and purse seiners,
through a LOA issued by the agency, as had been the case for many yea$.

In response to a previous legal challenge to midwater trawlers' rational access to GFCAI and
other mortality closures, in a brief to a Federal court in June 2009, Agency attomeys wrote,
"enen if bycatch in the herring/ìshery (was) luuúreds oftùnes the level suggested by the data,
then there would be no compelling reøson to suspect that haddock or other groundlish stoclcs
(are) ímperiled." The Agency also clarified in its brief that, "by confi'ast, the directed ground/ish
fishery's total allowable catch of haddockis...500 times the (existing) herring bycatch cap" and
'þr those stocks lhat are undergoing ovedishing, the bycatch in the hen'ingfishery ís so
ntinisaúe that the ,neasures sought (evictíng hen'íng vessels) could not preyent overfishing of
these stocks."

ln conelusion vre strongly support Sec. 3.4.1 Alternative 2 - Pre-Closed Area I provìsions, which
would reestablish criteria for midwater hawl vessel access to the groundfìsh closed areas based
on provisions prior to the implementation of the Closed A¡ea I rule.
Thank you for your consideration of our comments. We look forward to continuing to work with
you and the members of the Council towards the implementation of reasonable, additional
monitoring requirements in the Atlantic hening fishery, tbrough l¡6 imFiementation of
Amendment 5, to ensure a sustainable Atlantic herring resource and fisliery for rnany years to
colrle,

With best regards,

Da,vøEll,e'ntow
General Manager / VP Cape Seafoods Inc
V/P 'V/estern Sea Fishing Company

